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ABSTRACT
General Jose Maria Villamil, hero in the independence 
of Ecuador, is a man almost unknown in his native New 
Orleans. Few people in Ecuador know that he was not 
Ecuadorian.
Stemming from his 78 years there evolved the 
adventurous careers of soldier, sailor, patriot, statesman 
and writer.
In 1806, at the age of 18, he served in the New 
Orleans Territorial Militia. Three years later he left 
New Orleans for Spain. There, in Cadiz, he became a c ­
quainted with Manuel Sarratea of Buenos Aires and 
Francisco Lorenzo de Velasco of Mexico who instilled 
and fired within him an ambition to help the Spanish 
American colonies throw off the yoke of their mother 
country. Subsequently the three took an oath toward 
that end.
Villamil went to Venezuela where his two brothers 
were living and began his revolutionary activities. The 
Spanish Royalists discovered his correspondence, arrested 
him, and sentenced him to death before a firing squad. 
However, because of his influential and wealthy brothers, 
he was released on condition that he go into exile.
Jos<§ Villamil then went to Guayaquil where he 
established himself in the mercantile business. It was 
there he married Ana Garaycoa, daughter of a prominent 
Guayaquil family.
Descending the Guayas River in 1815 in one of his 
schooners, he encountered Corsair Commodore William 
Brown and rushed back to warn the city of Guayaquil 
against what he thought was an imminent pirate attack. 
His fears were well founded and he took an active part 
in the defense of Guayaquil and the resulting capture of 
B r o w n .
The year 1816 found General Villamil in Haiti where 
he met General Simon Bolivar. This was the beginning of 
a lasting friendship. Bolivar told Villamil that he 
could not be uncommitted in the revolution that was 
seething and encouraged him to work with courage and 
consistency in the fight for independence.
Villamil organized the revolution of 9 October 1820 
which liberated Guayaquil from Spanish rule. Two days 
later he embarked on a mission to take the news of the 
success of the revolution to Thomas, Lord Cochrane and 
General Jose de San Martin. Villamil took part in 
seventeen campaigns in the wars for independence.
After Ecuador became an independent state in 1830,
Villamil influenced the government to declare its 
sovereignty over the Galapagos Islands. His greatest 
dream was to colonize the Galapagos and he spent a large 
part of his personal fortune in a futile attempt to make 
this dream come true.
He served as governor of the Galapagos, as governor 
of the province of Guayas and for 21 years served in the 
Ecuadorian Army for which he received no salary. He 
rose to the rank of Brigadier G e n eral.
Under President Jose M. Urbina he served as 
Ministro Gener' 1 - second highest position in the 
government. In 1853 Villamil was appointed Ecuador's 
Charge d'Affaires in Washington, D.C. The next year 
he returned to Ecuador and went to the Galapagos Islands 
with a group of Americans to confirm the existence of 
guano on the Islands. Six years later in 1859, he 
returned to military duty in the war with Peru and 
served as second in command.
In 1862, forty-two years after the 9 October 
revolution, he wrote his memoirs in order to leave a 
verified account of the fight for independence.
He died in Guayaquil on 12 May 1866.
ix
INTRODUCTION
Jose Maria Villamil, leader of the 9 October 1820 
revolution in Guayaquil, was born in New Orleans 10 June 
1788 during the time of Spanish rule. Mis career of 
patriot, soldier, statesman and writer spanned two 
countries and two continents. He served in the Louisiana 
Territorial Militia and later as a soldier in the Ecuadorian 
Army attaining the rank of Brigadier General. Following 
his military career he returned to the United States as 
a diplomat.
I became interested in Villamil in 1967 while on a 
teacher exchange program between the St. Bernard Parish 
School System and the Colegio Americano of Guayaquil.
There I learned that this Ecuadorian hero was born in 
New Orleans.
As research progressed I began to realize that 
Villamil was important not only as a founding father of 
the Republic of Ecuador but also as a strengthening figure
in relations between Ecuador and the United States .
Although he spent most of his long life in service 
to Ecuador he never lost his feeling of devotion to the 
United States. lie loved the United states because it 
was the land of his birth and loved Ecuador because it
was the land of his children's birth.
1
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Research for this study was done in the Archives of 
the New Orleans Public Library, Saint Louis Cathedral 
Archives, Louisiana National Guard Archives (Jackson 
Barracks), Howard Tilton Memorial Library (Latin American 
and Genealogical Libraries), Louisiana Historical Society 
Archives, Loyola University Library-New Orleans, Louisiana 
State University Library, National Archives and the
i
Library of Congress-Washington, D.C.
I spent the year 1974 in Ecuador where I did research 
in Guayaquil and Quito. In Guayaquil I met Doctor 
Michael Hamerly, an American historian, who introduced 
me to Luis Noboa Icaza, a great grandson of Jose Villamil, 
and to Pedro Robles y Chambers, a historian and genealogist 
in Guayaquil whose private archives yielded valuable 
information for this study.
Dr. Hamerly also introduced me to Julio Estrada Icaza, 
director of the Archivo Historico del Guayas who gave me 
a letter of introduction to the Mayor of Guayaquil. He 
gave me permission to work in the Archivo de la Secretaria 
Municipal, Biblioteca Rolando and the Archives of 
the Biblioteca Municipal. Francisco Silva, who taught at 
the American School in Guayaquil, introduced me to his 
brother Dr. Rafael Euclides Silva, another historian in 
Guayaquil who guided me to sources. The staff of
3
Casa de la Cultura in Quito helped me examine their 
documents.
Research was difficult in the public Archives of 
Guayaquil due to the condition of documents and the fact 
that many were not catalogued. Many of the documents I 
found were worm-eaten. Moreover, many documents had been 
stolen. In spite of these difficulties my research was 
successful due primarily to the interest and kind attention 
of all those who helped. I was not able to get into 
such important sources as the Archives of the Ministry 
of Foreign Relations because of bureaucratic red tape.
CHAPTER I 
A PATRIOT'S BEGINNING
This biography, which recounts events in the life 
of one of the outstanding men in the Wars of Independence 
of the Latin American republics, had its beginning in 
New Orleans. Although he earned great fame in Ecuador 
for services of more than half a century, he remains 
almost completely forgotten in the city of his birth.
.Jose Maria Gonzales de la Galea y Villamil Joly was 
born in New Orleans, Spanish Louisiana, on June 10,
1788.
In the archives of St. Louis Cathedral one may see 
nis baptismal record written in quaint, old-fashioned, 
formal Spanish,'*' along with those of his two brothers, 
and the marriage record of his parents.
Only small bits can be pieced together of the
family's existence in New Orleans. Just when his father,
Pedro Villamil, arrived in New Orleans is not known, but
he was there in 1782. Pedro apparently was a close
friend of Pedro Piernas, Commandant of the Spanish Troops
2in New Orleans in 1779, so perhaps, Pedro also was in 
Spain's military service.
-*-St. Louis Cathedral Archives, Spanish document 
If712, New Orleans, Louisiana.
^City Archives, Records and Deliberations of m e  
Cab ildo, No. 2, p. 1, 1934, New Orleans, Louisiana.
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Pedro Gonzales de la Galea y Villamil was the
decendent of a long line of noblemen dating back to
1674 according to the registry of the Archivo of the
Royal Chancellery of Valladolid (copies of supporting
documents are in Appendix A ) . He was from a family of
nine children and of this large family, a brother Andres
Antonio Gonzales de la Galea y Villamil, was known to
have come to Louisiana and resided in the city of New
Orleans in the 1780's. He, according to records in the
archives, was "Mayordomo" of the hospital and also owner
3of a plantation near the city.
Pedro was married to Catalina Joly Lebrun in the 
Church of St. Louis on January 23, 1782. She was a native 
New Orleanian, and daughter of Santiago Joly and Juana 
Lebrun, natives of France.^ During the Spanish period 
in Louisiana, marriages were arranged between young 
Spanish officers and the daughters of prominent Creole 
families. These families retained their French language 
and their social customs.
Changes in the spelling of the name "Villamil" 
occur in the records. From the Archivo de la Real 
Chancilleria de Valladolid, the family name appears
^State Museum Archives, Spanish Document #2591, Box 60, 
September 1, 1790, New Orleans, Louisiana.
^Marriage certificate, church documents, St. Louis 
Cathedral Archives, New Orleans, Louisiana.
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Gonzales de la Galea y V i l l a a m i l . In the records in 
New Orleans, ’’Galea" sometimes appears as de la G u l i a . 
With the births of Ped r o ’s three sons (Felipe Martin, 
Pedro Andres, and Jose Maria) Gonzales de la Galea was 
omitted and the names Villamil y Joly (mother's maiden 
name) appear.
Pedro was a merchant in New Orleans and the family 
resided at #7 Rue St. Philippe in the Vieux Carre.^ 
Between the years 1783 and 1800, numerous civil suits 
were instituted against Pedro because of various sums of 
money he owed on articles of merchandise and on Negro 
slaves purchased by him.
The census of 1805 shows that Madame Villamil was 
residing on St. Philippe and that two free white males 
sixteen years or over were also residing at the address.b
Shortly after the United States took possession of 
Louisiana, and previous to the time prescribed by treaty 
for the evacuation of the province by Spanish forces,
Juan Ventura Morales, late contador of the Armies and 
Intendent under the government of Spain, informed 
Governor William C. C. Claiborne by letter that there
^State Museum Archives, Document #1752, Box 50, 
year 1788, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Archi
New Orleans: 1936, p. 30.
^New Orleans in 1805, A Directory 8 A Census
WpA Froj e c t ,
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was in public deposit with the city of New Orleans a
number of slaves seized as the property of Pedro Villamil,
late steward of the Royal Hospital of New Orleans. The
Superior Tribunal and Royal Audience of Accounts of
Havana declared Pedro Villamil indebted in the sum of
$9,734 for reimbursement as he had not furnished the
necessary security for which he was liable and had fled
the province and its decisions. The Auditor of War had
advised by decree that the slaves should be evaluated
and sold at public auction, and the proceeds paid into
the treasury. He gave notice of sale in the Gazette so
7that the public might be informed.
Claiborne sanctioned the sale in order to draw to 
a close the operation of His Catholic Majesty's officers 
in Louisiana, and to bring about their speedy and complete
g
evacuation of the province. Claiborne, under the 
impression that Morales' statement was correct and that 
the decision of the Superior Court of Havana was founded 
in justice, permitted the sale to be held; and Francis 
Hulin, a stooge of Morales, bought the slaves.
7 Dunbar Rowland, ed., Official Letter Books of 
W. C. C. Claiborne 1801-1816~ 5 Vols~ (Jackson, M i s s ., 
Printed for State Department of Archives § History,
1917), I, p. 350-351.
O Clarence Edwin Carter, ed., The Territorial 
Papers of the U . S . , Vol. IX, The Territory of Orleans 
1803-1812 (Washington,D.C ., U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1940) p. 396.
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On 12 May 1804 Sebastian Calvo de la Puerta y
O'Farrill, Marques de Casa Calvo, wrote to Claiborne
that he had received a dispatch from the Royal Tribunal of
Havana requesting investigation into the case for the
purpose of verifying certain judicial proceedings and
that Morales had gone beyond his faculties as he had
9not obeyed the orders of the Superior Tribunal.
Claiborne gave permission authorizing Casa Calvo 
and Peter Pedesclaux, the notary of the government 
under the Spanish domination, to make the investigation 
using extract or copies from such judicial proceedings 
as were on file in any offices in Louisiana. Claiborne 
also consented to an investigation of the Intendent's 
conduct and research in this affair in order to enable 
Casa Calvo to aid Villamil in the prosecution of a 
claim to the Negroes in question before a Competent 
Trib u n a l .
Peter Pedeclaux informed Claiborne on 16 June 1804 
that the Villamil affair required his interference, that 
Casa Calvo had represented the sale to Hulin as a fra- 
dulent transaction and that the Negroes were, in fact, 
still the property of Villamil'!'0 Pedesclaux also added
^Rowland, Official Letter B o o k s , Vol. II., p. 322.
IQ Ibid . , p. 323.
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that Hulin was at that time endeavoring to effect a 
sale of the Negroes, and Casa Calvo wanted Claiborne to 
notify the city's public notaries of the suggested fraud 
so that no person would purchase the Negroes without 
information of the exceptions which would be taken to 
the titles.
Relying on the accuracy of Pedesclaux's statement
and desirous of preventing any citizen of Louisiana from
being the victim of a fraudulent transaction, and to
manifest at the same time a respectful attention to
Casa Calvo's representation, Claiborne addressed a note
to Pedesclaux in which he said that his reply particularly
to Casa Calvo's letter could not be construed as
sanctioning any decrees of Casa Calvo; that Pedesclaux
should inform all persons of the dubious title to the 
11s laves.
Hulin filed suit against Villamil and Claiborne in­
formed Casa Calvo that Hulin could not be deprived of 
the slaves. If Villamil had claim to these slaves the 
Law of the Land and the agency of the constituted authori­
ties of Louisiana were open to him, and justice would be 
rendered in the courts to which every suitor was entitled 
under the Judiciary of the United States. If Villamil
■^Rowland, Official Letter Books, II, pp. 219-220.
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had in his possession slaves Hulin claimed, he likewise 
may appeal to the same Tribunal. The moment a subject 
of His Catholic Majesty or any other foreign power sets 
foot in the Territory of Louisiana he was bound to respect 
its laws, and for a breach of them he was held responsible,
he was also under the protection of the same laws, and
. , 12could appeal to them for redress of any injury received.
In a letter to the Secretary of State dated 19 
January 1805 Governor Claiborne said:
"I have only to add...that between the 
Marques (Casa Calvo) and the Intendant, there 
subsists not only a political rivalry, but 
even a personal hatred--Hulin is a man little 
known except as a dependent of the Intendant*s. 
Villamil is a violent partisan of the Marques, 
but his wife, Madam Villamil is in the opposite 
interest, having been long separated from her 
husband, and enjoying in a particular manner 
as is said the protection and intimacy of the 
Intendant."
In Pedro Gonzales de la Galea y Villaamil*s last 
will and testament dated in New Orleans 8 July 1807, 
he left his estate which included a house on St. Philip 
Street and properties in Pensacola and Havana to his
12Rowland, Official Letter Boo k s , p. 325.
I 7 Carter, The Territorial Papers of the United 
States, p. 373.
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brother, Andr6s Villaamil, and to his sons, Martin, 
age 23 a resident in La Guayra, Venezuela, Pedro Andrds, 
age 21 and Jose Maria, age 18.
He left nothing to his wife, Catalina Joly, declaring 
that in New Orleans he had instituted proceedings for 
divorce from his wife because she had condemned aim 
before the Marqu§s of Casa Calvo and on grounds of 
adultry committed by his wife witli the Intendent Juan 
Ventura Morales. She was not to receive any part of 
community property or anything acquired during their 
marriage. The case was in the power of his executor.
He had also filed suit against Morales asking 
for damages caused by Morales, interim Intendendant of 
this province and in Pensocola. According to the records 
of the acts it was in the power of Juan Rodriguez, his 
executor, who was to continue the litigation to co m p l e ­
tion even after his d e a t h . ^
No further record of Pedro Villamil has been 
found in Louisiana. His wife, Catalina Joly, went to 
Guayaquil after her son, Jose Marla's marriage in 
1813 and remained there.
■^Pedro Gonzales de la Galea y Villaamil, Last 
Will and Testament, New Orleans, 8 July 1807,
Geneological Library, Tulane University.
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Pedro was already old when his son Jose Maria was 
born, and he became his father's pride and joy. Jose 
Maria went everywhere with his father, and friends always 
invited the father to bring "Pepito" with him. When 
Jose Maria was no more than six or seven years of age 
he and his father were eating in the home of a friend, 
a Mr. Cornie, whose wife was an intimate friend of 
Madame Villamil. They used the "tu" form when addressing 
each other which was uncommon in New Orleans. Jose 
heard them speak of the English as enemies, then of 
the Spanish and of the "Autrichiens" which he understood 
as "Autres chiens" and he thought that the French at the 
table were calling the Spanish the "other dogs". Blind 
with anger, he got up turning over the stool on which 
he was sitting. His father took him by the arm and said, 
angrily, "What are you doing, child?" Jose answered,
"Papa* si usted tiene a bien permitir que a sus paisanos 
se les trate de perros (chiens) eii sii presencia, yo no 
lo puedo suf r i r . Surprised at that answer all those 
at the table calmed him with praise and gave him 
candies. There he received his first lesson in geography, 
to make him understand that they had not said "autres
ISjose Marla Villamil, Reseha de^ los acontecimientos 
politicos y_ militares de la Provincia de Guayaquil desde 
1813 hasta 1824 inclusivo. 10 V o ls^ Cronistas de la 
Independencia y_ de_ la_ Republica, Biblioteca Ecuatoriana 
Minima, Puebla: J. M. Cajica, S.A., 1960, Vol. 6, p. 131.
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chiens” but ’’Autrichiens,M the name given to those born 
to the vast empire called "Autriche o£ which the great 
King of Spain had been emperor. Peace was reestablished, 
but not without Jose defending his countrymen.
His mother had inspired in him sentiments for France 
as his father had for Spain, but lie was proud to call 
himself a citizen of the United States, and at the age 
of sixteen was first sergeant in the First Company of 
Militia and almost without equal as a m a r k s m a n . ^  A l ­
though General Villamil wrote in his later years that 
he was first sergeant in the Militia, the records reveal 
that Jose Villamil served in the New Orleans Territorial 
Militia as a corporal in Captain George Pollock’s Company 
of Batallion of New Orleans Territorial Militia from 
December 9, 1806 to March 8, 1807. No records have 
been found verifying his rank as sergeant, but one must 
remember that many of the military records in New 
Orleans were destroyed by Union occupation forces during 
the Civil War. When Louisiana was a new American 
Territory, young men were only required to serve in the
i *7militia for a period of three months.
^Villamil, Reseha, p. 117.
1 7Paul L. Dupas, Supervisor, Roster of Louisiana 
Militia 1806-1808, project 665-65-3-1 W.P.A., Jackson 
Barracks, New Orleans 1939, p. 15.
No record of Jose Villamil's education has been found 
New Orleans. There were at that time parochial and p r i ­
vate schools for the education of New Orleans children.
Many families sent their children to private schools run 
by one person and when that person died records were 
destroyed. Most of the boys were sent to schools of 
higher learning, and often sent to Europe to complete 
their education. J o s e ’s education was limited to the 
ordinary rudiments of knowledge, such as could be obtained 
in Louisiana during the 1790's. Nevertheless, he improved 
every scanty opportunity for acquiring information, relying
on his own native powers of intellect to supply imperfect 
18instruction.
The Spanish government projected a public education
system in 1771 and sent Manuel Andres Lopez de Armesto
to New Orleans as director but little was accomplished.
The Creoles simply refused to send their children to
19public or Spanish language schools. Being part 
Spanish, Jose could have possibly attended one of these 
schools. We do know that he had a command of the three 
languages, Spanish, French, and English.
*%crapbook, Vol. 5, Collections Division, Howard 
Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University, New Orleans, 
Louisiana.
^ E d w i n  Adams Davis^ Louisiana The Pelican State, 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana state University Press, 1961) , 
p . 126.
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It was during this period that the first printing
press came to Louisiana. Published literature began in
1777 with the printed publication of a short poem. Amateur
theatricals gradually increased during the Spanish period,
and the people became interested in music. Society
flourished after the period of the American Revolution,
and dress became fashionable and was copied after the
styles of Paris and Madrid. Balls and dances were
frequent. The letters of the Spanish officials, written
with quaint formal phrases, reveal both their friendship
with many of the citizens of the colony and something
20too of society in general. In his last years, Villamil 
wrote that he had grown up in Louisiana at a time when 
one had to have some degree of fearlessness, and that 
he had to be able to fight tigers and p a n t h e r s . ^
The Ecuadorian historian, Carlos Manuel Larrea states
that Villamil's parents were of considerable wealth, and
2 2wanted him to complete his education in Europe. Jose 
never stated his reasons for leaving New Orleans.
20Davis, Louisiana The Pelican State, p. 127.
^ V i l l a m i l , Re s e n a , p. 131.
22Larrea,C. M . , MNota Editorial*1, Cronistas de 
Independencia y  ,de la Republica.Biblioteca Ecuatoriana 
Minima, 10 Vols., XI, (Puebla: C. M. Cajica, 1960) p.115- 
120.
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Was furthering his education the real reason for 
Jose leaving New Orleans? Records of the St. Louis 
Cathedral Archives reveal the baptismal record of another 
Villamil born on January 17, 1808. She was Magdalena 
Villamin, illegitimate daughter of GonzSles Villamin 
and Eloisa Solet, both natives of New Orleans. Paternal 
grandparents were Pedro Villamin and Catalina Joly. 
Magdalena was without doubt an offspring of the line of 
Gonzales Villamil. This document is interesting for 
what it says and for what it does not say. In it is a 
disappearance of the "de la Galea or de la Gulia" and 
grandfather is simply called Pedro Villamin, the names 
Gonzales is omitted; but this has to be Pedro Gonzales 
Villamil, since he was married to dona Catalina Joly.
The document does not say which of P e d r o ’s three sons 
was the father: Pedro Andres, Felipe Martin, or Jose
0 7 ^
Maria. Magdalena was born in 1808 when Jose was
eighteen years old. Did his family send him to Spain
24to get him away from Eloisa Solet?
J o s e ’s brother Martin was residing in La Guayra, 
Venezuela in July 1807, and Pedro Andres went to Venezuela
^ S p a n i s h  Document No. 631, St. Louis Cathedral 
Archives, New Orleans, Louisiana.
^^Carlos V. Puig, Josi de Villamil, Procer del 
9 de Oct. El Telegrafo, Domingo 24 enero 1937, p. 3.
17
25about the time Jos§ went to Spain.
At the time of Jose's departure, New Orleans had 
been an American city for six years. What were the ideas 
that he carried with him from his native land so recently 
incorporated into the infant United States?
Wealthy young Jose Villamil from New Orleans, a 
city of gay social life where dances and balls were numerous, 
found himself in the center of society in Cadiz. While 
there he met and became friends with Patrice M. de MacMahon, 
a lieutenant in the French Army, and with General Ignacio 
de Alava. Villamil had been recommended by his brothers 
to General Alava (one of the heroes of Trafalgar) whose 
"forehead was adorned with a scar." The general’s wife 
saw Villamil dancing steps from "la Louisiana" and she 
wanted to learn the dances of Louisiana. With due si n ­
cerity Jose told her that he would be happy to teach her 
if she promised that she would not dance with anyone else 
for as long as he remained in Ccidiz. She agreed to this 
condition, and later, when they were dancing, all the 
applause was for her. His friend, MacMahon knew the 
applause flattered the general’s wife and with the quick
7 ̂ John Smith Kendall, "Some Distinguished Hispanic- 
Orleanians," The Historical Quarterly,(Baton Rouge:
Jones Printing Co., 1935) pp. 40-55.
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thinking of a friend, he said to Villamil: "Pepe, 
you find yourself in a beautiful position to do a great 
favor for some of my companions who are now in jail." 
MacMahan told him that with all the applause that he had 
made possible for the general’s wife there was 
nothing she would deny him and there was nothing that 
the general would deny her. He begged Villamil to ask 
her to intercede with her husband for the French prisoners. 
"You will be able to get these unfortunate officers from 
the jail if you say they are Louisianians. Please do 
it Pepe." Villamil agreed to do it, and MacMahon embraced 
him with tears in his eyes.
The next day Villamil told the general's wife about 
the "Louisianians" who were in jail. "My friend," she 
said, "my husband is the kind of man who is not going 
to allow the opportunity to pass for doing a good deed. 
Count on his doing more than you ask of him. This same 
day I will speak with him on this matter, and tomorrow 
you will know the answer." He took her hand and said, 
"Permit me, my beautiful pupil, to kiss this benefactor 
hand."
MacMahon waited in the Hotel of the Four Nations 
for Villamil who reported there on the success of his 
mission. "I knew well," he said, "that the general's
wife would not be able to deny you anything; and now I 
have to admire your promptness in doing this good deed. 
The next day at the usual time, Villamil met his pupil. 
"Everything is done," she told him without answering hi 
greeting. She took his arm without his offering it to 
her, and led him to the library. "Don Ignacio," she 
said, "here is my teacher"; and turning to Villamil 
she said, "I hope that you will be happy when you leave 
Then she left him standing in the middle of the library 
like an advance guard. General Alava said, "Sergeant, 
you want me to be accomplice to your roguish trick, no? 
Villamil was stunned by this statement and only wished 
to leave. However, the General offered him a Havana 
cigar and invited him to sit down. This made him more 
comfortable. The General told Villamil that he needed 
two certificates for each man showing that the man was 
a Louisianian and the certificates could be signed 
by Villamil and anyone else who would sign with him. 
Jokingly, Villamil said to the General, "If I swear 
falsely, will you Excellency help me bear the penance 
that my confessor imposes on me?" The General replied, 
"Tell you confessor to go pray his rosary or to read 
his breviary if he doesn't have anything else to do."
The results of this intrigue incited by MacMahon,
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pushed by Villamil's pupil and carried out by General Ignacio 
de Alava, commandant general of the soldiers stationed 
in Cadiz, was that twelve or fifteen or more of the 
officers of the French army returned to their country 
by way of the United States. None of the captains of 
the ships that carried these officers from Spain accepted 
money which was offered them by Villamil.
Upon thanking his pupil the last time, she said to 
him, "I have earned my commission in this matter and 
I demand it. You will teach me another step, no?"
"Beautiful" he told her, "I will teach you a thousand 
although I have to return to New Orleans in search of 
my teacher Monsieur Pirouette that he might teach them 
to me." Villamil later wrote, "actually I taught her 
another very gracious step called 'L 'eiseleur' and I 
danced it with her in Cddiz and in Havana afterward, in 
an evening devoted to me; and she left me with a name 
that I keep until now as my symbolic name."
The first time that I danced at her request she said
9 f\to me, "I did not dream that un Chactas could dance 
so well."
"I don^t accept the compliment," Villamil replied,
^ U n  Chactas was the name for Choctaw Indians,
George F. Reinecke, Editor Louisiana Folklore Miscellany, 
Louisiana Folklore Society, New Orleans.
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but yes, I accept the name you give me; and I will
keep it all my life." Later, Villamil wrote, "I have
not failed in that proposition, and even now I frequently
27use it as my signature."
While in Cadiz, Jose acquired another friend, Francisco 
Lorenzo de Velazco, a Mexican. Velazco introduced him to 
Manuel de Sarratea from Buenos Aires. They were both 
older than Villamil. Sarratea was then 30 and Velazco 26. 
Villamil was only 21. These three talked about the French 
occupation of Spain and the rebellions that resulted in 
Quito, Caracas, Buenos Aires, Bogota, Cartagena and 
Santiago de Chile. Sarratea said to the other two one 
day when they were lunching together.: "A m i g o s , d i j o ,
nuestros hermanos se estan esforzando en sacudir el yugo 
colonial: la sangre americana corre y a . Es vergonzoso 
para nosotros el estar pasando una vida ociosa en la
patria de los seflores de la nuestra-^Sois capaces de
2 8consagraros a La causa americana?"
Velazco and Villamil embraced Sarratea, and took 
an oath to consecrate themselves to the cause of liberty 
for Spain’s colonies in America. Villamil learned later
^ V i l l a m i l ,  R e s e h a . p. 131-135.
28Ibid. p. 129.
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that Simon Bolivar (future liberator of Colombia, Peru
and Bolivia) and Vicente Rocafuerte (later president
of Ecuador) had made the same oath a few years before,
and that others had done the same thing in other parts 
29of Europe.
Sarratea was named chief of this embryonic conspiracy, 
and the three young men agreed that each one would go 
to a different country: Sarratea would return to Buenos 
Aires, Velazco to Mexico, and Villamil would go to 
Venezuela where he had two wealthy and influential 
brothers. They would work diligently to organize r e ­
bellions in those countries. This was the beginning 
of V i l l a m i l ’s revolutionary activities.
With the annexation of Louisiana to the United 
States he had ceased being a colonist. He had been 
taught from his infancy not only to respect but also 
to love Spain, but now he was undertaking a large, 
daring and dangerous operation against Spain. Cowardice 
was not a defect of the youthful Louisianian accustomed 
from the start to fighting as a frontiersman.
Villamil arrived in Maracaibo, Venezuela in 1810 
and began to work with boldness at his risky task. His
^ V i l l a m i l ,  Reseha, p.130.
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operation was discovered and some of his letters were
intercepted. Due to the good graces of his brothers
and to the compassion that Villamil inspired in General
Fernando Miyares, governor of Maracaibo, he was not
30shot as he himself said he deserved. Villamil's
brothers, Martin and Andre, got him out of Venezuela
which was at that time already aflame with r e v o l t .
Villamil, even though he made war on Spain still
had love and respect for her. He himself wrote that he
would not go to confession so that he could avoid
31speaking of his acts against Spain.
■^Villamil, Resena, p. 131.
3* Ibid., p. 136.
CHAPTER II
ECUADOR BEFORE V I L L A M I L 1S ARRIVAL
During the pre-Colombian period there were no great 
civilizations in what is today the republic of Ecuador. 
There were some fifty tribes along the coast, in the 
Sierra, and the Amazonian hinterland. Each had customs 
and beliefs differing from those of its neighbors, and 
these are noticable even today. In none of the histori­
cal periods from the earliest times was unity achieved 
among these Indians, the deepest cleavage always existed 
between the tribes of the coast and those of the mountains.
The major tribes occupying ancient Ecuador were the 
Quillasingas in the north, the Quitus and Puruachaes in 
the center extending from Carchi to Azuay, the Caharis, 
Paltas, Huancabambas to the south, and the Huancavilcas, 
Punaes, and Caraques on the coast. There were no nations 
or states and each group was broken into various factions 
who made war reciprocally, and certain chiefs began to 
dominate and form small principalities. This was no
*Lilo Linke, E c u a d o r , Country of C o ntrasts, (London, 
Royal Institute of- International Af-Fa"irs, 1954) p. 14.
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hinderance to unity because these chiefs grouped to -
2gether in confederations in times of danger.
The French ethnologist, Alfred Metraux considers the 
Chavin as the first great Peruvian civilization whose 
influence extended over a vast area. Immigrants brought 
the Chavin culture to the highlands of Peru around 1000- 
800 B.C. The newcomers brought with them the cultivation 
of corn, on which all of the archaic cultures of America 
depended. They also made pottery and wove textiles, and 
they built relatively large stone temples adorned with 
carvings of a feline god whose worship was widespread 
through the northern highlands of Peru and the nearby 
coast. The Chavin culture is belived to have influenced
3the art and life of the coastal towns and far-off Quito.
For the first 1000 years of the Christian era dozens 
of minor tribes kept up continuous warfare. The Caras or 
Shyris tribe had lived on the coast for a long period of
^Roberto Paez, Biblioteca Ecuatoriana M i n i m a , 
Cronistas Coloniales primera parteT (Editorial J.M.
Cajica, Jr., S.A. Puebla, Mexico) p. 39.
^Alfred Metraux, The History of the Incas, trans. 
from French by George Ordish" (New Yorkj Schocken Books, 
1973) p. 25.
Dana Gardner Munro, The Latin American Republics, 
A History, 3rd ed., (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
1960) p . 13.
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time, then they went up the Esmeraldas River and stopped
in Quito. The Quitus, the oldest known group in Ecuador
were weak and not well organized. The Caras got control
of Quito and later incorporated the Puruhaes to the
kingdom of Quito under the monarch Duchicela. The kingdom
of Quito then extended from Tulcan in the north to Azuay 
4in the south.
The Incas did not push northward until the second 
half of the fifteenth century. The Inca Tupac-Yupanqui 
succeeded in conquering the southern provinces of present- 
day Ecuador about 1480 after long struggles. There he 
was stopped from further advance by the Shyris. The 
conquest begun by Tupac-Yupanqui was completed by his 
son Inca Huayna-Capac, who was born in Tomebamba, a city 
of the Canaris. In cruel battles Huayna-Capac reached 
farther north and sealed his conquest by marrying Paccha, 
the Shyr5.s princess and daughter of the vanquished king.5 
This was an old practice the Inca used to control newly 
conquered tribes. Huayna-Capac blackened his record with
^Pa e z , Biblioteca Ecuatoriana M i n i m a , p . 39.
5Lui s  Robalino Davila, Origines del Ecuador de Hoy,
8 Vols. (Puebla, Mexico: ed. Jose M. Cajica, Jr.,- S’.A.j 
1:19.
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the ruthless extermination of the Cara tribe which had 
heroically resisted the conquest.
On the outskirts of the city of Ibarra is Lake 
Y a huar-Cocha, a Quechua word meaning blood lake. On 
the shores of this lake Huayna-Capac's army fought the 
Cayambi, Guachala and Caranqui tribes in a fierce battle. 
When the battle ended great piles of bleeding bodies lay 
on the shores of the lake and its waters began to turn red.^ 
Some of the outlying lowland tribes were never completely 
subjugated by the Incas. The fifty years of Inca s u b ­
jugation were not enough to impose on them the unifying 
influence of the religion, language, and the highly planned 
social and economical system of the Inca conquerors.
Present day Ecuador was never properly incorporated into 
the Tahuantinsuyo, the Inca "Four Parts of the Earth".
Huayna-Capac lived most of his life in the region of
the Caras where he established his military headquarters
7at Quito. He died in Quito in 1527. Out of his fondness 
for Quito, he laid the ground work for a civil war within 
the Inca Empire. His Cara wife, Paccha, bore him a son, 
Atahualpa, while his legal wife in Cuzco, Coya his own
^Federico Gonzales Suarez, Historia General de la 
Republica del Ecuador, 2 Vols., (Quito: Imprenta del
C l e r o , 18917“  II:59.
7Robalino Davila, Origines del Ecuador, p. 19.
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sister, bore him several. Huascar was entitled to succeed 
him. However, before his death, Huayna-Capac divided the 
empire, leaving the northern kingdom of Quito to his son 
Atahualpa, and Cuzco and the south to H u & s c a r . After 
his death the two brothers went to war to determine who 
would be the sole ruler. There was a bloody civil war 
lasting for several y e a r s . Atahualpa proved victorious 
over Huascar. While Atahualpa and Huascar were still 
fighting, the first Spaniards had already carried out 
explorations on the Ecuadorian coast in 1527, and it was 
only five years later that the conquest actually began.
By then Atahualpa had been proclaimed sole ruler of 
the Tahuantinsuyo. He had defeated Hu&scar, seized the 
royal mantle of power at Cuzco, and established his 
military headquarters at Cajamarca in the northern part 
of modern Peru about halfway between Cuzco and Quito.
Here he was better able to control an empire torn by 
civil war. Ecuadorians find in the fact that he was 
victorious over Peru one of the first affirmations of 
their nationality against the perennially renewed 
pretentions of Peru, and celebrate in Atahualpa the 
first great Ecuadorian. He is referred to as the 
"Creator of the Quitonian nationality". The Shyris, or 
the Ecuadorians, not only knew how to resist the Incas,
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but they absorbed the conquerors and turned them into 
rulers to their own benefit. "Quito stands up to c o n ­
front Cuzco, and it is this rivalry which will c o n tinu­
ously reveal itself throughout the centuries and which
g
determines the real reason for the frontier dispute."
This rivalry which has become hatred for Peru can 
be seen very strongly in Ecuador today and is taught in 
the schools. One cannot discuss or speak of Peru in 
an Ecuadorian classroom without the students becoming 
violent. This writer once talking with shoe-shine boys 
on the street in Guayaquil was practically attacked by 
saying in a joking manner "Viva el Peru". American 
teachers in Ecuador whom the writer spoke with in 1974 
stated that they had experienced similar reactions from 
students when mentioning Peru. Ecuadorians today speak 
of the territory taken by Peru in 1941 as territory
9stolen by Peru with the consent of the United States.
There is another factor in Ecuadorian history which 
dates back to Inca and pre-Inca times; and that is the 
rivalry between the coast and the sierra. It is so
O
Linke, E c uador, p. 16.
^Official maps of Ecuador show that Ecuador has 
declared null the boundary of the Protocol of Rio of 
1942 .
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strong that the province of Guayas in recent years has 
advocated the separation from the republic of Ecuador, 
and the forming of an independent state.
The Spanish imprint on Ecuadorian nationality begins 
with Francisco Pizarro. He arrived in Cajamarca in the 
fall of 1532. He had already learned of the civil war 
within the Inca empire and of how Atahualpa had usurped 
the throne. On November 15, Atahualpa cordially received 
Pizarro about whose activities he had long been intensely 
curious. The next day, Atahualpa returned the visit. 
Pizarro first asked Father Vicente de Valerde to explain 
to Atahualpa why the Incas should place themselves under 
the authority of the Spanish king. Atahualpa, not u n d e r ­
standing the language he had never heard before, brushed 
the Bible from V a l e r d e ’s hand. There was a brief and 
bloody battle. Pizarro made Atahualpa a prisoner. With 
the hope of freedom, Atahualpa sent his carriers to the 
ends of the empire to bring back golden objects for his 
ransom. After a huge room was filled, Pizarro ordered 
Atahualpa's trial for rebellion in the Spanish emperor's 
dominions. He was found guilty and e x e c u t e d . ^
lOwilliam H. Prescott, History of the Conquest of P e r u , 
ed. by John Foster Kirk, 2 Vols. (Philadelphia: J. B. 
Lippincott Company, 1874) 1:450.
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The various Ecuadorian tribes were again conquered 
only after long and bitter warfare. In 1534, hearing that 
Cortez's lieutenant, Pedro de Alvarado was planning to 
invade Ecuador, Pizarro sent Sebastian de Benalcazar 
and Diego de Almagro to thwart him. Benalcazar set out 
from San Miguel, south of TtSmbez, and with the help of 
the Canaris, who resented Inca domination, fought his 
way to Quito in mid 1534. Benalcazar was the first 
Spaniard to set foot in the city of Quito. It had been 
left in ruins and ashes by the retreating Indians under 
their great leader Ruminahui.11 Benalcazar became 
Pizarro's Lieutenant governor and installed a municipal 
government at Quito. On the sight of the ancient town, 
Benalcazar, after defending his claim against two 
Spanish rivals, founded the "Villa de San Francisco de 
Quito", on December 6, 1534. On July 25, 1535 Benalcazar 
founded the city of Guayaquil to serve as a port for Quito.
According to the Ecuadorian historian, Modesto
Chavez Franco, there was an Indian Chief named Hualla of
a tribe named Quillca and that the city was named for
the chief and his tribe. The city was named Santiago
12de Hualla-Quillca which in time became Guayaquil.
l^Linke, E c u a d o r , p. 16.
12Albert William Bork, Historical Dictionary of 
E c u a d o r . (Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 
1973) p. 73.
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A popular legend about the origin of the name Guayaquil
is that there was an Indian Chief named Guayas of a
fierce coastal tribe whose princess was named Quil. The
two committed suicide after futile resistance to the
13Spaniards under Francisco de Orell a n o .
The Spanish city of Quito and other sierra towns 
progressed more easily than those on the coast because 
the climate was more favorable, the Indians more docile, 
and the sierra towns were accessible only after long 
cumbersome journeys, often on the backs of Indians.
However, Guayaquil could not fail to develop as the 
principal port. It became a busy place since it served 
as the shipyard for the west coast of South America.
Guayaquil stayed far behind Quito as a center of civilized 
existence. Its wooden buildings were continuously d e ­
stroyed by termites and sudden fires, and its inhabitants 
were victims of malaria, yellow fever, and other tropical
diseases. The port was always in danger of attacks
• *  14from pirates.
In 1544 the Viceroyalty of Peru was created. It 
included all of Spanish South America except the coast
17
Modesto Chavez Franco, Cronicas del Guayaquil A n t i g u o , 
(Guayaquil: Imprenta y talleres municipalise 1930)p . Z~.
■^Linke, Ecuador, p. 17.
of present day Venezuela. As colonies multiplied, this 
was too vast an area for the Viceroy in Lima to supervise, 
so it became necessary to make smaller territorial sub­
divisions. The most important of these was the Audiencia 
composed of from three to fifteen members whose chief 
member was the president. Audiencia members acted as political 
advisors to the viceroy, executed the orders of the 
viceroy in their district, kept the viceroy informed of 
local conditions, assumed military authority where 
necessary, and in the capital of the viceroyalty, acted 
as the supreme governing authority in the absence or death 
of a viceroy or Captain-general. Quito was made 
the seat of a Royal Audiencia on August 27, 1563, less 
than thirty years after its f o u n d i n g . ^  The citizens 
of Quito had instituted actions for their own Audienc ia 
in 1560. The chief importance of the Audienc ia of 
Quito was due primarily to agriculture."^
1 cRoberto Paez, Biblioteca Ecuatoriana M i n i m a , p . 72.
■^The Land had been distributed in huge grants to 
those Spaniards, including Jesuit priests, whom the 
Crown wised to distinguish. The care and Catholic instru- 
tion of Indians was suppose to be the pious duty of the 
Spanish encomendero, the big landowner. In exchange for 
such paternal services the Indians were obligated to 
cultivate the land, render personal services in the 
encomendero *s country and town houses, and work in his 
textile mills and mines. It was serfdom in all but name. 
Punishment for disobedience or slackness was of extreme 
cruelty. The Indians died. They were the beast of burden, 
the despised manual laborers, Linke, Ecuador, p. 18.
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Government under the Spanish throughout the period
of the Audiencia progressed peacefully. In Quito there
was brief trouble only in 1592 and the following year
in connection with some taxes, but afterwards peace
reigned for nearly two centuries. In 1765 the people
rose once more on several occasions, mainly for economic
reasons. Four Indian uprisings, however, took place
between 1770 and the end of the eighteenth century in
other parts of the Ecuadorian Sierra. The movement
formed parts of the general unrest which spread then
all along the Andes and led to such extraordinary events
as the five-month siege in 1781 of La Paz, Bolivia by
17some 80,000 Indian men and women.
Temporarily in 1722 and then permanently in 1739, 
the Viceroyalty of New Granada was created, with its 
capital at Santa FS de Bogotd in what is now Colombia; 
and the Audiencia of Quito was transferred from the
The Indians of the Oriente were so fierce that 
colonization efforts were finally abandoned. Along 
the coast the Indians showed no greater willingness to 
be subjugated by and work for the white men. Later 
Negro slaves were brought to work the few plantations. 
Linke, Ecuador, p. 17.
1 7 Ibid., p. 18.
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viceroyalty of Peru to this new administrative unit.
From 1739 until the wars of independence it remained
1 ftunder the jurisdiction of New Granada. The Audiencia 
of Quito had jurisdiction over what is more or less the 
present republic of Ecuador.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century a j u r i s ­
dictional problem arose over Guayaquil mainly due to 
Francisco Gil, former Viceroy of Peru. As an official 
of the Royal Navy, he felt that it was highly essential 
for him to have the principal dockyard of the Pacific 
at his command. The transfer of jurisdiction was not 
achieved during his incumbency, but after he returned to 
Spain where he had a great influence in the Corte. The 
Junta of Fortifications, of which he was a member, acted 
on a project of fortifications that was submitted to it, 
and issued an opinion based on G i l ’s point of view.
This had been supported in arguments thirteen years 
before by the administrator of the Aduana at Guayaquil,
•^Thomas E. Weil, Area Handbook for Ecuador, 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1973), p. 18.
Jose Manuel Restrepo, Historia de la Revolucion 
de Colombia en la America Meridional, 8 V o l s .,(Bogota: 
Biblioteca Popular de Cultura Colombiana, 1942), 1:4.
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Garcia de Caceres, in a letter directed to Gil's 
secretary. The minister of War, under the irresponsible 
direction of Jose Antonio Caballero, transmitted the 
case lightly, which was reflected in the defective editing 
of the Royal Order of July 7, 1803, and in undue inter­
ference into the business of the Minister of Hacienda.
The Viceroy of New Granada, indifferent to the problem, 
did not see the confused situation created by the sec­
retaries in Madrid and interpreted the Royal Order to 
mean the complete transfer of political and military 
government of Guayaquil from the jurisdiction of Santa 
Fe to Lima, when the change should have only affected the 
military jurisdiction. The authorities at Guayaquil 
accepted the disposition of the Viceroy. The President 
of Quito, the Baron de Carondelet, protested but Madrid 
did n o t h i n g . ^
This transfer did not affect the department of 
Justice in which Guayaquil continued depending on the 
Audiencia of Quito. Another Royal Order of the 10th 
of February 1806 signed by the Minister of Hacienda, 
besides transferring the commerce of Guayaquil from 
the Tribunal (de Consulado) of Cartegena to the Tribunal
"^Dora Leon Adam Szaszdi, El_ Problema Jurisdiccional 
de Guayaquil Antes de la_ Independenc La, Separata de 
Cuadernos de Ilistorla y Arqueologia, Ano XXI, No. 38 
(Guayaquil: Casa de Cultura Ecuatoriana, 1971), p. 118.
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of Lima, spoke of transferring all powers over 
Guayaquil since the Minister of Hacienda wanted juris­
diction over the affairs of justice. Colonel Jacinto 
Bejarano further complicated the issue by making 
accusations against the Governor of Guayaquil, Bartolomd 
Cucalon,claiming that he had caused the rivalry between 
the Viceroy of Lima, Abascal, and the Audiencia of Quito.
Abascal repeatedly went too far usurping the jurisdiction
20that belonged to the Audiencia of Quito. Although in 
the Royal Acuerdo of Lima of September 15, 1807 such 
jurisdiction was placed in doubt, Abascal never placed 
the problem before the Crown. While the protests of 
the Audiencia of Quito and of Guayaquil were received 
favorably in the C o r t e , the political circumstances 
that prevailed at the beginning of 1808 permitted Abascal 
to intensify his usurpations. The Royal Acuerdo made 
in Lima on June 28, 1810, gave complete jurisdiction of 
Guayaquil to Peru. A little later, also in violation of 
the law, the Viceroy canceled the governorship of Cucalon 
thus satisfying the animosities against him on the part 
of the Viceroy, Colonel Bejarano and the partisans of 
C u c a l o n .
^ D o r a  Leon § Adam Szaszdi, El Problema Jurisdiccional, 
p. 119.
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The royal commissioner, Carlos Montufar, immediately 
appealed against the abuse of power on the part of Abascal 
on separating the district of Guayaquil from the Audiencia 
of Quito, but he soon became one of the principal victims 
of the Viceroy of Peru. Practically all the governors of 
Quito and Guayaquil after that made complaints against 
the usupation. Brigadier Cucalon instituted a long la w ­
suit to justify his conduct, and to make known the abuses 
of Abascal. Finally by a Royal Cedula dated 23 June 1819,
the Crown declared that the transfer of jurisdiction
21ordered in 1803 only meant the military control. Guayaquil 
remained under the jurisdiction of the Viceroyalty of Lima 
until it declared its independence in 1820. This is 
important in understanding the claims of both the Viceroy 
of Peru and Jose de San Martin to Guayaquil. When it 
declared its independence in 18 20, independent Guayaquil 
included all the coastal provinces of present day 
Ecuador: Esmeraldas, Manabi, Los Rios, Guayas, El Oro 
(See Figure 1).
By the end of the eighteenth century the firm grip 
that had been maintained on colonial economic life by the
21 Dora Leon § Adam Szaszdi, El Problema Jurisdiccional,p. 119.
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mother country was relaxed. In the area of trade this 
relaxation of control was an especially important develop­
ment. Gradually, it became possible for non-Spanish ships 
to maintain direct trade with the overseas empire. C o n ­
certed efforts by the French government on behalf of the 
new Spanish royal family resulted in increased commercial 
dependence on France.
Other foreign influences of a more general sort 
were also felt, especially during the latter part of the 
eighteenth century. Visitors from other European 
countries, many of whom came on scientific expeditions, 
were an important source of information and ideas. As 
individuals of distinction, they were generally lodged 
in the homes of the local aristocrats, who became in­
formed on developments in Europe. The intellectual 
societies which flourished in Quito in the 18th century 
became centers of liberal, political thought; their 
members were influenced by the writings of the French 
Encyclopedists and by such eminent visitors from Europe 
as Charles Marie de la Condamine, the French geographer 
and mathematician who led the expedition to the Equator 
(1735-1744) ; and by the great German geographer and
2 2scientist Baron Alexander von Humboldt who came in 1797.
^ P a n  American Union, Ecuador, Alberto Lleras, Sec. 
Gen. (Washington, D.C., 1954) p . 15.
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Travel and education abroad also became increasingly common 
among well-to-do criollos. In addition, the restrictions 
on printed matter entering the American territories, i m ­
posed and maintained earlier in the colonial period, were 
reduced. Through these channels a small group of criollos 
became familiar with the new currents in European philosoph­
ical and political thought, most of them sharply co n t r a ­
dicting the guiding principles of the colonial system.
Even before Napoleon’s invasion of Spain had touched 
off the revolutionary movement in the American colonies, 
Eugenio de Santa Cruz y Espejo was preaching independence 
from Spain. He is honored today as the first precursor
of independence, and is always mentioned next to Atahualpa
2 5as an outstanding Ecuadorian. Espejo, part Indian,
born in Quito in 1747, was as revolutionary in his
political doctrines as he was in reforming the practice
24of medicine, his professional field. The Sociedad 
Patriotica de Amigos del Pais (Patriotic Society of 
Friends of the Country), of which he was secretary,
23Linke, Ecuador, p. 18. Luis Robalino Davila,
Originis del Ecuador de H o y , 8 Vols, (Puebla: Editorial 
Jose M. Cajica, Jr., S.A., 1967) I, p. 47.
2^Pan Am Union, Ecuador, p. 15.
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included many wealthy merchants and nobles who resented
Spain's oppression of the creoles of the colony, the
burden of unjust taxation, and severe trade restrictions
imposed by the mother country. Although the Spanish
Crown suppressed the society and its journal, Espejo
advanced the cause of freedom for all of Spain's colonies
in America through his prolific and inspired writings
until he was arrested by the Spanish authorities and put
25in prison, where he died in 1795.
The stage was set for revolt when Napoleon Bonaparte 
invaded Spain, deposed the king, and placed his brother 
Joseph on the throne in July of 1808. The Spanish people 
then proclaimed Ferdinand VII their lawful king and formed 
juntas to govern both Spain and its empire. In Ecuador, 
the struggle for independence occurred in two phases 
separated by a period of 10 years. The first phase took 
place in Quito. Seeing an opportunity to gain a measure 
of autonomy, a group of the deceased Espejo's aristocratic 
associates secretly formed their own junta in December 
1808, similar to the one in Spain, allegedly to protect the 
interests of Ferdinand VII.
Within eighty days, however, the junta collapsed,
2 ̂ Pan Am Union, Ecuador, p. 15.
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and Spanish authority was reinstated from outside. No 
resistance could be raised against the forces mobilizing 
on the northern and southern borders of the Audienc ia 
under orders of the viceroys of Peru and New Granada. 
Authority was peacefully handed over to the president of 
the A u d i e n c i a , who gave assurance that there would be 
no reprisals.
However, an intensive campaign was launched almost 
immediately to ferret out all participants, during the 
course of which many innocent citizens were jailed. Abuse 
and theft by the restless soldiers turned the public to the 
side of the revolutionaries. In August 1810 street riots 
led to the storming of the jails. After two days of 
fighting, the civil and military authorities called a 
meeting of citizens. It was agreed that the troops would 
be withdrawn and a governing junta, composed of criollos, 
would be established. This junta was to be under the
o  CL
leadership of the president of the A u d i e n c i a .
The new junta, which soon made the president a mere 
figurehead, enjoyed the militant support of the people 
and support from the central junta in Spain, but not 
from the viceroy of Peru or from the judges of the 
Audiencia. After a little more than a year in control
7 f\Weil, Area Handbook for Ecuador, p. 20.
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the junta attempted to initiate a formal structure of
government. A congress called in December 1811 declared
complete independence and the establishment of the state
of Quito, which included all units of the Aud i e n c i a ,
2 7liberated or not.
After two months of deliberation, the Constitution 
of February 1812 was drafted and approved. This was a 
document that reflected the difference of opinion that 
had crystallized among the revolutionary leaders. It 
provided for limited individual liberties and institutions 
customarily associated with a democratic republic form 
of government, but it granted recognition of Ferdinand VII 
whenever he should resume authority over Spain, as long
2 8as recognition was not prejudicial to the constitution.
Moved by the continuing opposition of the rest of the 
Audiencia and the viceroy of Peru, the junta elected to 
launch a military offensive against Spanish forces, but 
a well-staffed and well-equiped army sent by the viceroy 
had landed on the coast and was advancing along the h i g h ­
lands toward Quito. The rebel troops were poorly equipped
2 7Weil, Area Handbook for E c uador, p. 20.
28 Bolivia claimed to be the first to declare its 
independence however a formal constitution was not 
d r a f t e d .
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and the leadership sorely divided. When the viceroy's 
troops reached Quito they found the population had fled to 
Ibarra, where the final battle was won by the Spaniards in 
December 1812. The rebel leaders were shot before a firing 
squad in the main plaza of Ibarra on December 3, 1812. 
Spanish authorities were left without organized opposition 
and retained control for the next ten years.
CHAPTER III 
EARLY YEARS IN GUAYAQUIL
JosS Maria Villamil arrived in Guayaquil during the 
latter part of 1810 or the beginning of 1811.^ He had 
already been caught by the Spanish authorities in 
Maracaibo for his subversive activities, and was only 
able to leave the country because of the influence of 
his two brothers, Andres and Martin who were at that 
time in Venezuela. He became a resident of Guayaquil 
where he soon established himself in the mercantile 
b u s i n e s s .
He was married in 1813 to Ana Garaycoa y Llaguno, 
daughter of a prominent Guayaquil family. Her father, 
Francisco Ventura de Garaycoa y Romay, was a native of 
La Coruna, Spain. He had come to Guayaquil in the 
employ of the royal government and had married a native 
Guayaquilena. He held numerous high positions in the 
colonial government of Guayaquil, among them Attorney 
General and "Alcalde OrdinarioM ( Councilman) 
in the Cabildo. He also had large agricultural holdings.
^Pedro Robles y Chambers, Francisco Xavier de 
Garaycoa y Llaguno, (Guayaquil: Instituto GeneolOgico 
de Guayaquil^ 1959) p. 7.
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The Garaycoa family produced many patriots contributing
greatly to the independence cause, and for this they won
2the affection and friendship of Simon Bolivar. Ana's 
oldest brother, Francisco Xavier became the first A r c h ­
bishop of Guayaquil and the first Bishop of Quito. A
^  7
sister, Joaquina, is mentioned in the letters of Bolivar.
Another brother, Lorenzo Garaycoa, participated in the
9th of October Revolution in 1820, and was one of the
volunteers who went with Villamil to Peru to take the
news of the success of the revolution. Ana's sister,
Manuela, was married to Francisco Garcia Calderon, a
native of Havana who was one of the leaders of the
Revolution in Quito. He was one of the rebels who was
4shot in the Plaza of Ibarra on December 3, 1812.
Villamil soon held various positions in the colonial 
government in Guayaquil. In 1815 he was Procurador 
Sindico (attorney general) in the Cabildo, and began to 
stand out among American lovers of liberty.'’ He did
^Pedro Robles y Chambers, Francisco Xavier, p. 7.
3 Ibid.
^Manuel's son, Abdon Calderon y Garaycoa, was killed 
in the battle of Pichincha in 1822. He is remembered in 
the history of Ecuador for his bravery and is called the 
"Adolesente h e r o e ." Oscar Efren Reyes, Breve Historia del 
Ecuador, 9Th e d ., 3 Vols. (Quito: Tomas II 8 III) p . 24.
30scar Efren Reyes, Breve Historia General del Ecuador , 
3 Vols. (Quito: Editorial Fray Jodoco Ricke, 19 7 4 
vol. II, p. 11.
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this by expressing his views on the independence movement 
with associates and with persons not known to be hostile 
toward the independence cause. He became well acquainted 
with the most influential people in Guayaquil and talked 
in favor of independence.
Although the 1810-1811 revolution in Quito had failed 
it nourished the desire for independence, not only in the 
Province of Quito but in all of Spanish America. The Quito 
Revolution was subdued by the cruelist reprisals on the 
part of the royalist government, and those reprisals 
generated more than a spirit of v e n g e n c e . They created 
the desire for justice and the end of colonial despotism.^
The lack of preparation and communication between 
Quito and Guayaquil, kept Guayaquil from rising in revolt 
at the same time. In 1809 the Crown strengthened its 
forces in Guayaquil because it was aware of the feelings 
of many of the residents of Guayaquil. Just before the 
August 10, 1809 Quito movement, the authorities in 
Guayaquil had received the news that a revolt was imminent. 
Juan Pio Montufar, Marques de Selva Alegre, President of 
the Junta Suprema de Quito, wrote Colonel Jacinto Bejarano 
who commanded the troops at Guayaquil, inciting him to 
make an independence proclamation in that city. Colonel
^D'Amecourt, Historia de la Revolucion de Octubre y  
Camparia Libertadora de 1820-22 , (Barcelona: Elzeviriana 
de Borras, Mestres y C, 1932), p. 127.
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Bejarano's ideas of emancipation were already known to
the authorities. The governor received word of the
letter and had a guard put around the home of Colonel
Bejarano, imprisoning him along with his nephew, Vicente
Rocafuerte. The royal authorities were never able to
find the letter or papers to serve as proof of complicity
7in the revolution. Montdfar was, however, captured and 
sent back to Cadiz where he later renounced his title of 
Marques de Selva Alegre.
The patriots continued their work of furthering the 
independence movement through their own circles of friends. 
Jose Villamil's declarations about liberty and the patriot
g
cause were known even to the Spaniards. In his mercantile 
business, Villamil traveled to the various parts of Spanish 
America and at the same time spread independence 
propaganda. In 1815 when.he was in Port-au- 
Prince, he met Bolivar who had arrived from Jamaica to 
prepare an expedition in Haiti for the reconquest of half 
a continent. Villamil and Bolivar took an instant liking 
to each other. Bolivar admired his courage and encouraged 
him to work endlessly for the cause of independence.
D'Amecourt, Historia de la Revolucion, p. 126.
8 Ibid, p. 139.
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In 1816 an event occurred which could have liberated 
Guayaquil and advanced the cause, had it been notified 
and prepared, but the authorities deceived the inhabitants 
by having them believe again that the city was prone to 
another attack by pirates.^ This event was the expedition 
of Admiral William Brown. By 1815 Spanish forces had 
regained control of all the rebel areas in Sapnish America 
except in parts of the Viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata. 
Buenos Aires, the capital of what was now called the 
United Provinces of Rio de la Plata, commissioned Brown, 
an English sailor, to take a squadron of ships into the 
Pacific.
In order to understand the true mission of Brown 
some biographical data is necessary. William Brown was 
born in Foxford, Ireland on 22 June 1777. He was a son 
of a colonist who emigrated to the United States with his 
wife and children. Brown was left an orphan in his early 
childhood. He enlisted as a seaman on a United States 
warship. During the war between Napoleon and England, 
he commanded a merchant ship that was captured by the 
French and was taken prisoner in 1805. He was
9 The Spanish authorities knew that from the time 
Brown left Buenos Aires and entered the Pacific Ocean that 
his mission was one of privateering and to encourage the 
patriots to revolt against Spanish rule, but they spread 
propaganda of pirate attacks to keep the colonists from 
siding with Brown. D'Amccourt, 111sto r La , p. 132.
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taken to Metz and later to Verdun where he managed to 
escape. He made his way to the Rio de la Plata in 1809, 
where he bought the schooner Industria in which he made 
the crossing between Buenos Aires and Montevideo in 1811. 
He put himself at the orders of the revolutionary junta 
which made him a Lieutenant Colonel and armed a small 
fleet under his command. This fleet dispersed the 
Spanish Squadron in the waters around the Island Martin 
Garcia and drove the Spanish from Montevideo, their last 
base in the Rio de la Plata on 20 June 1814. On his 
return to Buenos Aires he was promoted to Colonel and 
named Commandant General of the Navy.
In 1815 the Junta of Buenos Aires, desirous of 
extending the field of insurrection, armed an expedition 
and put Brown in command giving him instructions to round 
Cape Horn, harass Spaniards in the Pacific and encourage 
patriots along the coast to proclaim their independence. 
The Buenos Aires government gave him the corvette of 
war Hercules (alias _La Negraj , and supplied him with the 
brigatine Santisima T r indad, 25 troops for the corvette 
and 15 troops for the brigatine, the necessary arms, and
4,000 pesos.10 Brown associated with Captain Hip61ito
^ F e l i p e  Bosch, Guillermo B r o w n , (Buenos Aires: 1966), 
p . 70 .
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Bouchard, owner of the ex-French corvette F a l c o n ; 
the Chilean clergyman Julian Uribe; and Oliver Russell, 
commander of the American ex-galleon Constitution. A 
group of Argentine merchants and Chilean patriots helped 
to support the substantial expenses of this armed 
squadron in privateering.
Brown embarked in the Hercules with 23 cannons and 
200 men, according to Brown, or 117 according to the 
crew members. His brother, Michael, was entrusted with 
the Trinidad; and Bouchard was captain of the Fa l c o n .
All three ships were flying the Argentine flag.
The undertaking had a bad start. The three vessels 
were not able to leave together and Brown sailed on 
15 October 1815 in the Hercules accompanied by the 
T r i n i d a d .^  The Trinidad suffered damages on passing 
the Cape. Both ships put into port on the Island of 
Mocha December 26th where on that day they reunited with 
the F a l c o n .
After sinking the Spanish schooner Mercedes near 
Chilo£ they set sail on the 31st of December, passed the 
island of Juan Fernandez and arrived on the island of 
Hormigas on the 8th or 10th of January 1816. Then the
11Julio Estrada Icaza, El_ Puerto de Guayaquil. 2 Vols. 
(Guayaquil: Archivo Historico del Guayas, Vol. I, 197 2),
p . 168.
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Trinidad and Falcon headed toward the island of San
Lorenzo. They sank a schooner and a ship carrying guano
and captured the brigatine A n d a l u z , the corvette Montanesa
(both headed to Chiloe), the brigatine San Pablo and a 
i 2p ayl e b o t . On 12 January Brown with only the Hercules
overpowered the merchant frigate Gobernadora that had left
Guayaquil with c o c o a , wax and other c a r g o . At the Horm i g a s ,
Brown installed some pieces of artillery on the Andaluz
and the Gobernadora. While this was being done he failed
to see the Montezuma slipping by on its way to Callao with
more than 200,000 pesos in silver. Because the crew of
the Gobernadora had escaped and had probably notified
Lima about him, Brown decided to attack Callao. He entered
that port, sank the frigate Fuente Her m o s a , damaged other
supply ships, and then returned to San Lorenzo. This cost
13Brown heavily in crew members.
On the 28 of January, in sight of Callao, Brown 
boarded the frigate Consecuencia that had sailed from 
Cadiz 11 October 1815 with a valuable cargo and Brigadier 
Juan Manuel de Mendiburu, who was taken prisoner. The
1 2Julio Estrada Icaza, El^ Puerto de Guayaquil, p. 168. 
1 3 Ibid, p. 169.
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Brigadier was on his way to Guayaquil to take over as
14governor when he was captured.
Lieutenant Colonel Vicente Vanegas of the Army of 
New Granada was a prisoner on the Gobernadora when she 
was captured. He informed Commodore Brown that Guayaquil 
was ungarrisoned and soon to rebel if the opportunity 
presented itself. The insurgent privateering squadron 
of Buenos Aires anchored at Puna on 8 Februay 1816 with 
a total of seven s h i p s . ^
From the time of B r o w n ’s appearance in the Pacific 
the Viceroy of Lima, although convinced that this was an 
expedition of a political character, alerted all govern­
ment authorities and they circulated the information that 
B r o w n ’s expedition was piratical. According to Camilo 
Destruge the reason historians before him have declared
that Brown was a pirate was because they used only Spanish 
16sources.
•^Julio Estrada Icaza, El^ Puerto de Guayaquil, p. 170. 
1 5I bid.
16Vicente Ramon Roca, who was one of the leading patriots 
of Guayaquil, and had taken part in the defense of the city 
against Brown, later said that the government made it appear 
that Brown was a pirate and for that reason he did not find 
support in Guayaquil. D ’Amecourt, Historia, p. 138.
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Since the ships of Brown were flying the Argentine
flag, a section of the Continent that had proclaimed and
won its independence, this should have been enough to
remove the thought of piracy and make the patriots realize
17the true object of the expedition. Even the most
informed people of that time allowed themselves to be
deceived by the government's farse and fought against
Brown as if he were really their enemy.
On 9 February, Jose Villamil was sailing from
Guayaquil aboard his schooner A l c a n c e . The purpose of
his travels at that time are not definitely known.
According to one writer, he was returning to the United
1 8States with his family. According to another he was 
traveling to Callao on b u s i n e s s . A l t h o u g h  Villamil 
was a patriot, he was a business man and was in business 
to make a profit. He continued to sell contraband to 
the royalists until time was ripe for the revolution.
As Alcance approached the mouth of the river Villamil 
observed several ships in anchorage at the island of Puna.
17D'Amecourt, Hist o r i a , p. 132.
18 "The Hero New Orleans Forgot", Times-Picayune,New Orleans: November 3, 1957.
•^Carlos Manuel Larrea, Cronistas de la Independencia 
y  de la Republica, (Quito: I960), p. 1177
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He did not recognize any of them and this aroused his 
suspicion. He was accustomed to sailing along the Pacific 
coast of South America and was familiar with the Spanish 
merchant and war ships. Villamil did not doubt that this 
was the squadron which Spanish officials had labelled 
piratical and that its aim was to go up river and make a 
surprise attack on Guayaquil.
Villamil later wrote that Brown would have allowed
him to pass, since he was a citizen of the United States;
in fact, Brown would have been happy for him to continue
his journey. However, this would have left the rich city
20of Guayaquil without the least preparation for defense. 
Villamil could not leave his many friends, in fact a 
whole city, to an aggressor. He turned back, and thus 
injured his commercial interest. Brown made no move 
until he saw the Alcance turn and head back up river, 
then on the Trinidad and with an armed schooner, he went 
in pursuit of the A l c a n c e . At ten o'clock the tide began 
to change, and a favorable breeze from the south, which 
was a rare thing in February and at that hour of the day, 
allowed Villamil to reach the battery of Punta de Piedra 
a few miles from the city. The sergeant in command of the
^ C a m i l o  Destruge, Album Biografico Ecuatoriano, 
(Guayaquil: El Vigilante, 1903j^ p! 295.
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battery of urban militia, which consisted of 14 men and
8 to 10 cannons, went aboard the A l c a n c e . Villamil
ordered him, in the name of the Governor, to send someone
immediately by land to Guayaquil, and to start firing on
the two ships that were coming into view. Villamil
continued on to Guayaquil while Brown was being held off
21by the fire of Punta de Pi e d r a . When the messenger 
arrived in Guayaquil, Governor Juan Vasco Pascual immedi­
ately made ready the defenses of the city. The following
2 2morning, 11 February, Brown began shelling the city.
Villamil and Colonel Jacinto Bejarano, commander of 
the troops in Guayaquil, organized and directed the c o m ­
bat against Brown. Two able patriots helped them: Vicente 
Ramdn Roca and Francisco de Paula Lavayen, both of whom 
four years later took part in the revolution of the 9th 
of October in Guayaquil.23 Villamil fought valiantly 
that day.
? 1Jose Maria Villamil, Resena de los Acontecimientos 
Politicos y Militares de la Provencia d e Guayaquil desde 
1813 hasta 1824 , ["Lima: Imprenta "El C e T i r o " , 1863) p. T37.
? ?^ G e r m a n  Leguia y Martinez, Historla de la Emancipacion 
del P e r u , Tomo I, (Lima: 1972), p~ 486.
23Villamil, Resena, p. 140.
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Seeing the precarious situation that Brown was in,
part of the crew of the Andaluz took a launch from the
Gobernadora that was being shelled from the battery of
the Tejeria, deserted and went ashore. Brown and two
companions jumped into the river and tried to swim to
the Andaluz which was anchored out of cannon range, but
it was too far away. The two companions, according to
Brown, were killed by alligators; however, other versions
24were that they drowned. Brown then swam back to the 
Trini d a d .
The Guayaquil militiamen swimming with bayonets held 
in their teeth boarded the Trinidad and in fierce hand
25to hand combat soon overpowered the crew of the brigatine.
26Brown and 44 of his men were taken prisoners. Brown 
asked Captain Jose Ramon Cevallos, from the frigate 
C onsecuencia, to communicate to land his surrender. Two 
officials and two merchants who spoke English went aboard 
the T r i n i d a d . Among them was Jose Villamil, who was
^ E s t r a d a  Icaza, El_ Pu e r t o , p. 172.
^^Ibid.
^^Leguia y Martinez, Historiar p. 489.
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commissioned by the government to communicate to Brown
the terms of surrender. At nightfall Brown disembarked
dressed in his underwear with only a flag wrapped around
him. His quarters had been sacked. Captain Cevallos
and other passengers from the Consecuencia that had been
transferred to the Trinidad were freed, although like
Brown, in stocking feet. Three launches from the
Gobernadora as well as the Trinidad were taken by the
27Guayaquil forces.
Villamil held a conference with Brown and after
greeting each other, Brown said to him, "I hope, sir,
that my life is not endangered since I meet an influencial
Englishman here." Villamil replied, "I am not English,
I am from the United States, and I am also a friend of
any man who is in such an unfortunate position as you are.
I do not think your life is in danger because this town
2 8is noble and generous." In that conference Brown e x ­
plained to Villamil his condition as chief of the 
independent navy, the commission that had been entrusted 
to him, and the true reason for his presence in Guayaquil.
^Estrada Icaza, El_ Puerto, p. 172.
Amecourt, Historia, p. 136.
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Villamil believed Brown and did everything possible in
his favor. He had to proceed with caution and tact since
29he had to negotiate with Spanish authorities. Brown
was treated with consideration and was quartered in an
30apartment of the government house. He was invited to
dine with the governor that evening after he was sent
31some clothes to wear.
Fearful of an attack by the ships at Puna, the 
government of Guayaquil formed a column of 120 volunteers 
of which Villamil was appointed chief. This squad was 
composed of many distinguished citizens who were to 
play leading rolls in winning independence and e s tab­
lishing a republic.
After Brown and his crew had been taken prisoners, 
the Andaluz fled down river to take the bad news. 
Guillermo de la Cruz went in pursuit of the A n d a l u z , 
but he was killed and his boat was sunk. The Commodore’s 
brother, Michael Brown, assumed command of the fleet.
On 11 February Michael Brown appeared near Punta 
de Piedras with the frigate Hercules and the corvette
2^0'Amec o u r t , Historia, p. 136.
50 I b i d .
^ E s t r a d a  Icaza, El Puerto, p. 172.
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F a l c o n . They came into view but. anchored outside
firing range. Michael Brown sent a messenger who arrived
with a white flag and carrying the following message:
"In a letter received from my brother Colonel 
Commandant Brown, I have been informed that he 
is a prisoner of Your Excellency. I have aboard 
a considerable number of prisoners, some of them 
are of rank and distinction, as Your Excellency 
will see by the list that is enclosed. I propose 
an exchange, and until I receive an answer from 
Your Excellency (that will be as brief as possible)
all hostilities will c e a s e . "32
Governor Juan Vasco y Pascual replied with terms unaccep­
table to Michael Brown. Commandant Bouchart and the surgeon 
Charles Stanfourt disembarked as Brown's spokesmen and 
with Villamil as interpreter, they proposed to return 
their 80 Spanish prisoners and the booty that they had 
captured with the exception of the Consecuencia and the 
Gobernadora (which belonged to Manuel Jado) in exchange 
for the freedom of the Commander of the Squadron and all 
members of his crew who had survived the battle. One of 
Brown's prisoners was Juan Manuel Mendiburu who had come to 
relieve Vasco y Pascual as governor of Guayaquil. This 
was a decisive factor in working out acceptable terms.
The enemy forces agreed to retire to Puna where the exchange 
of prisoners was to be made. Also the frigate Candelaria,
^ E s t r a d a  Icaza, El Puerto, p. 173.
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two brigatines and a mistic, with their cargoes that 
had been captured and the boxes of correspondence from 
Spain were to be delivered to Guayaquil. The squadron 
agreed to leave the river immediately and not to return.
All hostilities were to cease until they were out of the 
river. It was also agreed the Dr. Stanfourt would r e ­
main in Guayaquil and that Jose Villamil would remain 
aboard Brown's ship while the exchange was being made, 
and then these hostages would be freed. When all the 
articles were agreed upon the document was signed by 
Jose Lopez Merino and Gabriel Garcia Gomez for the
33Cabildo and by Michael Brown, captain of the H e r c u l e s .
On 18 February, all the prisoners that were held 
by the privateers arrived in Guayaquil. Brown sailed on 
23 February; however, he had to return to Puna for a few 
days to repair his ships. On the 27 February these set 
sail stopping in the Galapagos Islands, and then went on 
to Buenaventura where in June, Michael Brown, Doctor 
Stanfourt, and other members of the squadron fell prisoners 
to the Spaniards and were executed. Brown then headed 
south, rounded Cape Horn and was captured by the British 
in Barbados later that year.
33j. t . Medina, La Expediciffn del Corso del Comodoro 
Guillermo B r o w n , (Buenos A i r e s : I¥28), F* 2T-
^ E s t r a d a  Icaza, El Puerto, p. 178.
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In their heroic fight against Brown, the citizens 
of Guayaquil not only repelled those who came to offer 
their contingent for emancipation, but they ransomed from 
the insurgents a man invested with authority, who for 
the next four years would antagonize all those he sus­
pected of favoring independence.
The government of Brigadier Juan Vasco y Pascual had 
not been hostile to the patriots, nor did he worry about 
finding out their opinions. After Mendiburu took p o s s ­
ession of the government he not only antagonized the 
native sons whom he distrusted, but he also harassed the 
Spaniards of whom he was suspicious. He could see that 
the propaganda in favor of emancipation was growing and 
becoming more active and effectual day by day. Since 
the revolution of 1809 in Quito the possibility of 
successful revolution had been growing in Guayaquil, as 
well as sympathy with all those who were fighting for 
independence in the different parts of the empire. News 
of the progress of the revolution in the various parts 
were communicated to other parts, however with great 
difficulty. In 1793 the secretary of the Real y Supremo 
Consejos had directed a memo to the Viceroys, Captaincy 
Generals, and lesser officials calling their attention to 
the schemes of the French government and of French revolu­
tionaries, as well as others, who were promoting subversion
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of the Spanish dominion in the New World, and that they were 
sending books and papers that were harmful to the purity of 
religion and to the proper subordination of the colonies.
He also ordered them to collect all books of such nature 
and gave authorities power over private correspondence if 
there was any known connection with France or with other 
foreigners who had revolutionary tendencies or others su s ­
pected of propaganda against the obedience of the colonies
r c ‘ 35of S p a m .
The Social Contract of Rousseau and The Spirit of 
the Laws of Montesquieu were introduced in Guayaquil by 
Vicente Rocafuerte who brought those books in 1817 when 
he returned from Europe. He began to teach French to some 
young people and for exercise in reading in the language 
he had them read these books and translate orally as much 
as possible. In this manner he contributed to the spread 
of patriotic progaganda. By 1819 the successes of Boliver 
in New Granada were sensational and soon were known in 
Guayaquil. Mendiburu spent more time trying to repress 
public opinion. Vicente Ramon Roca wrote a long letter 
to a patriot priest in Mexico giving an account of the 
progress of the revolution in South America and asking
35 D ’Amecourt, Historia, p. 144.
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for a reply on the progress in Mexico. When the reply 
came he was caught by the authorities and he along with 
his family suffered from the hostilities of M e n d i b u r u . ^
Not only did the Roca family suffer thus but many others 
as well, including the Viilamil family.
Before Guayaquil proclaimed it independence, some 
events of great important were happening along the Pacific 
coast that were favorable to American emancipation. In 
1819 the Chilean fleet, commanded by Lord Cochrane, success­
fully beseiged Royalist forces all along the Pacific coast. 
This included the Guayas estuary. Cochrane had arrived 
in Valparaiso at the end of November 1818 aboard the 
corvette Rosa de los Andes whose captain was the Englishman, 
John Illingworth. The Chilean government bought the 
Rosa de los Andes in February 1819 and had it mounted
with 36 cannons. A total of 550 men were assigned to it
3 7when Illingworth brought it to Chile. In May 1819, 
Illingworth was encharged with the mission of sailing to 
the north and harassing the Spanish naval and commercial 
shipping in the Pacific. For a year Corsair Illingworth, 
serving Chile, captured royalist ships and communicated 
with independents in other sections. His first capture
9'A m e c o u r t , H i s t o r i a , p. 144.
■^Camilo Destruge, Biografia del General don Juan 
Illingworth. (Guayaquil: 1913), p. 91.
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was the Spanish frigate V a s c o n g a d a . In June, while
crossing the Gulf of Guayaquil, he met the Spanish frigate
Piedad and was able to resist the stronger arms of the
Spanish frigate, but not without suffering heavy damages.
The Rosa was in the Galapagos Islands for two months being
repaired,then she began hostilities near Panama. In May
1820, the Spanish authorities in Guayaquil sent out the
frigate Prueba of 1300 tons (approximately three times
heavier than the Rosa de los A n des) . In the action against
the Pr u e b a , the Rosa de los Andes ran aground while trying
to take shelter in the mouth of the Izuande River along
the Columbian coaist north of Esmeraldas. The crew had
to abandon ship, so the Rosa de los Andes was lost. The
Spaniards stripped her of all artillery. Illingworth and
his men headed inland to Cali to unite with Bolivar.
Illingworth remained in the service of Colombia and later
3 8took part in the battle of Pichincha.
Due to the activities of the Rosa de los Andes 
and of Admiral Cochrane with the Chilean squadron at 
Callao, Spanish ships were given strict orders to take
38 In the coastal action Illingworth received a 
cheek wound that left a scar as eloquent proof of his 
valor and gallantry. After Independence Illingworth 
made his home in Guayaquil, where he served in the 
Ecuadorian Navy and founded the Guayaquil Naval Academy. 
Albert William Bork and Georg Maier, Historical Dictionary 
E c u a d o r , Latin American Historical Dictionaries #10, 
TMetuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1973), p. 80
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shelter and remain in port. Cochrane arrived at the
mouth of the Guayas on 25 November 1819 and found that
the Prueba had been in anchor at Guayaquil 3 weeks
39under the protection of the batteries.
At the end of April 1820 Mendiburu retired as 
governor of the province. The Viceroy of Lima, who had 
military jurisdiction over Guayaquil, called a war junta 
and all the highest and most distinguished chiefs were 
considered and they named Brigadier Jose Pascual de 
Vivero to replace him. Vivero was a cultured man of 
gentle character. Although loyal to Spain, Vivero was 
aware of the insurrection in America and was convinced 
that it was impossible to contain the revolutionary torrent 
that was raging by this time.
One of the security measures adopted by the Viceroy 
Joaquin de la Pezuela for the protection of Guayaquil, 
which was threatened by the Chilean navy, was to send the 
Granadero reserve batallion from Peru. This batallion of 
600 men form Cuzco was composed mainly of Indians under 
the command of Colonel Benito Garcia del Barrio. Second 
in command was Lieutenant Colonel Gregorio Escobedo, 
who became one of the heroes in the revolution of 9 
October 1820. In addition, there was an artillery company
D'Amecourt, Historia, p. 150.
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of 200 troops, who were young men from Guayaquil. Patriot
conspirators did not consider them a threat, as some of the
conspirators, including Villamil, considered the troops
from Cuzco. There was also a militia corps in Guayaquil
called "Pardos 1 ibres" composed of 200 men under the
command of Lieutenant Colonel Jose Carbo, who had fought
as second chief of the same corps in 1816 against Brown.
These men were native GuayaquilerTos and not expected to
oppose the liberty of their native soil. There were seven
gunboats with a crew of 350 men. Up river from Guayaquil
was a calvary squadron of 150 men at Daule. This squad
was composed of recruits from the canton of the same name.
Altogether Guayaquil was garrisoned by a total of 1,500
40soldiers at the time of the revolution.
Three officers from Numancia battalion stopped in
41Guayaquil en route from Lima to Venezuela. They were
^ V i l l a m i l ,  Re s e n a , p. 142.
^ N u m a n c i a  batallion made up of 800 men and composed 
almost completely of Venezuelans had been sent to help 
Peru by the Viceroy of New Granada in 1819. Many of those 
soldiers were young men from distinguished families, and 
had taken part in the conspiracies and campaigns for 
independence, They were enlisted into the royalist army 
by General Pablo Morillo as a means of punishment. The 
garrison remained in Lima and in 1820 royalist authorities 
became suspicious of some of the officers of this historic 
Corps according to reports of their favoring the revolution. 
Ibid., p . 142.
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First Sargeant Miguel Letamendi, Captains Le6n de Febres 
Cordero and Luis de Urdaneta. They had been permitted to 
leave Lima, and intended to continue on to Venezuela after 
a few days in Guayaquil. Cordero and Letamendi had spent 
a night in Guayaquil previously when the batallion passed 
through going from Popoyan to Lima. At that time they 
had made some influential social acquaintances. As they 
were already v nown and esteemed they received a warm w e l ­
come. Their inclination toward the independence m o v e ­
ment was a recommendation to the patriots of Guayaquil, 
and their being military veterans and distinguished 
officers made the conspirators consider them for the 
fulfillment of the project they had been discussing and 
planning for emancipation. The most brilliant youths of 
Guayaquil were enthusiasts of independence, but the 
nuculeous of conspirators was not very numerous, as it 
was agreed that the secret and details must not become known 
to all. The least imprudence could have caused a complete 
failure with fatal consequences. Soon the conspiracy was 
formalized and due to his leadership and prudence, Lef>n 
de Febres Cordero was chosen as leader of the group to 
win over the chiefs and officials of the garrison of the 
city to the independence m o v e m e n t . ^
^ D ?Amecourt, Historia, p. 166.
CHAPTER IV
REVOLUTION IN GUAYAQUIL
On Sunday 1 October 1820, Jose Villamil was visiting 
the home of the treasurer, Pedro Morlas. He and Villamil 
were talking, when M o r l a s ' 13-year old daughter asked him 
if they were going to dance that evening. This gave 
Villamil the excuse he needed for a meeting of the c o n ­
spirators. He wrote a note and sent it to his wife asking 
her to arrange for a party that night and to send invita­
tions to her parents and friends in her name, and that 
he would invite the men in his name. He made the list of 
the men, including the three Numancia officers, and gave 
it to his friend Jose Antepara, who was to help in the 
performance of the commission. When Antepara read the 
list of names he said to Villamil, "I see that the officers 
of the Numancia are invited, but you have not included 
those of the Granaderos."'*" Villamil had believed the 
officers of the Granaderos batallion to be hostile to the 
revolution and that the Granaderos batallion was considered 
to be the repressive batallion. He told Antepara that he 
had not seen those gentlemen since they arrived, and he
^Jos& Maria Villamil, Resena de los Acontecimientos 
Politicos y. Militares de la. Provencia de Guayaquil desde 
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18.13 hast a 18 24.. (Lima: Imprenta "El Cefiro", 1863) p. 143.
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did not invite them as he did not think they would 
accept the invitation. Antepara replied, "Those young 
men will not stop at anything short of pure etiquette to 
deny themselves an invitation to a pleasant evening. It 
is necessary to invite them. It is necessary to recon­
cile them with so many other young men who are committed
2to the revolution." He told Villamil that Cordero had 
already remarked that they would be able to do nothing if 
they did not count on the officers of the Granaderos, that 
it was already understood with the officers of the Numancia. 
He said that they had come to Guayaquil as oppressors, 
but it was indespensible that all the patriots know to 
the contrary, that they were supporters of the revolution. 
Villamil told Antepara to go ahead and invite them excusing 
him as best he could.
Villamil had lunch that day with the Morlas family 
leaving the arrangements for the party to his wife and 
his mother, who was at that time residing with his family 
in Guayaquil. When he returned home later that evening 
everything was ready. There was a table covered with 
candies, fruits and refreshing drinks, and another one 
awaiting more substantial things for midnight. There
2Villamil, Resena, p. 143.
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was also a third table and when Villamil asked the reason 
for the third table as two would have been enough, Antepara 
told him not to meddle in what he was doing. He said,
"This little table is going to be converted tonight into 
Vulcan's Forge." (It was to be the forge for plans for 
the revolution.) At midnight sharp the desired reconcilia­
tion took place at the fragua de V u l c a n o , all those in­
volved swore to triumph or die nobly in the undertaking.
The following day, Monday the second of October, the 
conspirators met; and, as Villamil was the most formal of 
all those daredevils, the junta commissioned him as its 
public relations man. He was from that moment the leading 
figure in organizing the revolution. His first task was 
to ask Colonel Jacinto Bejarano to be the military 
commander. He assured Colonel Bejarano that his name 
alone would contribute powerfully to the success of it, 
causing all the people to lose their fear. But Colonel 
Bejarano was not the Colonel Bejarano of former years.
He was old, sickly and plathoric. He told Villamil that 
he could not assume the military command because it would 
be too humiliating for him to accept the direction of such 
a big revolution without being able to put himself at the 
head of the troops, and run the same risks and dangers as
3Villamil, Resena, p. 144.
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his companions. When Colonel Bejarano left Villamil he
said, "Remember, that all yields to boldness. God protect
4you and I wish you the most complete success."
That same night Villamil reported back to the junta 
that Colonel Bejarano could not take command. Then 
Lieutenant Colonel Jose Carbo was proposed as commander- 
in-chief, but Villamil opposed his nomination because of 
his family responsibilities.^
The junta then commissioned Villamil to ask Dr. Jose 
Joaquin Olmedo. Olmeda was a lawyer and an educated man, 
but he had no military training. The answer the lawyer 
and poet gave to Villamil was "You can count on me for 
everything less than chief of the revolution. This part 
must be performed by a fearless military c h i e f . V i l l a m i l  
reported to the junta on the following day, Tuesday, 3 
October, and was then commissioned to ask Lieutenant 
Colonel Rafael Jimena of the Artillery Corps, who was at 
that time in retirement, to be the commander-in-chief.
This officer also declined the honor because he had spent
^Villamil, R e s e n a , p. 145.
^Villamil had been recommended to the distinguished 
Noboa family upon his arrival in Guayaquil and they had 
been very kind to him. Lieutenant Colonel Carbo was 
married to one of the Noboa girls, and was now the father 
of a family of young children. Villamil did not want to 
see him exposed to the first blow of the revolution. His 
reasons were appreciated by all the junta. Ibid.
^Ibid, p. 146.
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his early youth in Spain, had received his professional 
education in one of its colleges, and had made his career 
in the service of that heroic nation. Villamil reported 
back to the junta on Wednesday the 4th of October. At 
this time and without having anyone else whom they could 
petition, it was resolved to plan the revolution invoking 
only the word P A T R I A .^
On Saturday the 7th of October it was learned that 
the revolution plans had been reported to the governor.
He did not do anything and could not without putting his 
own family in jeopardy. That night the junta of conspirators 
decided to rush headlong into the revolution. Villamil was 
opposed to such action, alleging that they knew nothing 
of what was going on at the moment in Chile under the 
orders of General San Martin. They knew nothing of General
Bolivar. Villamil reminded them that Peru was held by
822,000 veterans that he had just seen, and tha Quito 
and Pasto were held by 6,000 men. Although the plans of 
the revolution were somewhat complete it would be foolish 
not to be more prudent and perhaps wait until they knew 
something that would authorize them to undertake the task 
with some probability of decisive success. They were sure 
the governor would not proceed on the strength of one r e ­
port which they could easily deny.
7  .Villamil, R e s e h a , p. 146.
8 Ibid.
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Captain Cordero attacked Villamil harshly on the 
matter and asked him what was the value of their as s o c i ­
ating together to bring about the revolution after the 
triumph of Generals Bolivar and San Martin. Cordero 
said, "We are committed now or never: a role so secondary 
in independence is unworthy of us. From the revolution 
of this important province can depend the success of both 
generals, concerning the moral effect that it will produce, 
even if nothing else is produced. The army of Chile will 
know that it is not coming to an enemy country, and in 
case of some resistance it has a port to the leeward, and 
we can convert it into a Gibraltar. General Bolivar will 
send us soldiers accustomed to conquering, and from here 
we will open for him the gates of Pasto. It will then 
be easy for him to attack from the north. We must not 
forget that in 1812 Cabal and MacCawlay, with new robust 
forces, went to rescue President Caicedo, and were defeated 
in the vicinity of the same Pasto."
^Doctor Joaquin Caicedo, who was president of the 
Junta of Popoyan had led an expedition against Pasto.
He urged the cabildo of Pasto to recognize the govern­
ment of Popoyan and received the answer that it would 
sign capitulations to that effect, provided religion, 
personal rights, and property were safeguarded. Soon 
afterward, patriots from Quito occupied Pasto. The people 
of Pasto had opposed their advance,but had been defeated 
by the forces under Pedro Montufar, who then entered the 
city. Learning of these events, Caicedo went to Pasto, 
employed a conciliatory policy, guaranteed life and
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Cordero also reminded them that in 1814 General 
Antonio Narino with a large force marched victoriously
property, and managed to get the troops from Quito to 
evacuate the city and retire toward their native towns.
Early in 1812, Caicado had gone to Quito on a mission for 
this junta to claim from the mint there over four hundred 
pounds of gold belonging to Popoyan. He left no garrison 
in Pasto and the opportunity was seized by Dr. Tomas Santa 
Cruz and other royalists to start an agitation. An uprising 
occurred, but it was controlled by several patriots, and 
Caicedo was informed and asked to return at once with troops 
to prevent another anticipated revolt. Caicedo hastened 
back, reaching Pasto about the middle of May, and managed 
to prevent the outbreak. The rebels from the Patia, r e ­
pulsed at Popoyan, soon marched on Pasto where they su r ­
rounded the town and joined forces with the royalists there. 
A hand-to-hand fight began in the streets and the patriots 
found themselves at a great disadvantage. Negotiations 
for an armistice were started at the suggestion of the 
attackers, who proposed that the patriots surrender their 
arms in exchange for safe conduct to Quito or Popoyan.
A council of patriot officers, notwithstanding strong 
opposition, voted for acceptance. Arms and ammunition 
were surrendered in good faith, but the armistice was 
violated and Caicedo and the patriots imprisoned and s u b ­
jected to cruel treatment.
Forces under Jose Maria Cabal and Alexander MacCawlay, 
a Virginian fighting for independence in South America, 
marched toward Pasto in order to rescue Caicedo and punish 
the Patians, but they did not reach that city. In the 
hostile country which they crossed they encountered ambush 
after ambush prepared by the enemy. Cabal decided to r e ­
treat and finally reached Popoyan where he was elected 
president of the junta in Caicedo's place. The troops 
were then reorganized for a second attempt against Pasto 
and placed under MacCaulay's command. Pasto was well 
defended, and negotiations resulted in an armistice which 
was signed on July 26,1812. It was agreed that Caicedo and 
his men should be set free; that the patriot troops should 
withdraw to Popoyan, leaving Pasto free to remain under a 
government of its own choosing. H e n a o , Jesus Maria, and 
Gerardo Arrubla, History of Colombia. trans. and ed. J.
Fred Rippy, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1938), p. 227; Villamil, R e s e n a , p. 147.
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from Calibio to the public land of Pasto to be beaten 
there, made a prisoner and set to Spain. "This is enough," 
he said, "to prove that Pasto is unapproachable by the 
north and that it is more necessary to make the revolution 
in Guayaquil immediately in order to approach it from the 
South."10
Villamil had to yield to C o r d e r o ’s cogent argument. 
Captain C o rdero’s judgment was sound when he insisted on 
pushing headlong into the revolution without waiting to 
hear from Generals Bolivar and San Martin.
On 7 October, Captain Cordero needed a meeting place 
to finalize plans. He said to Villamil, "In no place, 
are we able to meet with less danger than in your house.
You have just been elected Attorney General, and tomorrow 
at twelve o'clock we will all go to your house to c o n ­
gratulate you. You will invite us to eat. We will drink 
with much noise to the health of the King and all the 
royal family, breaking the glasses and pouring wine on 
the table cloths. We will condemn Bolivar, San Martin, 
Cochrane and all the insurgents to a hangman's rope. If 
they come and surprise us, we will accuse them of false 
slander and they will pay for the music."11
10Villamil, R e s e n a , p. 147.
1 1 Ibid, p. 148.
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On Sunday, the 8th of October at four o'clock in the
afternoon, four faithful slaves were serving the conspirators.
Villamil said to the slaves: "Close your eyes, put cotton
in your ears, and a padlock on your mouths, and tomorrow
12morning at dawn you will be free." No one came to s u r ­
prise them, but at 5:30 the officers of the Granaderos 
were called to arms. Lieutenant Colonel Gregorio Escobedo, 
as first chief of the Granaderos, ordered the first 
adjutant D. N. Vasques to attend the call of officers and 
then report back to tell the others what was happening.
He did as ordered, and returned telling them that there 
was a war junta meeting in the governor's house. The 
first chief of the royalist army, Benito del Barrio had 
told him that the war council had been advised to take 
measures of precaution in case the report of a revolution 
were true. The object of the call to arms was to pull out 
the batallion to the Malecon (along the river) . This was 
very satisfactory to the conspirators.
The conspirators left Villamil's house prepared to 
face the worst that could happen. Officials of the 
Granaderos went to their quarters and those of the Numancia 
took a walk along the M a l e c o n . The rest of the conspira­
tors, not military men, went down two by two with the same 
apparent purpose. If Commandant Barrios had intended to 
take the least hostile measure, they would have killed
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him without reasonable doubt. They had already gone 
too far to allow themselves to be contained by fears 
more dangerous than resistance presented. The batallion 
went out to the M a l e c o n , made another round and returned 
to its quarters.
About 10 o ’clock that evening Escobedo returned 
to the Villamil home to tell Jose that everything was 
ready for two o'clock the following morning, October 
9th. All the conspirators met at Escobedo's quarters 
as the center of operations, and Villamil waited with 
a few Americans and Englishmen. When Escabedo left
1 3Villamil, he said "A d i o s , hasta vernos triunfantes." 
Villamil asked him if he was that sure of triumph.
Escobedo replied, "There is no one to fight with 
and not even one drop of blood will be shed."
At two o'clock sharp on the morning of Monday the 
9th of October 1820, Villamil heard the shout repeated 
"Viva la Patria!" and rushed for the barracks but 
arrived late. Everything was over. His untiring competitor, 
Cordero, had deprived him of all participation at the 
very last moment. Even though he missed the final moment
■^Villamil, Resena, p. 149.
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of the revolution, Villamil felt that his indebtedness 
to Sarratea and Velazco had been paid.
When the sun rose over the Andes, Cordero ran up
to Villamil, and said to him, "Mire Usted al sol del
Sud de Colombia." Villamil replied, "A Usted en gran
manera lo d e bemos.11 They embraced each other with tears 
14in their eyes. At seven o'clock the port captain, 
without knowing what had happened was arrested at his 
home. He surrendered all the boats to the patriots e x ­
cept for two who would not obey his orders. Both boats 
were later captured.'*'^
At nine o'clock when everything was over the c o n ­
spirators were in front of the barracks of the Granaderos 
congratulating each other. A large column of citizens 
came toward them. Cordero asked the meaning of their 
visit, and one who appeared to be the leader answered 
that they had heard the city was going to be shelled and 
they had come to defend it. Cordero thanked them and 
assured them that there was no need for alarm that things 
were well under c o n t r o l . ^
•^Villamil, R e s e n a , p. 149.
1 5 Ibid.
l^Ibid, p.  150.
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On the 10th of October at 2 o'clock in the afternoon 
while they were resting Villamil was talking to Captain 
Luis Urdaneta. He told Urdaneta that it was too bad that 
the change could not have taken place without bloodshed.
The conspirators had planned to make it a bloodless r e v o ­
lution by subverting the officers of the military units 
and getting control without the soldiers having an o p p o r ­
tunity to be alerted. When Urdaneta entered the quarters 
of Cammandant Joaquin Magallar on the morning of the 9th, 
Magallar jumped out of bed, took arms, and Urdaneta killed 
him before he could alert his men. Urdaneta told Villamil 
that a revolution was not a school of morals and he did 
not want to talk about it anymore.
One very important reason for no more bloodshed was 
a trick that Cordero had played. Lieutenant Colonel Manuel 
Torres Valdivia, chief of the royal artillery brigade, was 
well liked by his men and the patriots, and they did not 
want any harm to come to him. Among his proteges was the 
sub-officer N. Najera, an incorrigible insurgent. Najera 
loved his chief and wanted to save his life, so he and 
Captain Cordero devised a scheme for doing so. Najera 
knew that Valdivia liked to play games, so lie told Valdivia 
that Misters A, B, and C invited him to a game called 
Veinte y cinco onzas at Najera's house, and Valdivia
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accepted. At the designated time Najera went to look for 
him leaving two insurgents in whom he had complete con f i ­
dence. When Valdivia entered he was arrested. He wanted 
to know at whose orders he was arrested. Najera answered 
that he was arrested by orders of the revolution. Najera 
also told him that all the officers and sergeants of the 
Corps were committed to the revolution. Najera said to 
him, "You would have defended your post and you would have 
been killed.
Colonel Valdivia wanted to know who was at the head 
of the revolution and Najera told him that his own good 
friend, Cordero, was one of them. Valdivia then asked 
Cordero to let him go to his quarters, and Cordero refused 
telling him he would be killed. Cordero then took the 
keys to the ammunition supplies and left Valdivia under 
a r r e s t .
On his way to the arsenal Cordero met one of the rebel 
sergeants who told him that the governor, Vivero, had gone 
earlier to the quarters of the artillery brigade and told 
the officer in charge to guard the arsenal extra well. 
Cordero then went to the arsenal with fifty men. When the 
sentry asked, "Who goes there?" Cordero answered that it 
was reinforcements. Upon entering the quarters, he found 
the officer sleeping. Cordero asked him violently, "Is
^Villamil, Resana, p. 155.
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this the way you serve your king? Has the governor not 
been here tonight?" As he talked he was pushing the officer 
toward the flag room. "You will answer for this." He 
locked the officer in the room and, as he was reprimanding 
the officer, Cordero’s men took the guns from the guards. 
Cordero gave the soldiers a speech about the revolution. 
Cordero’s ability to use subtefuge enabled the plans to 
be carried out with little interference.
The escort that went to apprehend Governor Vivero 
was commanded by Lieutenant Rivero of the Granaderos 
batallion. Rivero met no opposition and found the 
governor lying on a sofa in the living room. The governor 
did not offer the least resistance.
The Lieutenant Governor, Jose de Elizalde, learning 
that Cordero was in possession of the artillery, ran to 
the governor’s house to notify him. He arrived as the 
escort was leaving with the governor and was also placed 
under arrest.
The subversive plans of nine conspirators (Jose 
Maria Villamil, Captain Leon de Febres Cordero of the 
Numancia Batallion, L t . Col. Gregorio Escobedo of the 
Granaderos, Captain Luis Urdaneta, Numancia; Juan 
Francisco Elizalde, civilian (later captain); Josd 
Antepara, civilian; Francisco de P. Lavayen, civilian; 
the Indian chief, N. Alvares of the Granaderos; and
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N. Najera of the Artillery); made the revolution of the 
9th of October 1820 almost bloodless.
The success of the 1820 revolution in Guayaquil was 
important because Spain now had only one remaining arsenal, 
Callao, on the west coast of South America. After the 
revolution came the task of organizing the civil govern­
ment. It was agreed beforehand that Doctor Olmedo should 
take charge of the civil government, and Captain Cordero 
sent for him to do so. Olmedo excused himself with 
persistence, but finally had to accept the office. At 
dawn on the 10th of October the event was announced by 
a public proclamation. The citizens of the city were 
called to meet at 10 o ’clock that day for the purpose 
of electing the authorities. They met and with en t h u s ­
iasm chose Captain Cordero for Superior Chief of the 
province, and he was summoned to the town hall. Cordero 
declined, alleging that at his young age he had barely 
learned to command soldiers. He asked that they permit 
him to organize a batallion with which to defend the 
liberty they had just won. When pressed again, he p e r ­
sisted irrevocably in the negative, alleging that he 
would desert the cause before he would become the chief.
Although Villamil admired Cordero's modesty in r e ­
fusing to accept the position of junta chief, he felt
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that Cordero was being stubborn because he had d e m o n ­
strated leadership during the revolution. In spite of 
his youth, he had met the challenge with good judgment 
and swiftness of talent, and above all with honor. Villamil 
had known all of C o r d e r o ’s family in Maracaibo and knew 
of nothing that could stain the family's honor and good 
n a m e .
After Cordero repeatedly refused, the popular junta 
then named Lieutenant Colonel Gregorio Escobedo, second 
chief of the Granaderos Batallion, as president of the 
governing junta. To serve with Escobedo they chose as 
Vocales (members of a governing junta) Doctor Vicente 
Espantoso and Lieutenant Colonel Rafael Jimena. As 
secretary they named Doctor Luis Fernando Vivero. He 
was married to the sister of Mrs. Jose Villamil. Jose 
considered Vivero a relative by marriage and a friend 
because of his principles.
On 11 October by orders of the government junta 
Jose Villamil took command of the schooner Escobedo, of 
ten short guns of large calibre and more than 100 men 
to go in search of the Chilean Army, which according to 
vague reports was somewhere on the coast of Peru.
Villamil's mission was to find Lord Cochrane, commander 
of the Chilean Navy, and give him the news of the
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revolution in Guayaquil. Traveling with Villamil was 
Major Miguel Letamendi, who was commissioned by the new 
government to take the news to General San Martin and 
to offer the services of independent Guayaquil to him.
The government commissioned eight volunteers to go with 
Villamil. Among the eight was Captain Francisco Lavayen, 
commissioned by the government to travel to the north in 
search of General Bolivar to give him the news, and to 
offer Guayaquil's cooperation in liberating surrounding 
a r e a s . ̂
The Escobedo was the former Alcance a top speed 
clipper that had been built in the United States and 
purchased by Jose Villamil for use in his mercantile 
business in Guayaquil. It was the same Alcance in which 
Villamil was traveling down river in February 1816 
when he encountered the corsair William Brown.
Although Villamil was an insurgent, he had sold the 
Alcance to the Viceroy Joaquin de la Pezuela with arms 
and ammunition after the battle of Mayptf in 1818. He 
was a business man and was afraid the ship would fall 
into the hands of the insurgents in the doldrums as so
1 ftOscar Efren Reyes, Breve Historia General del 
Ecuador, 3 Vols. (Quito: Editorial Fray Jodoco Ricke 
1974) p. 17.
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many other ships had done. Manuel Antonio de Luzarraga,
the first banker and the richest man in Guayaquil had
formed his own shipping enterprise. In association with
Captain Manuel Loro he acquired the Alcance which was
assigned to the regular run between Guayaquil and Panama
19and Callao under the command of Captain Loro. Loro 
was committed to the patriot cause, however Luzarraga 
was not. Villamil and Loro talked favorably for the 
revolution and in front of Luzarraga trusting to his 
origin and counting on his honor not to report them to 
the authorities. The Alcance was in Guayaquil at the 
time of the revolution and was scheduled to sail on 
Saturday 7 October. Villamil and Loro planned a delay 
in the sailing under the pretext that the crew members 
needed to buy supplies. Sunday the 8th was the day for 
congratulating Villamil on being made Procurador G e n e r a l . 
On Monday there was no need for pretext and the Alcance 
was converted into a warship for the revolution. The 
name Alcance was changed to Escobedo in honor of Gregorio 
Escobedo after he was named president of the governing 
junta on 10 October.
^ J u l i o  Estrade Icaza, El Puerto de Gua y a q u i l , 2 
Vols. (Guayaquil; Publicaciones del Archivo Historico 
del Guayas, 1973) p. 229.
D ’Amecourt, Historia de la. Revolucifin de Octubre 
Campaha Libertadora de 1820-22, (Barcelona: Elzeviriana 
de Borras, Mestres y- C, 1932J7 p. 188.
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On board the Escobedo, Villamil was carrying as 
prisoners fifteen of the principal Spanish officials.
Among the most distinguished were the governor, Brigadier 
Jose Pascual Vivero y Calavarria, the Lieutenant 
Governor, Colonel Jose de Elizalde, the first chief of 
the Granaderos Batallion, Colonel Benito del Barrio, and 
Father Querejosa of San Francisco church. All the others 
were of less importance.
Villamil was unhappy on seeing so many of those 
who were his friends before the revolution now his p r i s ­
oners in handcuffs. He talked to Letamendi about it, 
and he at once agreed to take off the handcuffs. Villamil 
felt that they would be able to avoid a reaction aboard 
ship even though their position was delicate and dangerous. 
They were transporting as prisoners the same chiefs that 
the crew and the garrison were accustomed to obeying, 
and besides, the priest was the one who had probably 
given them all absolution for their sins. Villamil 
asked Letamendi to give him two hours of sleep out of 
the twenty-four. Villamil said, "I will wake you up 
at 12 midnight. You will wake me up at 2. The eight 
volunteers will work the watch with you." Letamendi
agreed and wanted to give him four hours, but Villamil
2 0said, "No, I can steal a few naps during the day."
^Villamil, Resena, p. 158.
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They removed the handcuffs and gave the prisoners the 
best cabins on board. They served them the best food 
aboard and all the wine, and invited them to come to the 
deck when they wished. Letamendi, the eight volunteers, 
his officers and Villamil had to bunk on the top deck
21and as Villamil stated, "We had to drink water like ducks."
After giving the prisoners the best quarters, wine, 
food and liberty on deck, prisoners and captors became 
friends again. Governor Vivero wrote verses about the 
trip and gave them to Villamil with the monicle that he 
had had for many years. This was later stolen from 
Villamil on the island Flor e a n a .
Father Querejosa had a full clear voice and when 
the winds permitted he gifted them with some pieces of 
sacred music and with some taken from his school and 
others that were not so sacred. He was a man of Church 
and of society.
To avoid the ships of the Roayl navy Villamil sailed 
away from the coast when it was necessary, so that if 
they were seen by anyone at sea with so many persons 
aboard they would not be suspected of being insurgents.
23-This attitude towards persons of importance is 
still present in Ecuadorians today. They feel that a 
person of wealth or of social position deserves the 
best and that they should take preference over e v e r y ­
one else. Villamil, Resena, p. 158.
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On the eighteenth day they sighted land at Picso. 
There they met a brigatine and Villamil sent his first 
Lieutenant aboard to ask the captain if he knew anything 
about the Chilean squadron. The captain answered that 
he knew nothing about it. Villamil sent the Lieutenant 
a second time and received the same answer. The third 
time, the lieutenant's message was that Villamil knew 
how far the captain's power extended and begged him not 
to put him to the painful necessity of commandeering his 
logbook. The captain sent him back a small piece of 
paper with these words "A1 n o rte" . Villamil tore it up 
with the captain watching and threw it into the water.
He thanked the informant with a hand signal and headed 
north without losing sight of the coast.
At dawn the following day, 31 October, finding h i m ­
self on the back side of the Isla San Lorenzo, Villamil 
spied a warship to the north, then another, then a third, 
a fourth, and a fifth. Villamil moved closer to see 
which of those ships was the fastest. It proved to be 
a frigate. He allowed it to come closer in order to 
recognize it better; and, as it was flying a Spanish 
flag, he made full sail to let the captain know that he 
was running away from that flag. In a few minutes the 
captain knew that his frigate's speed was very inferior 
to that of the Escobedo.
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Villamil knew all the ships of the royal squadron
and none of them were here. Therefore, this squadron
could be none other than that of Chile blockading Callao,
and the frigate closest to him was the 0 1H i g g i n s . It
was necessary for him to communicate with that frigate.
He spoke to the major about it, and Letamendi told him
that he knew nothing about seafaring, and added, "My
commission is different from yours. I would be of your
opinion if I d i d n ’t see that Spanish flag. If they are
2 2Spanish we will surely be hung."
Villamil replied, "That same flag is what convinces
2 3me that they are the Chileans. We are in a masked ball."
To the major all the ships looked the same, only the flag 
was different; but he told Villamil that if he was sure 
that they were free from hanging, then to proceed. He 
told Villamil that the responsibility in this grave 
situation was all his. Villamil gave the order to come 
together with the frigate. By disposition of the junta, 
he unfolded a flag of five horizontal stripes, three of 
blue and two white. In the center strip (blue) were
22Villamil, Resena, p. 160.
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three white stars. This was the banner adopted by the
junta as the flag of independent Guayaquil.
At nine o'clock in the morning they were within
cannon range. The entrance of the port was completely
closed by the other four ships and it was evident that
running the blockade was not the intention of Villamil.
However, the f r igate’s cannon fired at the E s c o b e d o .
Villamil ordered the sails tightened. The cannon fire
continued but the frigate did not move. Major Letamendi
asked him if he would explain that reception. Villamil
said that in anyone other than Lord Cochrane he would
be able to explain, but with him he could not explain
it. He said, "We have done nothing that would excite
24the least suspicion in him." Letamendi then asked if 
he was that certain that this frigate was the 0 'H i g g i n s . 
Villamil said, "I do not doubt it, but the shells are 
falling at the stern. Help me major, let us think about 
what to do." Letamendi replied, "You will have to think 
for both of us."25
At eleven o'clock things had not changed, and 
Villamil called Letamendi aside and told him that they 
could not return to Guayaquil without finding the Chilean
^Villamil, Resena, p. 160.
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army and that they would have to look for it in vain the 
rest of their lives. He told Letamendi that they had 
to talk to that frigate whatever it might cost them. 
Letamendi could already see the hangman's rope and thought 
what an ugly death for a soldier. Villamil told him not 
to fear that this was the Chilean squadron blockading 
the port of Callao. "Let us return then to the frigate," 
said Letamendi, "If you are sure we will not find the 
gallows behind her." This time the frigate allowed 
them to get closer, then fired its cannon without doing 
any damage. Letamendi became furious, and said, "This 
is unbearable. If we had half their force this u n ­
couthness would cost them dearly."
Villamil said to him, "Major you are becoming a 
sailor from what I see."
"This is capable of converting one into a 'Satin',"
Letamendi said smilingly, "but I will listen to you.
2 7What do you say of this second reception?"
Villamil was certain that it was the 0'Higgins aid 
that after the maneuverings he would get to see Lord 
Cochrane. The eight volunteers, who were on the mission 
with Villamil and Letamendi, had held a conference among 
themselves and had sent Villamil's brother-in-law,
^Villamil, Resena, p. 161.
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Lorenzo Garaicoa, as a representative to propose to
Villamil that they board the frigate; but he said, "Our
mission is to look for the same squadron that we have
2 8here in sight, but not to fight with it."
After doing much thinking and weighing the possibi­
lities, Villamil decided to gamble on their future.
He told the Major that he could not wait until dark 
without talking to that flirt (speaking of the frigate). 
He said that if he were alone he would proceed at all 
risks but since the Major was aboard he was hesitant, 
knowing of Letamendi's mission to General San Martin. 
Letamendi told him, "Your mission is to look for the
Chilean squadron at all costs, so proceed. My mission
29can not be completed until you have completed your." 
Villamil told him that the only thing he was worried 
about was a poorly directed bullet. He told Letamendi 
to go below and if he was not hit by a misguided bullet 
that the next day he would receive a hug from General 
San Martin. From the beginning of their voyage Villamil 
and Letamendi had joked with each other about the r e ­
wards they would receive for the news they were carrying.
2 8 v i H a m i l ,  R e s e n a . p. 161.
2 ̂ Ibid.
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Villamil said he would receive a hand shake from Lord
Cochrane and that Letamendi would receive a hug from
General San Martin.
After preparing for the maneuver, Villamil ordered
the frigate for a third time to come together with the
E s c o b e d o . Before the Escobedo had been in cannon range
of the frigate, now it was in rifle range. Villamil
executed his maneuver without another shot being fired
at them. "You have done it," the major said to Villamil
smiling. "This time we are in a mouse trap. I still
have not received the hug from General San Martin."
"You will not be long in receiving it," said Villamil,
"soon you will see that squadron lower the flag at my
irrestible voice,and then I will receive a strong hand
30shake from Lord Cochrane."
The first lieutenant of the frigate 0*Higgins 
asked Villamil what was the meaning of his presence. 
Villamil angrily answered him, "You don't merit my g i v ­
ing you the news. Instead of receiving me with a triple
salute for the news I bring you, you have received me
31with cannon fire." The first lieutenant was then 
anxious to hear the news and asked Villamil to tell it
30villamil, Resena, p. 162.
31Ibid.
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quickly. Villamil replied, "Guayaquil is now 
independent."
Immediately the Spanish flag was lowered, the
national flag raised, and shouts from the crew were
heard, "Viva Guayaquil, viva Guayaquil, viva Gua y a q u i l ."
Villamil then said to Letamendi, "Look, already you do
not see the Spanish flag aboard any of those ships."
Letamendi could not believe it. Villamil then said to
him, "Remember, the captain of the ship we met in Pisco
told us that the squadron was to the north. This could
3 2be none other than the Chilean squadron."
The Escobedo was situated at a respectable distance 
to the leeward from the O'Higgins and a boat came with 
an invitation for Villamil to go aboard. He was received 
on the gangway by the first lieutenant. He met the 
captain in the chamber with Lord Cochrane where he r e ­
ceived the handshake he had awaited, and they conversed 
in English. Cochrane said, "I have known about you a 
long time. Captain Robinet and others have spoken to me 
about you."
Villamil replied, "I hope, my Lord,, that it has not 
been in an unfavorable manner."
33"Quite the contrary," answered Cochrane with kindness.
•^villamil, Resena, p. 163.
33Ibid.
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Villamil then gave Cochrane the dispatches he was 
to deliver, and answered all his questions. Finally, 
Cochrane said, "Tell me Captain, why were you so bold as 
to come three times to the Spanish flag with the commission 
that you bring?"
Villamil gave him a direct answer. "Louisiana daring 
my lord. When a hunter in Louisiana sees the antler 
points of a deer he does not have to ask, where are the 
eyes?"
Cochrane said with surprise, "What? you knew that 
it was the Chilean squadron under the Spanish flag?"
"No, milord," answered Villamil, "I did not know 
that it was the Chilean squadron under the Spanish flag, 
but I knew it was not the Spanish under the flag of Chile. 
You did not recognize the fact that I was not bringing 
you d a n g e r . V i l l a m i l  was hoping that it would make 
him angry, but to the contrary, Cochrane took it very 
well and then Villamil's anger disappeared.
Lord Cochrane declared, "Few officials would have 
performed such a delicate commission with such wisdom and 
resolution as you, at the sight of the Spanish flag, and 
under such fire.
■^Villamil, Resena, p. 164.
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Villamil was not totally satisfied with the compli­
ment. He asked Cochrane: "Why, milord, was it necessary 
to waste so many shells and why did your Excellency have 
so much hate for that poor schooner that you made it come 
three times to your Excellency like a curious deer?” 
Cochrane replied that he knew the A l c a n c e , several times 
he had chased i t , and it had always outsailed h i m . He 
thought that Villamil with all his maneuvers was trying 
to deceive him and run the blockade although exposing 
himself to one or two discharges. He said that all he 
was trying to do was to break a wing and had not directed 
a single shot toward the hull. Cochrane had no intention 
of doing the least damage and wanted the schooner without 
more damage than a missing timber. He already had the 
Montezuma and the Mac e d o n i a , and all he was lacking was 
the A l c a n c e .
The explanation put Villamil in a good humor again 
and he answered, "I realized that milord.”
Lord Cochrane told him that if he had not changed 
his maneuver at the last discharge and had started to 
play, the Escobedo would have been in serious danger.
That was why Villamil decided to speak to him before 
dark and prepared his final maneuver. He was certain 
that this was the 0 1 Higgins and that they would not fire 
anymore seeing that he had no intention of fleeing.
Cochrane said, "You have adopted the worst plan;
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but why did you not do it this morning?"
He answered, "Because I saw the Spanish flag and 
after all, it impressed me."
"By God you are right," said Cochrane promptly,
"How much precious time has been wasted by your being
intimidated by that flag. Now go to Ancon and there you
will find General San Martin, and tell him that tomorrow
3 5night I will take the frigate Esmeraldas from Callao."
Villamil wanted to remain with a party of fifty 
chosen men to help him capture the Esmeraldas; but Lord 
Cochrane told him no, that that would alter his plans. 
Cochrane said that the two hundred men that he had would 
be more than enough. He said, "You have done enough 
today. Take to Ancon the great news that you bring us 
and that is worth more than 100 Esmeraldas." "Gentlemen," 
he said to the chiefs and officials present, "The campaign 
has begun under the most favorable auspices. Now we 
have a friendly port, a shipyard to the leeward.
As he departed, Villamil was remembering that Captain 
Cordero had made that same statement on Saturday the 7th 
of October. When they returned to the A l c a n c e , Villamil 
said to Letamendi, "I have had my handshake from Lord
■^Villamil, Resena, p. 165.
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Cochrane, tomorrow you will receive your hug from 
General San Martin." In the darkness of the night they 
passed the battery of fifty or more cannons of the 
L a utaro. Whether the Lautaro saw them or knew that they 
were the same ship that had been talking to the 0 *H i g g i n s , 
did not bother them.
At daybreak the next morning they were at Ancdn.
The sea was calm. Two schooners, the Montezuma and a 
smaller one, rowed out to reconnoiter them. A small well 
manned boat under V i l l a m i l !s second lieutenant took 
Letamendi to the M o n t e z u m a . An officer from the Monetzuma 
and Letamendi rowed to shore where Letamandi told San 
Martin the good news. Whether or not Letamendi received 
his hug from San Martin can not be confirmed. A small 
boat from the ship San Martin came for Villamil and a 
little later he was listening to favorable words from 
General San Martin, and from all the chiefs of the army.
As Villamil was embarking to return to the schooner 
a young calvary officer said to him, "My commandant, 
would you be so kind as to leave me aboard my transport 
when you pass?"
"Come aboard," Villamil replied.
As they were going back the young officer said to 
Villamil, "Captain, the darkness does not permit me to
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recognize you, but your voice is familiar."
Villamil asked, "Are you not Lieutenant Rolet, aid 
of Colonel Latapi that I met three years ago in the Hotel 
Gadsby in Baltimore?"
He said, "The same, my Commandant and following your 
advice is why I came to offer my services to Buenos Aires. 
It surprises me that you have recognized me by my v o i c e ."
"And you did not recognize me?"
"The moment I saw you and that is why I took the
3 7liberty of asking for passage.”
The next day San Martin was worried about the 
dangerous undertaking of Lord Cochrane that night. He 
did not eat anything. The following day, 2 November 
he was worried still more. He told Villamil that he 
had not slept at all the night before and still could 
not eat; and that, if he did not hear anything from 
Cochrane by nightfall, it would be a bad sign. Almost 
at that moment he received a signal from the watch that 
the O'Higgins and the Esmeraldas were in sight. There 
was a fresh breeze and it was not long before they were 
anchoring. Lord Cochrane was wounded but not seriously.
3?The next day he paid Villamil a visit on the 
Escobedo, and they frequently saw each other afterward. 
G e n e r a l S a n  Martin knew that Rolet and Villamil were old 
friends and he thanked Villamil for having aided that 
outstanding young officer who had offered his services 
to Buenos Aires. Villamil, R e s e n a , p. 166.
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General San Martin went aboard the O ' H iggins.
Villamil introduced General Vivero and others of 
the most distinguished prisoners to San Martin. General 
Vivero, with his invariable good humor said, "Si, Sen o r , 
el mismo Vivero que fue comandante General interino del 
apostadero del Ca l l a o ; intendente interino de C h a rcas, 
tesorero general interino del Pertf; gobernador interino
7 Ode Guayaquil; pero ahora prisionero en p r o p i e d a d .MJO
Villamil had told San Martin that the first military 
junta and the governing junta of Guayaquil wanted Villamil's 
prisoners pardoned at Callao without demanding exchange 
in case the Viceroy had no patriot prisoners.
On the following day after the arrival of Admiral 
Cochrane, the schooner Montezuma took all the prisoners 
to Callao. He was not long in returning with patriots 
who had been royalist prisoners. As the Viceroy did not 
have a general to return for General Vivero, he returned 
two chiefs in place of the general. Villamil had told 
Cochrane not to risk asking for three. It had not 
occurred to Villamil to request of the Archbishop of 
Lima an exchange for Father Querejosa.
38Villamil, Resena, p. 168.
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Shortly after the exchange of prisoners the Chilean 
squadron sailed for Huacho and the army disembarked. 
General San Martin invited Villamil to have lunch on land. 
This was a meal described by Villamil as very poetic and 
he never forgot it. The lunch was composed of roast veal 
and hardtack, which was not the finest. The only table 
utensils were sharp pointed k n i v e s . General San Martin 
secured a piece of meat with his thumb and the index 
finger of his left hand in order not to drop it from the 
spit onto the ground after cutting it. He cut it from 
the top to bottom and placed it on a hardtack (he had 
no plate); then he secured a little piece with his teeth, 
holding the rest on the hardtack with his thumb and very 
skillfully cut the morsel in his mouth free from the rest. 
Next he bit a small piece of the hardtack so that it 
would not loose its round form and chewed. Villamil did 
the same although with the fear of cutting a piece of 
his bottom lip or the end of his nose. If he had not 
been ashamed of revealing that he was not current on the 
customs of the pampas of Buenos Aires or of the llanos 
of Venezuela he would have simply taken a piece of meat 
with his left hand and a hardtack with the right hand 
and his teeth would have done the rest.
That dramatic lunch gave Villamil nostalgia. It
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reminded him of the many times he had done this on the 
prairies of his native country (Louisiana) with the leg 
of a deer instead of veal. General San Martin left from 
that lunch and went to see the army in formation.
Villamil's heart sank to his feet, or as he said
7 Q
"Me dio frio de perro" when he saw that San Martin had 
5,000 men (including some 1,000 very p a l e , ill fed men 
from Pisco, and 1,000 under the command of General Juan 
Antonio Alvarez de Arenales who had been thought lost at 
Cerro de Pasco but who had recently arrived) to drive 
out 22,000 well commanded veterans. Villamil thought 
that the Ferdenand VII, Numancia, Burgos and Arequipa 
Batallions were more than enough to destroy all San 
Martin's forces, but he was mistaken. Arenales was 
victorious and reorganized the army, and Villamil 
could never understand how it was that a small part of the 
royal forces did not disband it on the daring march from 
Pisco to H u a u r a .
After seeing the army in formation, Villamil and 
San Martin returned to the hut, and discussed the future 
of Guayaquil. General San Martin asked if a reaction 
could be feared in Guayaquil. Villamil answered in the
Villamil, Resena, p.169.
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the negative stating that all the troops were from 
Guayaquil or from Peru and that the people were for 
independence. He wanted to know if Villamil had left 
any elements of discord in fermentation, and if the 
liberators of Guayaquil were thinking of undertaking a 
march on Quito. Villamil answered that there was no 
discord. They had thought of marching on Quito the day 
after the revolution, but he and Captain Cordero had 
combated such thoughts, and he (Villamil) did not think 
that any such campaign had been taken after his departure. 
General San Martin felt that they had made the right 
decision, that it would have been very bad to have u n d e r ­
taken such a march. Villamil said it was natural to 
suppose that they waited to know something of General 
San M a r t i n ’s position before taking such a serious step. 
San Martin told Villamil that it must be that way and 
to prepare to sail in two days. Villamil was ready to 
sail at the time set. He asked San Martin of the p o s s i ­
bility of the Galvarino accompanying him on his return 
to Gua y a q u i l . San Martin had already thought of that 
possibility and said he would see if Admiral Cochrane 
could part with that ship or with another smaller one. 
Villamil also asked General San Martin for a hundred 
and fifty carbine rifles for organizing a squadron.
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San Martin asked if he did not serve in the navy. Villamil
replied, "I prefer the Calvary my General.” San Martin
told him he would have the rifles on board the next day.
On the following day, Villamil not only received the
hundred and fifty carbines, but more provisions than were
needed. General San Martin promoted him to a Lieutenant
Colonel and gave him a beautiful horse. Major Letamendi
40was promoted to Colonel.
On the designated date Villamil set sail without 
the escort, Admiral Cochrane not having been able to part 
with any of his ships. Colonel Luzurriaga and Colonel 
Tomas Guido embarked with them as commissioners of 
General San Martin to the government of Guayaquil.
As he passed Trujillo twenty leagues from land, 
Villamil sighted a sailboat rounding the point at full 
sail. Without varying his course he would have passed 
very close to her. He recognized her to be the beautiful 
Spanish merchant frigate Cle o p a t r a . She was well armed, 
well manned and better commanded, but he had met her 
before in the same A l c a n c e , knew her course and did not 
have the least concern. If the Galvarino had been with 
him the Cleopatra would have been his prize; without the 
Galvarino, Villamil should not have allowed his
^Villamil, Resena, p. 170.
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machismo to overpower his good sense. He ordered 
the crew to prepare for action. A joyous shout was 
heard all over the ship and in a short time everything 
was ready. Villamil had the ship stationed at long 
cannon shot position then aimed a shot towards the 
Cleopatra's prow, but it missed its target. Colonel 
Letamendi, who had feared the h a ngman’s rope so much, 
now was in his glory. He took command of the infantry, 
certain of triumph, although he knew the enemy was three 
times stronger than he.
The Cleopatra with all sails up from stern to prow 
did not show the least concern. This stung Villamil to 
the quick and he gave orders to fire another shot. It 
too missed its target. Not a man could be seen on the 
C leopatra. It's ignoring Villamil stung him even more, 
and he ordered the crew to sail into her aft as for 
boarding her from the leeward, avoiding the battery of 
the starboard. She was still unconcerned as if she did 
not see them, and she appeared to be a ghost ship. 
Villamil had jeopardized himself, but to attack that 
ship in its apparent enchantment would have been running 
the risk of losing everything. To back down after those 
gallant manifestations was to fall into a ridiculous 
situation in the eyes of his enthusiastic crew of crazy
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volunteers, and of Colonel Letamendi who had formed a 
good concept of him. Villamil did not know what to do 
as he seriously repented of his bravado. General 
Luzurriaga saved him from ridicule when he said: "Your 
mission now is not combat. It is to take us with c o m ­
plete security to Guayaquil, so do it."^1
"You will be obeyed, my General," Villamil answered 
while biting his lips, but very happy to obey his order. 
They passed very close to the Cleopatra sending another 
shot toward her stern.
Villamil felt that the commander of the Cleopatra 
was probably laughing at them as they moved away with 
a strong breeze from the stern. He found out later that 
the brigatine A r a u c a n o , a much stronger and better manned 
ship than the A l c a n c e , had attacked the Cleopatra and 
that she did the same thing that she had done with 
Villamil's ship; but as soon as the Araucano was close 
enough the Cleopatra treated it so severely that the 
Araucano managed to keep from being captured only by 
being so well served. Villamil wondered what would have 
happened to the poor Alcance had he continued to show 
off, and he was forever thankful to General Luzurriaga 
who pulled him out of that difficult situation. In the
^ V i l l a m i l , Resena, p. 171.
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eyes of all those on board, Villamil had acted h e r o ­
ically. He did feel that the incident contributed to the 
making of many reputations. If General Luzurriaga had 
not been aboard the Alcance it would have been lost with 
many men paying with their lives for Villamil's rashness.
Villamil returned to Guayaquil on 20 November 1820 
from his mission to Peru to find that many changes had 
taken place in his absence of one month. A few days 
after his departure from Guayaquil political chief Jose 
Joaquin Olmedo had called for an assembly of representa­
tives from all the provinces of Guayaquil to decide on 
the form of government they were going to adopt. The 
War Junta had absorbed too many of the administrative 
and political functions, and acts of persecution were 
being committed against the Spanish and royalist sympath­
izers. All of these acts were a discredit to the re- 
42volution. The assembly of 57 representatives met on 
8 November.
The assembly did not have a peaceful beginning due 
to the military threat of Gregorio Escobedo, who tried 
to maintain his absolute domination over G u a yaquil. 
Escobedo as the military chief had been responsible for 
the persecution of the Spanish. He was also unpopular 
because he was a Peruvian. The Assembly finally organized
^ R e y e s ,  Breve Historia, p. 15.
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and dictated the fundamental political constitution for 
the province. It reorganized the Cabildo of Guayaquil, 
established a three-man Junta with a secretary who had 
a voice and a vote in the absence of any of the voting 
members of the body. Olmedo was the presiding officer 
of the Junta, Colonel Rafael M. Jimena was in charge of 
all military matters, and Francisco Maria Roca was in 
charge of all matters relative to political and civil 
life. Francisco Marcos was the secretary.
A few days before Villamil's return Guayaquil had 
initiated a campaign against the dangerous military 
forces of Melchor Aymerich, president of Quito. Aymerich 
had been fortifying the capital with veteran forces and 
with volunteers from the province of Pasto. As soon as 
Villamil knew about the campaign against Quito he talked 
with Junta member Roca who did not know anything about 
war. Villamil told Roca that the Junta had made a m i s ­
take in undertaing a march on Quito. Roca told Villamil 
that it had to do so because they had received thousands 
of letters from the interior requesting the campaign. 
Villamil replied that letters represent very little on 
the day of fighting. Roca told him he had nothing to 
fear that their troops would enter Quito passing under 
arches of triumph. Villamil replied that he very much
Ill
feared that their troops would enter Quito passing under 
the Caudillo1s gallows.
A few days after Villamil's conversation with Roca 
the fatal news arrived in Guayaquil that the patriots 
had suffered their first defeat on 22 November 1820 on 
the plains of Huachi near Ambato. This defeat did not 
demoralize the Junta of Guayaquil.
Villamil was surprised that all the members of the 
new junta were the same men who had refused to take part 
in the 9 October revolution. He began to have some 
feelings of regret over having taken part in the revolu­
tion when he heard the remark that the hands of those
who planned and carried out the revolution should be
43kissed and then cut off.
One of the men of 9 October, Captain Febres Cordero,
was promoted after succeeding in a very daring movement
44against the read guard of the enemy on Camino R e a l . 
However, Cordero did not escape the ungratefulness of 
the Guayaquilenos. He, who had been the military 
genius of the revolution, was only given command of




Meanwhile, General Toribio Luzurriaga and Tomas
Guido, representatives of General San Martin who had
arrived with Villamil, began their tasks. Guido began
to organize pro-Peruivan partisans to press the Junta
for a definite declaration of annexation to Peru. Olmedo
was opposed to such action and in January 1821 discovered
a conspiracy for annexation to Peru by means of a r m s .
Olmedo broke up those subversive plans, and Tomas Guido
had to return to Peru without getting the promise that
46Guayaquil would become part of Peru.
Luzurriaga*s military performance was no more 
successful than the diplomatic negotiations of Guido.
At the invitation of the Junta Luzurriago had taken 
charge of a few troops and stationed himself at B a b a h o y o . 
The junta appointed Villamil to serve under him. Although 
he did not think much of the idea he obeyed and took 
command of a company of calvary. It should have been 
a squadron or a regiment, but the men of 9 October were
^ A n o t h e r  9 October man, Luis Urdaneta was defeated 
at Huachi, and for that reason poorly received by the 
new Junta. German Leguia y Martinez, Historia de la 
Emancipacion del P e r g , Tomo III,(Lima, Comision national 
del sesquicentenario de la Independencia del Peru, 1972) 
p . 70.
^ A l f r e d o  Pareja Diezcanseco, Historia del Ecuador ,
2 vols, Vol. 1, (Editorial Casa de la cultura Ecuatoriana, 
Quito, 1958), p. 381.
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all being ill treated. Villamil did expect a larger 
command than a squadron. During December 1820 and 
January 1821 Villamil was on duty at Babahoyo, but from 
February 1821 until August 1822 he was without any command.
He did not approve of General Luzurriaga's tactics 
of disturbing the enemy. Luzurriaga armed parties of 
20 men who went in different directions to stir up the 
enemy but they refused to fight. Instead the royalists 
left for Cuenca and from there for Huachi where they 
defeated the patriot forces. The rainy season began 
and this forced the patriots at Babahoyo to return to 
G u ayaquil.
In February 1821 General Jose Mires, a Spaniard
fighting for the independence cause, arrived in Guayaquil.
Bolivar had sent him with 1,000 muskets and corresponding
munitions which he offered to the junta of Guayaquil
with his personal services. He also assured the junta
of Colombia's keen interest in the well-being and develop-
4 8ment of the province of Guayaquil. Bolivar had ordered 
General Antonio Jose de Sucre in the previous month (January) 
to take command of an expedition of 1,000 soldiers which 
was to proceed to Guayaquil. On 4 April 1821 the
^ V i l l a m i l ,  R e s e n a , p. 174.
4 8Vincente Lecuna, Cronica Razonada de las Guerras 
de Bolivar, 3 vols. (New York, 191T0) TT7 p. 4 78 .
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Colombian expedition destined for Quito left Buenaventura in
in the corvette Alejandro, two brigatines, and several
transports. After a voyage of twenty-eight days the
vessels reached Point St. Helena, which was about
thirty leagues from Guayaquil. There Sucre's soldiers
disembarked, while the Alej andro proceeded to Guayaquil
with the m u n i t i o n s . It was Villamil who sent ships from
his own business at his own expense to transport Sucre
and his troops to Guayaquil. They arrived there on 
496 May.
As his soldiers were in poor condition, Sucre 
wisely decided to postpone his march against Quito.
Instead, he sent a request to Bogota for reenforcements. 
Meanwhile he was not idle. On 25 May 1821, he signed 
a convention with the revolutionary junta of Guayaquil 
which placed the province of Guayaquil under the p r o ­
tection of Colombia, conferred upon Bolivar the powers 
which were necessary for the preservation of independence, 
promised to cooperate with Colombia, and conferred upon 
Sucre the power to negotiate with Spanish officials in 
the city of Quito. The agreement between General Sucre
4 9Carlos Manuel Larrea, Nota Editiorial, Cronistas 
de la Independencia j_ de Repfiblica, Biblioteca 
Ecuatoriana Minima (Puebla: J . M. Caj ic a , S.A. 1960)
p. 118.
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and the provisinal junta of Guayaquil helped to thwart 
the designs of Jose de San M a r t i n . ^
At Cone in the vicinity of Yaguachi, Sucre fought
the first of his battles for Ecuador. On 19 August
1821 he routed a complete division of the Spanish army
that was headed for Guayaquil. In September 1821
royalists defeated Suc r e ’s forces in the same fields
of Huachi near Ambato where patriots had been defeated
the year before. Villamil fought under General Sucre’s
51command in that campaign. News reached Bolivar of 
that defeat soon after his decisive victory at Carabobo, 
and hastened his preparations to march to Quito. On 
9 October 1821, Bolivar left Cucuta to carry the conquering 
banner of Colombia southward. Vice President Francisco 
de Paula Santander, was entrusted with the political 
functions of the president. Before Bolivar departed, 
the Colombian congress passed a law authorizing 
him to organize as he deemed best the provinces which 
he liberated from Spanish rule. On 15 December Bolivar 
left Bogota on the long march overland to Quito. He 
led his soldiers up the Cauca valley, and tried to avoid 
marching through the province of Pasto which was
c oWilliam Spence Robertson, Rise of the Spanish 
American Re p u b l i c s , (New York: T h e F r e e  Press" 1965) p. 235.
r i
B. Pdrez Marchant, Diccionario Biografico del Ecuador, 
(Quito-Guayaquil, Escuela de Artes y Oficios, r9"28) , 439.
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controlled by devoted royalists. On 7 April 1822 his 
march was disputed by 2,000 soldiers, who, under Colonel 
Basilio Garcia, occupied a strong position near the 
plateau of B o m b o n a . After a desperate conflict the
r  2
royalist retired. The battle of Bombonli was costly. 
Bolivar was compelled to send to Bogota for reenforcements.
Sucre also needed more m e n . He had asked San 
Martin for the Numancia battalion. San Martin did not 
send that battalion, but he did send Argentines, Chileans, 
Bolivians,and Peruvians under the command of a Peurvian, 
Colonel Andres Santa Cruz. He came north through the 
Andes to Cuenca, then evaded the royalists by a flank 
march, and on 17 May 1822 he reached the valley of 
Chillo, a few leagues south of Quito. Meanwhile, the 
royalist army under General Aymerich took possession 
of Quito. After some maneuvering, Sucre marched by a 
difficult route to the volcano of Pichincha, west of 
that city. Early on the morning of 24 May the soldiers 
of Sucre gazed down upon Quito. General Aymerich soon 
accepted S u c r e ’s challenge. In a battle that lasted 
for three hours Suc r e ’s forces decisively defeated the 
royalists. As a result of this battle, 1,100 soldiers,
■^Lecuna, Cronica Razonada, III, p . 97-101.
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160 officers, 14 pieces of artillery, and 1,700 muskets,
besides standards and munitions of war, were surrendered
53to General Sucre. The capitulation which followed the 
battle of Pichincha provided that the city of Quito and 
also the territory under Spanish domination north and 
south of that city were to be given up by the royalists, 
the soldiers of Spain were to march out of the capital 
with the honors of war, they were to be allowed freely 
to leave the country, and the officers were to be 
allowed to keep their arms and their horses.
On the afternoon of 25 May Sucre entered the capital 
city at the head of his victorious columns and was given 
a cordial reception by the Quitenos. When news of the 
victory of Pichincha reached Bolivar, he issued a p r o ­
clamation in which he proudly stated that the liberating 
army, marching triumphantly from the banks of the
Orinoco River to the Peruvian Andes,now covers all the
54territory of Colombia with its protecting arms.
On 29 May the cabildo of Guito proclaimed that the 
provinces of the Presidency of Quito were incorporated 
into Colombia. Soon after the victory at Pichincha
5 *5Robertson, Spanish American Republics, p. 236.
“̂ C u a r t e l  General Libertador en Berrulcos, a 5 de 
Junio de 1822, Vicente Lecuna, Proclamas y Discoursos 
del Libertador, (Caracas, 1939) p . 273.
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royalists forces at Pasto capitulated^^ and on 16 June 
Bolivar entered the city of Quito amid demonstrations 
of joy by the inhabitants. He soon proclaimed that the 
liberated territory was incorporated with Colombia.
Then Bolivar marched to Babahoyo where he boarded 
a boat commanded by Juan Francisco Elizalde, one of the 
chiefs of Guayaquil's revolution. Arriving at the 
Guayaquil dock on 11 July 1822 in the midst of great 
jubilation Bolivar saw a hundred boats coming up the 
Guayas toward him in the formation of two parallel lines 
fifty paces apart. As they approached Bolivar asked 
Elizalde, "Who is that at the helm of the first boat in 
the left line?"
Elizalde answered, "It is Commandant Villamil. 
Bolivar, leaning forward holding on to the awning support 
with his right hand and waving his left hand, yelled in 
a loud voice, "What about the changes, Villamil, since 
we have last seen each other?" It had been almost six 
years since he had seen Villamil.
'’•’After Pasto submitted without more bloodshed, 
Villamil realized the true value of Captain Febres 
Cordero's judgment before the 9 October 1820 revolution 
when he said that the forces from the north would 
surrender to Pasto if it was not opened up to them 
through Gua y a q u i l .
■’kjose Maria Villamil, "Vision de Bolivar,"
Boletin de la Academia Nacional de la Historia (Caracas) 
Toma X X T X , No. l'l4 (April - June lM"6j pp~] 205-208.
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’’Very great, my General, and all for the better," 
responded Villamil.
Bolivar then asked, "Have you any knowledge of your 
brother?"
"He is in Paris resting on his commercial laurels."
"When you write to him tell him that the crazy man
5 7had realized his dream." Repeated shouts of "Viva el
libertador de Colombia" drowned out Villamil's answer.
The Liberator sent an aid-de-camp for Villamil one
morning and when he arrived at the quarters of Bolivar
found him still in bed. Bolivar said to him, "No^ extrane
U d . hallarme en cama t a r d e ; Colombia esta libre je puis
5 8a present d o r m i r ." Villamil did not mention the topic
of their discussion on this occasion.
Of the three parties existing in Guayaquil at the 
time of Bolivar's arrival (those for absolute independence, 
for annexation to Peru, and for union with Gran Colombia) 
the party for independence was the strongest. The party 
in favor of Colombia was smaller in number, however it 
was composed of the most determined men in Guayaquil.
^ V i l l a m i l ,  "Vision de Bolivar," pp. 205-208.
5 8Villamil, Resena, p. 186.
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On 13 July, two days after his arrival, Bolivar assumed 
supreme command of the province and communicated to 
the government junta that in order to save the people 
of Guayaquil form the anarchy in which it found itself 
and to avoid the sad consequences of anarchy, he w e l ­
comed them under the protection of the republic of 
Colombia. Moreover, he was taking political and military 
command of the city and its province without restricting 
in any way the absolute liberty of the people to express 
themselves freely and spontaneously in the next c o n ­
gregation of representatives. A few days later the 
Electorial College or Congress ratified the act and d e ­
clared that Guayaquil from that time would always be a 
part of the republic of Colombia. This acclamation was 
made on 31 July 1 8 2 2 . ^
All the merchants of Guayaquil had been in favor 
of absolute independence. In order to protect their 
interest and to insure the public prosperity of the 
province and its commercial relations they felt it 
necessary to examine the commercial regulations of the 
republic of Colombia and its adequateness to the trade 
of the province. The electorial college appointed a
■^Reyes, Historia, Vol. 2, p. 34.
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committee of merchants to make the study. The committee 
was composed of Vicente Roca, Martin Icaza, Jose Villamil, 
Esteban Amador and Manuel Ignacio M o r e n o . ^
On 26 July 182 2 when General San Martin arrived for 
the meeting with Bolivar in Guayaquil, he was greeted 
by a messenger from Bolivar welcoming him to Colombian 
soil. One of the principal objectives of San Martin's 
trip to Guayaquil was the incorporation of that city 
and all the province to Peru. He had counted on the 
help not only of members of the Peruvian party, but on 
many others in the city who were in sympathy with t h e m . ^  
But as Bolivar had arrived before him, and integrated 
Guayaquil into Gran Colombia as well as all of the Real 
Audiencia of Quito, San Martin returned to Peru the 
next day, 27 July.
Villamil continued serving Guayaquil and the r e ­
public of Gran Colombia in every way possible. From 
17 August 1822 until 16 April 1827 Colonel Villamil was 
commander of the First Batallion of regular militia in 
Guayaquil. At the same time, he continued working in 
his mercantile business since he received no pay for
^ J o r g e  W. Villacres Moscoso, Historia diplomatica 
de la Republica del E c u a d o r , Tomo I~ (Guayaquil; Depart - 
ment de publicaciones de la Universidad de Guayaquil, 1967),
p. 2 2 1 .
^ R e y e s ,  Historia, p. 34.
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military service. In 1825 he was director of the 
Economic Society of Friends of the Country. This 
society observed that pests, namely mosquitos, infested 
the community because of large puddles of water left 
after the rainy season. Desiring to rid the city and 
its environs of this problem they proposed to employ 
the necessary measures for draining and filling the 
ground in an effort to purify the atmosphere. For this 
project each of the members of the society contributed 
proportional quantities of their own fortunes. They 
hoped that this patriotic deed would encourage the rest
of the citizens to work together for the common interest
6 2improving the health of the community.
By 1827 forces were at work that were unfavorable 
to Bolivar and Gran Colombia. In mid 1827 Jose de la 
Mar, president of Peru fomented an insurrection in 
Guayaquil in hopes of annexing it to Peru. There was 
enmity and political division in Bogota; Bolivar versus 
Santander. The Bolivians considered Sucre a foreign 
proconsul and the Colombian army as an army of occupation. 
This resentment became stronger and by the beginning of 
1828 Sucre was convinced that Peru intended to keep
^ P a t r i o t a  de Guayaquil, Scibado 21 de Mayo de 1825 , 
15, p. 57.
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Bolivia stirred up. Andres Santa Cruz, former president 
of Peru and a native of La Paz, was returning to Bolivia. 
In April Sucre received notice of a plot against his 
government. On 7 May Jose Maria Perez de Urdininea, 
Commandant of Bolivian division took charge of the 
government. In July Sucre and all the Colombian troops 
were deported. In September Sucre sailed from Callao 
for Guayaquil, and La Mar made the decision to invade 
Colombia. Two weeks later Sucre arrived in Guayaquil
6 3and immediately held a conference with Juan Jose Flores,
Tom&s Heres and Daniel Florencio O'Leary about conditions
in Peru. The Peruvian navy blockaded the Colombian ports
on the Pacific and General La Mar moved to the border
64with 4,000 troops.
Bolivar named Sucre Commander-in-Chief of the 
Southern District. Sucre prepared a strategic plan for 
the defense of the country to protect Loja and Cuenca 
against the large Peruvian army. Flores accepted this 
plan and loyally supported Sucre.
ft XJuan Jose Flores, an upstart of twenty-eightjears 
(in 1829) was a mulatto from Puerto Cabello, of obscure 
birth, he had begun his army life as a kind of barber- 
nurse in the army hospitals and, partly through valour, 
partly through intrigue, had risen relatively quickly 
to the rank of brigadier-general. He was ambitious and 
had made up his mind to carve a kingdom for himself, 
precisely in Quito. Salvador de Madariaga, Bol T.va r ,
(Coral Gables, 19S2), p. 582.
^ J o h n  P. Hoover, Sucre, Soldado y_ Revolucionario, 
(Cumana, Editorial Universitario de Oriente, 1975) p T  327.
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Sucre sacrificed Guayaquil because of the lack of 
Colombian naval forces in the Pacific. It was the rainy 
season and the Peruvian troops would have to remain in 
Guayaquil where they would not be a threat to Sucre's 
defense plan. The inhabitants of Guayaquil were divided.
In Guayaquil the Peruvians arrested more than twenty of 
the leading citizens (among them Villamil) for being 
involved or, rather, they were accused of having been 
involved in a plot to help Bolivar with members of the 
Third Division who were also under arrest.
La Mar advanced on Loja and on 2 7 February 1829 in 
the battle of T a r q u i , which lasted two hours, Peru lost 
more than 2,5 00 men.
On 26 June 1829 Bolivar removed his headquarters 
to Buijo at the junction of the Daule and Babahoyo rivers 
almost in front of Guayaquil, and was planning to take 
the c i t y . ^  A political change made it unnecessary to 
fire a shot. War had been unpopular in Peru, and La Mar 
a Colombian by birth, was removed from command and exiled 
to Guatemala. A lasting and honorable peace was soon 
concluded and Guayaquil was restored to C o l o m b i a . ^
^ B o l f v a r  to General Jose Paez, 20 June 1829, Vicente 
Lecuna, Selected Writings of B o livar, Ed. Harold A. Bierch, 
Translated by Lewis BertrancT, (New York: Colonial Press, Inc., 
1951) Vox 2, p. 720.
^ B o l f v a r  to Bruno Espinoza, I_bid. , p. 722 .
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During the last years of the 1820's the three 
provinces of Gran Colombia began to stir uneasily. 
Venezuela separated from Bolivar's Colombia in 1829.
The next year, 1830, Quito and Ecuador, under the 
leadership of Flores, did the same. Flores was informed 
on 12 May 1830 that the people of Ecuador wanted their 
own government. The following day Flores called a 
cabildo abierto of the Quitehos, and this body declared 
the province separated from Gran Colombia, creating 
Flores the civil and military chief of a proposed r e ­
public. Flores called a constituent assembly to meet in 
Riobamba on 10 August 1830 to write a constitution for 
the Republic of Ecuador. Buenaventura and Pasto, p r o ­
vinces of the department of Cauca declared for annexation, 
and when New Granada protested, General Flores sent armed 
forces to the border where hostilities began. New 
Granada sent 15,000 troops under General Jose Maria 
Obando to occupy Pasto. He met no resistence because 
General Flores had recalled his troops shortly be-
6 7fore to put down a military uprising in Guayaquil.
67je sus M. Henao, History of Colombia, Trans, by 
J. F. Rippy, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1938), p. 434.
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Obando then offered peace to Ecuador on condition that 
the territory in dispute be restored to New Granada. 
Representatives appointed by both sides signed a treaty 
of friendship and alliance in December, 1830 by which 
New Granada and Ecuador recognized each other as in­
dependent states. Ecuador accepted the frontier claimed 
by New Granada which gave the provinces of Pasto and 
Buenaventura to New Granada.
In November 1830 Villamil was Corregidor or Prefect 
of Guayaquil, Department of the South. In this position 
he issued numerous decrees concerning the affairs of the 
department. One such decree concerning deserters, was 
published in a proclamation and circulated on 6 December 
1830. Its five articles may seem severe to the reader:
Article 1: All individuals guilty of desertion
will be pardoned if they present themselves to 
the civil or military authorities of the canton 
in which they are within 15 days after the decree 
is published.
Article 2; Those who do so will be assigned to 
a convenient corps of the Department.
Article 3: Those who are apprehended after the date
designated in Article 1 will be judged and punished 
with all the rigidity of law.
Article 4: Persons who have deserters in their
homes or estates and do not present them in the 
time given in Article 1 will be fined 200 pesos 
and tried as complices of the crime. Also judges 
who tolerate the deserters in the district of 
their jurisdiction will have the same penalty.
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Article 5: The Chief of State of Departments
will remit the descriptions of all the deserters 
that the corps have to the authorities of each 
canton for the apprehension.of them with the 
most scrupulous efficiency.
The following publication and oath of the
Constitution was published by Jose Villamil:
"In the city of Guayaquil, capital of 
the Department of this name on 19 day of 
December 1830, presented at 9 o ’clock in 
the morning in the Government house at 
invitation of the first political authority, 
the civil, ecclesiastical and military 
cooperations moved in the midst of an immense 
crowd to the plaza of the Matriz church, 
where with magnificance a tablet was raised, 
and they read aloud the Constitutional charter 
of the Republic; this act was verified by the 
Municipal Attorney, and then they entered the 
church where a solemn Mass of thanks was 
celebrated and Father Jose delivered an 
expressive speech recommending to the audience 
strict observance of the constitution, the 
people then took the oath and this was followed 
by the Te Deum. In the course of the ceremony 
there was a salute from the artillery, ringing 
of bells, and shouts of ’Viva' to the 
Liberator and to the Constitution sancioned ^g 
by the last Constituent Congress of BogotcL"
Villamil continued serving the Republic and between
17 April 1827 and 4 April 1841 served as governor of the
Province three times. On 25 January 1831 he issued the
following proclamation while still Prefect of the
Department.
^ Documentos para la Historia, (Quito: Academia 
Nacional de Historia del-E c uador, T922) Vol. 1, p. cclv.
69 Ibid., p. cclxxix.
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Article 1. The primary elections will 
take place in the department the 15th 
day of the next month of February and 
the electorials the 15th of March in the 
respective capitals of the province.
Article 2. The province of Guayaquil 
will have 14 electors divided in tnis 
form: the canton of Guayaquil 5, that 
of Daule 3, the circuit of Baba and 
Babahoyo 3, Morro and Santa Elena 3.
Article 3. The judges and other authorities 
will observe and make observation under the 
responsibility of the most exact fulfillment 
of the law cited7pn 9 th of May on elections, 
and to this end.
This decree was for the first elections to be held 
in the Republic. It was issued with information received 
by the Prefect from the General Chief of the Army rela­
tive to the advantageous operations of it as the motives 
had ceased that could disturb the tranquility and heed 
the preventions of Article 2 of the law of the 9th of 
May of the same year the decree was made.
After the independence of Ecuador from Gran Colombia 
Villamil, through his influence, persuaded the government 
to lay claim to the Galapagos Islands in 1331. From that 
time on his main interests were in the development of 
those islands.
^OjBl Colombiano, Guayaquil, 27 de Enero de 1831 - 
20 - No. 77.
CHAPTER V
COLONIZATION AND EXPLOITATION OF 
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS:
VILLAMIL AND UTHURBURU
Jose Villamil served in numerous public positions 
with great efficiency, honesty and integrity; but he 
considered that the greatest activities of his life 
were those related to the organization of and progress 
in the Archipielago of the Galapagos. (See Figure 2).
The Galapagos consists of eleven islands and 
several islets all of volcanic formation situated in 
the Pacific Ocean a distance of five to six hundred 
miles from the Ecuadorian coast. Three islands are 
above the Equator, eight are south of the Equator 
between parallels 1° and 1°30' south latitude, and 
between meridians 89°10' and 92° west of Greenwich.
The islands were discovered in 1535 by Fray Tomas 
de Berlanga who called them Encantadas or Enchanted. 
During the colonial period they served only as a refuge 
for pirates and bu c a n e e r s . Spaniards had no interest 
in them as they had no rich civilizations to conquer. 
Instead a superstitious feeling caused them to avoid 
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Galapagos Islands
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broken only now and then by the appearance of gigantic 
tortoises, accounts for the first two names by which 
the Islands have been known in hisotry: Las Islas
Encantadas and Las Islas de los Galapagos the islands 
of the tortoises.^ Later on, when revisited, six of 
them were considered as deserving the honor of a 
separate n a m e , and the favored ones were c a l l e d :
Mascarin, Tabaco, Diablo, Salud, San Bernardo and 
Santiago. These names were changed by Captain William 
Ambrose Cowley, a British sailor who navigated those 
waters. The names were later changed again by the 
Spanish and today the islands are called by both English 
and Spanish names. Those of the six largest are:
Albermarle (Isabela) Narborough (Fernandina) , Indefatigable 
(Santa Cruz) , Chatham (San Cristobal) , James (Santiago) , 
and Charles (Floreana) . The total land area of the group 
is 3,123 square miles, of which Albermarle Island alone 
constitutes one-half. During his term as president Flores 
recommended to the Ecuadorian congress that it consider 
changing the names again, giving to the islands the names 
of distinguished men of the Republic, but the recommen­
dation was never approved. However, Villamil was aware 
of the strategic importance of these islands and took
^International Bureau of the American Republics, 
Ecuador, Washington, D.C., Bulletin No. 64, 1894, p. 48.
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the initiative to make them possessions of Ecuador.
The first thing he did was to form the Society for the
Colonization of the Galapagos Archipi61ago. Then in
October, 1831, Villamil sent an investigating committee
to Galapagos on the schooner Mercedes to confirm the
existence of the moss-like orchilla that festooned most
of the Galapagos vegetation. Known botanically as
"Rochillo tinctoria, it was the dyer's moss before the
discovery of analine dyes and was a source of certain
2commercial archil dyes. On 14 November 1831 the e x ­
pedition reported to the colonization society that the 
moss did indeed exist.
Villamil's next move was to put pressure on those 
in charge of the government to take possession of and 
to annex that unclaimed archipielago under the u t i - 
possidetis principle of international law: "as you 
possess." President Flores response was to authorize 
the poet, Jose Joaquin Olmedo, then the Prefect of the 
Province of Guayas, to organize and send an expedition 
to take possession of the islands in the name of the 
Republic. Olmedo did so, giving command of the e x ­
pedition to Colonel Ignacio Hernandez. It sailed from
  -  — t
2 Julio Estrada Icaza, El Puerto de Guayaquil, 2vols. 
(Guayaquil: Publicaciones de Archivo IlTstGrico del Guayas, 
1973), 2 p. 218.
3Ibid.
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Guayaquil on 20 January 18 32 aboard the schooner 
Mercedes, and on 12 February Colonel Hernandez took 
solemn possession of the islands incorporating them into 
the territory of the Republic, under the name of 
Archipielago del Ecuador.^ Colonel Hernandez honored 
Ecuadorian officials by giving the name Floreana to 
Charles Island, Olmedo to James Island and Roca to 
another, in honor of Vicente Romon Roca. Only the name 
Floreana has survived. (See Figure 3).
Villamil immediately began to colonize Floreana.
His first group of settlers were the soldiers of the 
Flores batallion who had mutinied in 1830 when Flores 
was on the Colombian border. They had been condemned 
to death but Villamil had that sentence commuted to 
deportation to the Galapagos for life. In spite of the 
fact that these first settlers were prisoners, the 
colonization began with great enthusiasm.^ It is assumed 
that those soldiers were allowed to take their families 
with them, but so far this fact has not been verified.
They looked for the most suitable location for establishing 
the settlement and decided on a region at an altitude of
^Carlos Manuel Larrea, Cronistas de la Independencia 
y de la Reptfblica, (Puebla, Mexico: Editorial J. M. Cajica, 
Jr., S.A., I960) p. 118.
^Carlos Manuel Larrea, El^ Archipielago de Colon 
(Galtfpagos) , segundo edicion. (Quito: Editorial Casa de 
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over nine hundred feet and a distance of some five 
miles from the sea. There they found flowing spring 
water which was sufficient for their needs, and they 
gave the name Asilo de la Paz to the settlement. On 
19 February, 1832 the justice of peace and the chaplain 
distributed the land that formed the urban nucleus and 
divided the adjacent land among the first co l o n i s t s .
In October 1832 Villamil was named governor general 
of the Galapagos. From Guayaquil he sent another group 
of colonists and he also went to Floreana taking with 
him a number of artisans and farmers. He changed the 
names of the islands to Archipielago de Col6n. This is 
the official name today of the Archipielago that the 
rest of the world calls the Galapagos.^
General Villamil skillfully administered the islands. 
He produced good working conditions aimed at the prosperity 
of all. He introduced cattle, horses, donkeys, pigs, 
chicken, and other domestic animals to the islands where 
before there had been only turtles, iguanos, sea lions, 
and exotic birds. The results of the undertaking were 
very 'gratifying. Villamil got the government in Quito 
in 1833 to designate the Island of Floreana as the capital
Von Hagen, Victor Wolfgang, Ecuador and the Galapagos 
Islands. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1949, p .211.
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of the Archipielago and there he enthusiastically c o n ­
centrated his efforts.
As governor of the Galapagos, Villamil was subject 
to the governor of the province of Guayas. On 12 
October 1833 he sent the following progress report from 
Floreana to the Prefect of the Department of Guayas:
It is a year today since my arrival on this 
island and I believe that it is my duty to 
inform the Supreme Government of the State 
through you of the progress of this establish­
ment in this short period of time.
Eighty small houses have been constructed 
which provide shelter and comfort. Sufficient 
land has been cleared and cultivated for s u s ­
taining the population of one hundred twenty 
persons, and four hundred more if they had 
been on the island.
A schooner of fourteen tons has been 
constructed and outfitted with everything 
it needs and everything new. This was an 
absolute necessity for the island.
As I informed you in one of my previous 
communications, a road three thousand two 
hundred rods long and ten rods wide has 
been opened from the first spring to the 
seashore with the object of transporting 
water there, which will be done later 
with the canes that I have asked for.
One thousand, five hundred rods of 
road have been opened that should terminate 
at Cordero Bay, but it had to be abandoned 
because of the rocky ground and the revines 
that it is almost impossible for the beasts 
to travel. This road can be made practicable 
but for now we have objects of greater 
necessity to which to attend.
A tannery has been constructed that has 
two hundred hides of sea lions ready for use 
besides an equal quantity that will be sold 
to the ships.
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Twenty ships of the thirty-six that 
visited us have been supplied with provisions 
they needed. Ships that arrived during the 
first six months received very little because 
we were not in a position to supply them. 
Three of those ships took on water in spite 
of the expense to them of one peso per barrel 
of thirty-one gallons. The water cost so 
much because men had to carry it on their 
shoulders, due to the lack of animals or 
canes. The provisions we sold them were 
also expensive and for the same reason.
Bear in mind that the shortest distance from 
the valley to the sea is approximately two 
leagues.
The ships also employed the people 
from the island to load tortoises, cut fire­
wood and do other jobs aboard for generous 
w a g e s .
This is what has been done. If the 
government remembers that there are only 
sixty useful men on the island, and that 
they work with pieces of machetes not to 
say their fingernails, I am certain that 
it will not believe that the time has been 
poorly spent.
The small amount of commerce that the 
colony has had with the ships has yielded 
it some four thousand pesos. All the 
inhabitants dress well, many have as much 
as ten changes of good clothes.
The first settlers are already in a 
position to maintain in continuous e m ­
ployment fifty laborers whom they could 
pay at the rate of four reales 
and meals and at this rate my hopes have 
been realized to the present, and the 
future is so bright that I believe if the 
government would permit these prisoners to 
return to Ecuador very few or none of them 
would take advantage of the pardon. They 
all have small plantations which supply 
all their needs and give them a monthly 
surplus in sound money.
With some difficulty I have finally 
carried out my resolution of banishing 
from the island all kinds of spirituous 
liquors, and the colony is free from this
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moral enemy of man. I have the s a tis­
faction of noting each day more order, 
better harmony, more civility, more 
decency among the Flo r i a n o s . for 
polishing their manners 1 have many of 
them in the government house most every 
night. Frequently I invite some men and 
women to eat with me; I also accept their 
invitations and I am certain that upon 
seeing them you would hardly believe that 
these are the same persons who a year ago 
were taken from the jails of the state.
It would be very important to the 
island and to the whalers if the waters 
of the second and third springs could be 
connected with the first, because then 
four or six ships could be serviced at 
the water station at one time. This is 
not impossible, but it will be very 
difficult to do and it will cost forty 
thousand pesos. Unfortunately neither 
I nor the settlers are now in a position 
to connect the springs but some day it 
will doubtless be realized.
With profound hope on my part that 
the coming year from January to December 
will be much more interesting than this 
one, I reiterate to you my offering of 
deep respect. 7
Signed, J. Villamil
The favorable conditions Villamil reported were
short lived. The colonists began to long for the life
of the continent and the activities of the cities. They
became tired of the monotony of the work. After 1833
the government discontinued sending so many political
dissenters. Instead, it sent criminals and women of
^Gabriel Judde, Leon Uthurburu, basque francais 
emigre en Equateur a 1 1epoque de L 'Independance 
Contribution a L*Histoire de L'TTquateur 1830-1887. 
(Paris: Universite de Paris, 1974), p . 31-33.
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bad conduct. This increased the population to some three
hundred individuals, and threw the incipient colony into
decadence and ruin. The feared enchantment was at work
in the colony. Murder, revolt and death became familiar.
Villamil, saw his colony disintegrate before his eyes
and for his own protection he had need of the pack of
dogs which ran at his heels. The colony became know as
8"Villamil's Dog Kingdom." He proclaimed martial law 
and actually hunted and shot with his own hand several 
of his rebellious subjects, who, with questionable
9intentions, had clandestinely encamped in the interior.
On 15 September 1835, three years after Villamil 
began his colony, Charles Darwin arrived aboard the 
H.M.S.Beagle at Chatham Island, Galapagos. Darwin was 
in the GalJfpagos until 20 October and spent most of his 
time on James I s l a n d . T h e  isolation of the island 
group had permitted the development of a unique flora 
and fauna, and Darwin's study of them inspired his 
theory of natural selection. After the publication of 
his Origin of the Species the islands became world 
r e n o w n e d .
O
Victor Von Hagen Wolfgang, licuador and the Galapagos 
Islands, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1949}, p...249.
9 Ibid, p. 238.
10Ibid, p. 215.
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In 1837 Villamil resigned the governorship of the 
Islands and was replaced by Colonel J. Williams, who was 
a stern and inhumane man. He surrounded himself with 
several sailors of diverse nationalities who were deserters 
from the whaling ships. Colonel Williams began to exercise 
a tyrannical domination over the settlers obligating them 
to work for him without pay. General Pedro Mena, who 
had been taking care of Villamil*s interests, had to 
retire to another of the islands due to the unbearable 
character of the new governor.
Within three years of the founding of the Floreana 
colony, the domestic animals which had escaped into the 
wild and the colonists, had reduced the tortoise popula­
tion of that island to such an extent that expeditions 
were made to other islands for food.
The government of Ecuador, agitated by grave
internal political happenings, almost forgot this insular
territory, except when it sent prisoners there or when
a stranger asked for concessions. One such stranger,
Andrade Fuentefria, asked permission to exploit turtle
and sea lion for oil. In 1839 the Congress granted
11him that privilege.
■^Larrea, El ArchipiSlago de Col6n , p. 135.
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Villamil's deportees rebelled against Governor
Williams in 1841. Morale completely ruptured, and the
governor had to use violence in order to maintain any
discipline. His tyranny and abuses provoked resistence,
hate, and increasing agitation until a mutiny broke out
and Williams had to flee from Floreana to keep from being 
12k i l l e d . Villamil felt obligated to return and take
charge of the colony. He was in the Galapagos trying
to reestablish order and prosperity when some whalers
who were visiting the islands informed him that there
was a yellow fever epidemic in the Gulf of Mexico and
the Antilles. He prepared to leave immediately for the
mainland to warn Guayaquil, but when he arrived there
in September 1842 it was too late. The epidemic had
13already started and it lasted until July 1844.
Villamil's colony was completely disorganized by 
1842. The number of inhabitants had been reduced to 
eighty. Villamil made efforts to restore the enterprise; 
but because of the condition in which he found Floreana, 
he chose to transfer part of the abandant cattle of his 
property to other islands and the settlers who remained
1 2 Larrea, El_Archipiglago de Colon, p. 136.
13Judde, Leon Uthurburu, p. 7.
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went to Chatham Island. There were only twenty-five
14convicts left on Floreana in 1845. Ecuador maintained 
its domination of the Archipielago, but the colony 
produced almost no economic compensation compared to 
the enormous capital employed in its format i o n .^
In March 1845 Villamil was named Commandant General 
of the District of Guayas, and in June of that year he 
was promoted to the rank of Brigadier General (copies 
of supporting documents are in Appendix B ) . In March 
1847 he asked for a six months leave of absence because 
of the state of his health which he hoped would improve 
in the Galapagos. He also asked for one thousand pesos 
of a larger major sum due him from the government for 
investigating rumors of the existence of coal mines on 
the island of Floreana. With his usual enthusiasm, 
Villamil also proposed to the government that it sell 
to him the brigatine Ecuatoriano of the National Armada
•^Between the years 1832 and 1862 he sent numerous 
shipments of cattle on the Guayaquilena, Ecuatoriano, 
Diligencia, Daule, Sagitario, S o ffa, Merc e d e s , A z u a y , 
A n a , Polonia, Flor del Mar~ and' the brigatine R o b e r t o . 
VTTlamil was determined to make the Archipielago a 




so that he could promote whale fishing in the waters
1 f \of the Galapagos.
Interesting documents kept in the Department of
Commerce of the United States of North America show
that since 1850 the United States government has
collected every kind of datum and information on the
17Galapagos Islands and their ichthyological riches. 
American whalers, taking advantage of the lack of v i g i ­
lance in the adjacent waters, carried back to Washington 
the news of the extraordinary abundance of whales there.
Early in 1852, a deportee of the surname of Briones, 
known as the "Pirate of the Guayas," learned that 
General Juan Jose Flores was in Peru arming an expedi­
tion with which he intended to overthrow the government 
of President Jose Maria Urbina. This seemed to Briones 
the opportune time to escape from the island. He and 
seven companions decided to overpower the first ship 
that arrived. Soon thereafter a whaling ship from the 
United States, the George Howland, anchored in an inlet 
of Floreana. The Captain and a four-man crew landed
^ Documentos Originales, Informacion de Meritos 
y Servicios de General Don Jose de Villamil, (Quito: 
Archivo de la Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana). Larrea,
El Archipielago de C o l o n , p. 136.
17 Ibid.
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from a small boat to search for water. Briones and his 
partisans set up an ambush. They captured and disarmed 
the five men. A little later, without suspecting anything, 
another boat with eight men approached the coast in the 
same place, and fell into the same ambush. After the 
sailors were captured and disarmed, the bandits went to 
the whaling ship in which only six men had remained and 
forced them to surrender the ship. Briones, with 
dagger in hand, made che captain sail to Chatham Island 
where the governor of the Galapagos, General Mena, was 
then residing. Briones disembarked and captured the 
Governor and his military commander, sacked the p r o ­
visions depots and returned to the ship with the prisoners. 
Aboard ship Briones cruely assassinated General Mena and 
ordered the ship to head for the continent.
Near the coast Briones saw two sloops. Aboard the 
sloops were seventy-three men whom agents of Flores had 
recruited in Peru. Briones audaciously attacked one of 
the sloops. He boarded it and killed all twenty-nine 
members of the crew. Then he turned against the other 
sloop which managed to escape among the mangroves of the 
coast. Briones then headed for Guayaquil where he 
expected to receive applause and honors for having routed 
the revolutionaries, for having destroyed the vanguard
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of Flores, but the authorities captured Briones and his
men, tried them for the crimes they had committed and
18sentenced them to death.
This mutiny was the final blow to Villamil's 
colonizing efforts. He retired to Guayaquil and Floreana 
became the Cayenne of Ecuador, that is, Ecuador's 
penal colony.
18 Larrea, E ^  Archipielago de Col6n, p. 138.
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VILLAMIL AND ITHURBURU
Between the years of 1820 and 1824 another immigrant 
arrived in Ecuador and played a role in the history of 
the Galapagos Islands. He was Leon Ithurburu, a young 
Basque Frenchman originally from the Village of Barcus 
in the Department of Pyrenees Atlantiques, and by 
the end of 1824 he was well established in business in 
Guayaquil.19
Jos6 Villamil was already prominent as an ardent 
promoter of independence from Spain. Both Villamil and 
Ithurburu became leaders not only in Guayaquil’s commerce, 
but in its society as well.
As stated above, Villamil had already aroused enough 
interest in the Galapagos Islands among Guayaquil m e r ­
chants and government leaders so that he was able to 
form the "Society for the Colonization of the Galapagos."
■^The French author, Gabriel Judde, came to Guayaquil 
in the early 1970’s to check the validity of Ithurburu’s 
holdings in Ecuador. His findings, entitled Leon Uthurburu 
cm Ithurburu, basque francais emigre en Equateur a I ’epoque 
—  L ’Independance Contribution a L ’Histoire de L ’Equateur 
1 8 3 0 -1 8 8 7 , were published by University of Paris in 1974.
He sent a copy to Pedro Robles y Chambers, historian and 
geneologist in Guayaquil.
While in Guayaquil the same year, 1974, this writer 
was introduced to Robles y Chambles by Michael Hamerly, 
an American historian doing research in Guayaquil. Seaor 
Chambers permitted the use of his private archives c o n ­
taining J u d d e ’s publication along with other private 
documents, thus providing information contained in this 
part of the chapter.
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The lives of Villamil and Uthurburu were parallel from 
1830 until 1852 due to a common denominator, the 
Galapagos Islands.
In October 1833 when Villamil had completed his first 
year as Governor General of the Galapagos and reported 
back to the Prefect of the province of Guayas on the 
progress made in the colony during that y e a r , Uthurburu 
was commercial agent at Guayaquil. At that same time 
there was an insurrection and rioting broke out in 
Guayaquil and Uthurburu suffered severe losses.
Between 1830 and 1843 the economic situation in 
Ecuador became alarming. Extraordinary expenses of the 
third Colombian Auxiliary Division, the war with Peru, 
the establishing of the new government in Ecuador and 
daily squandering, produced a huge treasury deficit. 
General Flores tried to remedy these financial ills by 
extraordinary contributions, by granting all kinds of 
commercial monopolies, by successive loans and by issuing 
new duties on the Guayaquil customs. These remedies 
made the situation worse, they did not solve E c u a d o r ’s 
financial problems. The establishment of monopolies 
helped some people become rich but produced very little 
for the treasury. The loans made at exorbitant interest 
took away in advance a great part of Ecuador's future
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resources. The growing circulation of paper money and 
unrestrained stock-jobbing on the part of government 
employees and their proteges added to these problems. 
Moreover, a large amount of counterfeit money flooded 
the country. No wonder Ecuador was bankrupt.
Uthurburu became rich during the years 1830 
to 1843 due to the protection of the government, his 
commercial activities and the fact that he served as 
diplomatic correspondant for the French government.
The yellow fever epidemic in Guayaquil, which lasted 
from October 1842 until July 1844, worsened the already 
serious economic crisis. Uthurburu became a victim of 
the disease. After his recovery he replaced L. Levaud 
as the French Vice Consul at Guayaquil on 4 July 1843.
On 27 July 1844 the port of Guayaquil was r e ­
opened to commerce. On that same date Uthurburu sent 
a report to the French Minister of Foreign Relation 
(whom he does not name) in which he pointed out the 
lack of foreign capital in Ecuador and suggested that 
the French government try to buy the Galapagos Islands. 
Villamil had told Uthurburu that because of the critical 
financial situation, Flores could sell them and added 
that Flores would probably keep most of the money for 
himself. Uthurburu relayed this information to the
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the French Minister.
In his report to the Minister, Uthurburu also 
included a copy of the letter Villamil had written 10 
June 1844 to the Governor of the province of Guayas, 
in which he described conditions on the islands as he 
found them. This letter indicates that Villamil and 
Uthurburu were working together to exploit the G a lapagos, 
especially since Uthurburu had already acquired property 
on the islands. On 25 September 1845 Uthurburu wrote 
to Admiral (?) Hamelin, Commander of the French station 
in the South Seas, that France would benefit if she 
held title to the Galapagos.
The French government took U t h u r b u r u 1s suggestion 
seriously. In 1846 it commissioned Captain (?) Gueydon, 
Commander in Chief of the French Fleet in the Pacific, 
to compile data on the Galapagos group. Captain Gueydon 
did so, and in his report to the naval authorities in 
Paris, he said that the islands were of no immediate 
commercial value to France; however, as far as their 
strategic importance was concerned, they were of in­
calculable value. With a colony there France could 
better exploit all the west coast of America and the 
islands of Polynesia. France did not take any action 
at that time to purchase the islands.
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Uthurburu obtained the regular consular post for 
the French Republic in Guayaquil in 1849, and by the next 
year he was one of the richest men in Guayaquil. The 
powerful ship owner, Manuel de Luzarraga was the richest. 
Uthurburu may have been the second richest. In 1850 the 
Ecuadorian congress conceded him the exclusive right for 
ten years to exploit in the canton of Quijos where gold 
had been found.
The liberal General Jose Maria Urbina, became the 
president of Ecuador in 1851. By 185 2 he found the 
conservative population of Quito antagonistic toward him. 
Therefore, he moved the capital to Guayaquil, and the 
consuls of many foreign countries moved there also. In 
Guayaquil the well-to-do French were menaced by the threat 
of being financially ruined because in 1852 DeMontholon 
wrote the minister in France that among reclamations still 
in suspension, was M. L. Uthurburu's claim for ten to 
eleven thousand paistres which the Ecuadorian government 
had owed him for more than fifteen years.
Uthurburu returned to France in 1853 and left b e ­
hind in Ecuador a great fortune which he did not expect 
to recover. Before long he regretted having left Ecuador 
for another reason also. He could not find the companions 
of his youth in Barcus.
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Villamil left Ecuador the same year that 
Uthurburu returned to France. However, Villamil's a b ­
sence was temporary since he went to the United States 
as Charge d'Affaires. After his return to Ecuador, he 
began to correspond with Uthurburu. Only four letters 
survive of that correspondence: two from Villamil to 
Uthurburu and two from Uthurburu to V i l l a m i l . All four 
are dated 1860 when Villamil was seventy-two and 
Uthurburu was fifty-seven, both felt depressed. In 
Villamil's letter of 27 May 1860, he said that before 
his death he wanted to make sure that his daughters 
would get what belonged to them. He was trying to get 
back the two-fifths of the island of Floreana that 
Uthurburu had bought from two gentlemen (?) Villasmil 
and (?) Garces. This land, Villamil said, justly 
belonged to his daughters, and he asked Uthurburu what 
sum he would accept for the property.
Uthurburu replied 10 July 1860 that he had paid 
5^1500 some 12 to 15 years before and that for it he 
wanted, within forty days, ^2000 placed in a Paris or
9London bank. Villamil then answered on 28 August 1860 
asking for an extension, two months, to complete the 
arrangements.
Uthurburu in his last letter dated 6 October 1860
7The symbol must have been for peso, current coin 
in Ecuador.
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said he was waiting for the sum asked.
There is some indication that Villamil never c o m ­
pleted the deal.
Twenty-four years later in 1884 the French government, 
having discovered that Uthurburu possessed title to 
two-fifths of the island of Floreana, tried to use this 
to acquire the island. It would be a strategic base 
after the Panama Canal opened, the canal which Ferdinand 
De Lesseps had begun to dig in 1881. England also was 
trying to establish bases on the Galapagos, and France 
wanted to outwit England with the help of the Mayor of 
Barcus. The Mayor wanted to determine whether Uthurburu 
had title to property on any of the islands because the 
poor people of Barcus were Uthurburu's heirs. If so, 
then the Mayor would sell the property to France. Since 
France did not acquire a base in the Galapagos, Uthurburu's 
title to property there must have been invalid.
CHAPTER VI
THE STATESMAN VILLAMIL
On 2 March 1833 the Senate of the United States 
received the following message from the President of the 
United States:
"I nominate Joseph Villamil, late of 
Louisiana, to be Consul of the United States 
at the Port of Guayaquil..." ^
Signed: Andrew Jackson.
The same day the message was read and considered,
and the Senate sent its reply to the President:
"Resolved: That the Senate do advise and ?
consent to the appointment of Joseph Villamil...
The following message to the Secretary of State
of the United States was received from Guayaquil dated
5 December 1833.:
"Sir:
I have the honor to inform you that at 
the recommendations of Commandant John Down, 
Commander of the U.S. Naval Forces in the 
Pacific confirmed by Captain Valette of the 
U. S. Sloop of War Fairfield I am now acting 
consul of the United States for this port.
Jose Maria Villamil, Governor of the
Journal of the Executive Proceedings of the 
Senate of the U T  S. of A m e r i c a , (Washington: 
Government Printing OFfice, 1837) March 4, 1829- 




Galapagos Islands having written him it 
was out of his power to accept and asking 
me to take on myself the commission.
Waiting your answer respectfully..."
3Seth Sweetser
President Jackson named Sweetser Consul for
4Guayaquil on 8 May 1934 in place of Villamil.
John DeWitt, United States Consul General of 
Guayaquil in 1974 told me that Villamil was the first 
Consul General of the United States in that city; 
however, the Consular dispatch quoted above proves that 
Villamil did not hold that position. Villamil*s d i plo­
matic relations with the United States began fifteen 
years later.
By 1850 the republic of Ecuador was in a state of 
anarchy; Diego Noboa took over the government as a result 
of a military coup. Under Noboa a new constitution was 
drawn up, the fifth in the first twenty years of indepen­
dence; however, Noboa's government was overthrown that 
same year by General Jose Marla Urbina who became the 
supreme chief. In 1852, another constitution was adopted
Seth Sweetser to Secretary of State Louis MacLane, 
in Consular Dispatches from Guayaquil, 1826-1906, National 
Archives, Washington, D.C., Record Group T-209, Roll 1.
^Journal of the Executive Proceedings of the Senate 
of the United States, Vol. 4, March 4, 1829 toHMarch 3, 
H 3 ? " i n c l u s i v e "  [Washington, D.C: Government Printing 
Office, 1887).
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providing for the election of the president by electoral 
assemblies, and they elected Urbina constitutional 
pre s i d e n t .
Urbina had already (1851) appointed Villamil General 
Minister, a position second only to that of pre s i d e n t ,** 
and a position which he held from 17 July 1851 until 
September 1852. On 25 July 1851 Urbina issued a decree 
freeing the negro slaves of Ecuador. This decree was 
signed by Urbina and his Minister, Villamil, in the 
government house in Guayaquil on that d a t e .
Desirous of solving the internal problems that were 
plaguing the country, General Urbina on 30 September 1852 
wrote to the President of the United States, Millard 
Fillmore, stating that the National Assembly lawfully 
representing the wishes of Ecuador, had elected him to 
be constitutional President of the Republic. In taking 
possession of so honorable a post, he based his political 
program on peace in the interior and pledged that frankness 
and integrity towards friendly nations would engage his 
attention and would be the object of his special care.
He recalled the amicable relations and ties of friendship 
existing between Ecuador and the United States and hoped
'’"The Hero New Orleans Forgot," (New Orleans:
Times Picayune, 3 November 195 7) .
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that during the period of his administration those 
relations would be drawn closer from day to day and that 
the United States could rely on the purity of his 
sentiments and the interest he would take in acting 
upon them.^ As General Minister, Villamil was sincere 
in his efforts to carry out the desires of the President 
in strengthening the relations of Ecuador with friendly 
n a t i o n s .
General Juan Jose Flores continued to be a threat 
to the internal peace and stability of the country. In 
1852 his partisans had sailed from Peru to Guayaquil to 
overthrow the government of Urbina. French Charg£ 
d 1A f f a i r e s , M. de Montholon, declared himself the protector 
of the rebels and gave their leaders asylum in his home. 
Moreover, French naval vessels took a position which 
provided a perfect screen for the invading s h i p s . Ecuador 
could not fire on them without firing on the French 
s quadron.^
DeMontholon requested his passport from the Ecuadorian 
Ministry on the pretext that a recent newspaper article
^Notes from the Ecuadorian Legation in the United 
States to the Department of State, (Washington, D.C.: 
National Archives, Record Group T-810) Roll 1.
^General Villamil to Daniel Webster, Secretary of 
State, 31 Autust 185 2 in Consular Dispatches from 
Guayaquil, 1826-1906, (Washington, D.C.: National Archives, 
Record Group T-209) Roll 1.
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had been offensive to France and to him personally. 
Villamil, acting for the Ecuadorian government, tried in 
vain to give satisfaction by directing the Official 
Gazette, which had published the article, to refute the 
assertations of the newspaper, and by calling on the 
authorities to hold the author to a strict account, a l ­
though the newspaper in question was not an official voice 
of the government and was entirely disavowed by the 
enlightened portion of society.
DeMontholon replied that it was not on account of 
the newspaper article alone that he demanded his passport. 
The Ecuadorian government forwarded his passport only after 
holding it for several days to reciprocate for the un-
g
friendly actions of the Charge d'Affaires.
The rancor which M. deMontholon had shown against
the Ecuadorian government was evidenced in a still higher
degree by the Commander of the French Squadron in the
Pacific. According to Villamil, the note which the
Commander addressed to his office was of a threatening
9character and displayed a degree of rage. Villamil sent 
a dispatch to the French government to this effect 
accompanied by corroborative evidence.
g




General Villamil did not know whether these o c c u r ­
rences were merely an aberration on the part of the 
French Charge d'Affaires and the commander of the naval 
forces, or whether the protection extended to the 
monarchist Flores proceeded directly from the monarchies 
or semi-monarchies of Europe.
Villamil deemed it necessary to communicate all the 
circumstances of this incident to the government of the 
United States because the United States government was 
in itself a guaranty for the stability of the republican 
principle throughout the hemisphere. He urged all the 
American nations to inform their agents in Europe of 
M. deMontholon's actions in Ecuador, and to take special 
care to discover the policy of the European governments 
in return. Villamil held that the agents of the United 
States were in a better position to learn of European 
policy and, in effect, safeguard and remedy the democratic 
usages which the American nations had adopted.
In the letter of 31 August 1852 to Daniel Webster, 
Secretary of State of the United States, Villamil said...
"...My government hopes that the 
government of France will not refuse so 
just a request as the asking for rep a r a ­
tion for the injuries occasioned by its 
agent, or that said government shall at 
least disapprove of the conduct of the 
latter in Ecuador, and if this should 
not be granted, it is to be expected that 
these abuses will be repeated towards 
all the American nations, and then we
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have no other alternative than to limit 
our intercourse with the nations of Europe, 
to simply private commercial relations; 
and towards the adoption of this measure, 
my government thinks it has a right to 
expect much from all the Republics of 
America in as much as they have the 
same political interests, and are exposed 
to the same risks.”
Villamil advocated the adoption of cautious measures to
the United States and all the Republics of America in
order to prevent evils before they e x pounded.
From October 1852 until March 1853 Villamil served
as Chief of the southern border of E c u a d o r .
On 11 February 1853 Marcus E s pinel, E c u a d o r 's
Minister of Foreign Relations, acting on behalf of his
President in preserving good relations of friendship
between his country and the United States and to settle
any differences which might occur in a manner suitable
to the mutual interests of the two n a t i o n s , wrote to
Edward Everett (who had replaced Webster as Secretary of
State on November 6 , 1852) that he was sending a
diplomatic agent with the public character of Charge
d ’A f f a i r e s .
” ...This appointment has been conferred upon 
General Jos6 Villamil who will have the honor 
of delivering this note to your excell e n c y ...
...I trust that the commendable qualities of 
General Villamil will gain him the esteem of 
Your Excellency and I hope that understanding 
as he does understand the policy and concili- 
tory views of my government, he will take 
care to interpret them faithfully, performing
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his functions in a manner calculated to 
merit the approbation of the government 
of the United States and proving personally 
agreeable to your Excellency."!”
Villamil left Guayaquil in April 1853 and traveled 
by way of New Orleans to Washington, D.C., to assume 
his diplomatic post. Susan Blanchard Elder, a prolific 
writer in New Orleans until her death in 1923 at the age 
of 8 8 , wrote of V i l l a m i l 's visit as f o llows:
"Another item of this period is the visit 
to New Orleans of General Joseph Villamil, who 
although a Louisianian, had given his time and 
talents to the cause of Venezuela in its 
struggle for independence, but after an 
absence of over forty years from his native 
land he longed to visit it once more.
He arrived in New Orleans the very 
day an old friend of his, an honorable 
citizen of the State, M. Alexander Prieur, 
was being buried. All the city regretted the 
death of this gentleman and it pleased the 
attendents at the funeral to see the brave 
old General Villamil (Villamil was sixty-five 
years old) taking part in its sad ceremonies.
When the coffin was about to be put into the 
tomb, General Villamil snatched from his 
military dress a part of its adornments, and, 
placing it over his friend's remains exclaimed 
with the deep emotion of a soldier's heart:
'Not farewell, Alexander, we shall soon meet 
ag a i n . '
Among the reminiscences of the veteran 
from Venezuela, he told of a battle fought 
in that State July 4, 1852 when to reassure
■^Consular Dispatches from Guayaquil, 1826-1906, 
(Washington, D.C., National Archives, Record Group T-209), 
Roll 1.
^-Alexander Prieur was tobacco inspector in New 
Orleans prior to his death. The New Orleans Annual and 
Commercial Register for 1846, (New O r l e a n s : E . A.
Michel $ CO.), p. 47T.
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those with him of success he cried aloud:
'No Yankee can be defeated on the 4th of 
J u l y . '
And the result proved the truth of 
his assertion. It is recorded that he fought 
in seventeen engagements, and in each he said 
he felt that all Louisiana was looking at him, 
and this thought nerved him to the highest 
daring even in the darkest moment of the 
b a t t l e .
My readers can well imagine how he was 
welcomed and honored by Louisianians to whom 
bravery and patriotism are among the highest 
holiest virtues." 1
Villamil traveled 2,000 miles by steamboat up the 
Mississippi and Ohio Rivers to Wheeling, West Virginia.
He was lost in wonder and admiration on beholding this 
palace three stories high resting upon a deck measuring 
more than one hundred yards in length, floating six 
inches above water, and having less than five feet draught. 
The steamboat was piloted with the same ease which a 
Peruvian used in taming horses. Villamil continued on 
to Washington, D.C., arriving 3 June 1853. There he 
came in contact with and talked to some of the most 
influential men in the United States. He had the op p o r t ­
unity to find out their predominant feelings concerning 
the opening of the Amazon River.
12 Scrapbook, Vol. 5, Special Collections Division, 
Howard Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University,
New Orleans.
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Between 1840 and 1850 many exploring expeditions 
were made on the Amazon. W. H. Edwards published an 
account of his travels in 1847, under the title A 
Voyage up the River A m a z o n . Alfred Wallace and Henry 
Walter Bates, destined to be two of the most famous 
scientific explorers of the Amazon, had made their 
explorations during that d e c a d e . Matthew Maurey of the 
United States Navy had also written a series of "Letters 
on the Amazon and Atlantic Slopes of South America" which 
The National Intelligencer and other newspapers had begun 
to publish in 1849, and which they would continue to 
publish until 1855.^
After his trip by steamboat, Villamil was convinced 
that opening up the Amazon to commerce would bring untold 
wealth to the eastern slopes of the Andes Mountains, 
that is, to Ecuador. In Washington he talked to Cabinet 
members and other persons in high government positions 
whom he might influence on opening the Amazon to the far 
reaches of the Andes. Ecuador had been suffering financial 
difficulties since her separation from Gran Colombia, and
l^William Lewis Herndon (nephew of Maurey) and Lardner 
Gibbon had completed their exploration of the Amazon and its 
tributaries. The first volume of their report appeared in 
1853: Exploration of the Valley of the A m a z o n , 2 V o I s ., 
Washington, B.C.: 0^53 -1854 .
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Villamil could see in traffic on the Amazon a possible
solution to those financial problems. If, with the
backing of his own government, he could influence the
United States to force the opening of the Amazon to
navigation, and if he could get American capitalists to
invest in that region, Ecuador's debt problem would be
terminated. He insisted that there were untold riches
in that part of Ecuador which was east of the cordillera 
14of the Andes.
Three days after his arrival in Washington, Villamil 
wrote to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Ecuador 
telling him that although he did not have official orders 
to do so, he felt that it would have been unworthy of 
him to accept a mission to his native land if he had not 
contemplated furthering the interest of the country of 
his children. He asked for more instructions so that he 
could negotiate with the government of the United States 
concerning the opening of the Amazon stressing its 
impoi.ance to commerce. He would try to convince the 
United States that it should send vessels if necessary to 
force the opening of the Amazon and should later send an
14jose Villamil to Marcos Espinel, Ecuador's 
Foreign Minister, 7 June 1853.
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exploring expedition to survey and chart the Amazon and 
its tributaries.^
The governments of Peru and Bolivia had issued 
decrees establishing free ports in those tributaries of 
the Amazon belonging to them, and these decrees were 
well received in the United States. However, most of 
those to whom Villamil talked, did not consider the 
decrees sufficiently liberal to accomplish the object 
which Peru and Bolivia had in view. Although these 
decrees promised immigrants small grants of land, seeds, 
instruments for cultivation, and exemption from taxation 
for a certain number of years, such offers Villamil 
felt, were not sufficient to induce farmers to venture 
upon unknown lands and to stimulate capitalists. Villamil 
said it was first necessary to fully survey the land, and 
to produce evidence of its a d v a n t a g e s H e  also said 
that before the citizens of Ecuador could navigate their 
branches of the Amazon they needed the expertise of 
North A m e r i c a n s .
Jose  villamil to Marcos Espinel, Ecuador's 
Foreign Minister, 7 June 1853. (Apparently Villamil did 
not know at this time that Herndon and Gibbon had c o m ­
pleted such a survey.)
1 6 Ibid.
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Villamil reported to Minister Marcus Espinel of
Ecuador that the United States would be easily convinced
of the importance of free navigation of the Amazon valley
and to the development of its hidden commercial treasures.
Villamil believed that the cabinet of President Franklin
Pierce would receive with enthusiasm a request from the
Ecuadorian government to help oper. the Amazon and its
tributaries to all commercial vessels. Several members
of the cabinet had given him their assurances to that 
17effect. They asserted that with a request from Ecuador 
the United States would inform Brazil of E c u a d o r ’s r e ­
quest; and that, for the benefit of the whole world, Brazil 
could not refuse to open the Amazon. Villamil expected 
that the cost of opening the Amazon would be defrayed by 
the United States without any responsibility on the part 
of Ecuador, Thus Ecuador would gain much without running 
the risk of losing anything. With the opening of the 
Amazon to navigation, people would pour into E c uador’s 
eastern regions which would convert it from horrid deserts 
into smiling g a r d e n s . ^
Villamil proposed to his government that the towns 
of Asuncion on the banks of the Putumayo, San Miguel on
■^Jose Villamil to Marcos Espinel, 7 June 1853.
18 Ibid.
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the Napo, Pinchez on the Pastasa or any other ports be
free ports and that the vessels of all friendly nations
be invited to frequent them with assurance that neither
the vessels nor their cargoes would be subjected to
payment of any duty until new provisions had been made
which would not be enforced before the expiration of
two years after the publication of the corresponding 
i Qannouncement.x *
On 18 January 1854 Philo White of the Legation of 
the United States in Ecuador wrote to William Marcy, 
Secretary of State in which he sent a translation of a 
decree, proposed by the Congress of Ecuador and approved 
by the President of the Republic, to open the Amazon 
River and its tributaties within the territorial limits 
of Ecuador to the commerce of all nations, and to grant 
privileges and immunities to every class of trader and 
settler within that region. White had arrived in Quito 
when the project of the decree was under consideration 
and had tried to influence members of the Ecuadorian 
Congress. He had distributed copies of Matthew Maury's 
pamphlet, translated into Spanish, on the advantages of
*^Jose Villamil to Marcos Espinel, 7 June 1853.
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free navigation of the Amazon. Another pamphlet was
2 0distributed urging passage of the law. White tried to
assure all who were connected with the Legislative or
Executive Departments of the Government by saying that
adoption of the decree by Ecuador would tend to draw
more closely those ties of amity and political brotherhood
which already characterized the United States and Ecuador
21as neighbors and sister Republics. The decree was
subsequently passed by the Congress and signed by
President Urbina.
On 11 May 1854 Philo White wrote to Marcos Espinel
that he had been advised through a semi-official channel
of the probability that the Government of the United
States would dispatch a steam vessel to the Amazon River,
suitably equipped, officered and manned for the survey
of the confluents to determine whether or not steam boats
could be used on them, and that the survey would include
the Napo and Pastaza and other rivers of Ecuador flowing
22into the Amazon.
^ P h i l o  White to Secretary of State, William Marcy 
in Notes from the Ecuadorian Legation in Ecuador to 
Department of State of the United States 1839-1884, 





On 22 June 1854 Marcos Espinel notified White that 
some citizens of the United States were embarking from 
Peru to take possession as colonists of lands located on 
the Santiago River. He informed White in order that he 
might transmit the information to the United States that 
the banks of the Amazon from Chinchipe to Tabatinga b e ­
longed to the Ecuadorian people de facto and die j u r o ; 
if those colonists wished to settle in the Santiago 
territory they could do so with the consent of the 
Ecuadorian government which had a decided interest in 
welcoming industrious Americans in compliance with the 
law of 26 November 1853. "...By this preliminary measure,
contests and disagreeable occurrence which might be
occasioned between Ecuadorians and Peruvians by this event
2 3might be avoided." However, there were no attempts by
24American immigrants to settle in the disputed territory.
On 3 April 1854 Villamil took leave of his diplomatic 
post after receiving a letter from Julius de Brissot (in 
which he said that he had discovered guano on the 
Galapagos Islands), and traveled to New Orleans to meet
^ M a r c u s  Espinel to Philo White, 22 June 1854.
Z^I b i d ., Ecuador, other nations bordering on Brazil 
and the United States continued their pressure upon 
authorities at Rio de Janeiro to open the Amazon to 
merchant ships of the whole world. Brazil did not do so 
until September 7, 1867.
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with de Brissot. Villamil wrote him a letter dated 
20 May 1854 in New Orleans in which he quoted a copy of 
a letter that he had written to the Minister of the
Interior of Ecuador, about the discoveries of guano
made by Brissot. In this letter Villamil told de Brissot 
that his letter was quoted so that he, de Brissot, could 
claim his right to that share which Ecuador had awarded 
him as a discoverer of hidden wealth in territories of 
Ecuador. Villamil in his letter to the Minister, had 
reminded him of the occasions on which he had endeavored 
to call the government's attention to the importance 
which the Galapagos group would acquire at some future day. 
Villamil had written the Minister:
"...I have lately made know to the
government that manure called guano in
large quantities and of sufficient good 
quality could be found on various parts 
of the Galapagos, and the Government 
granted me all the privileges and all 
the advantages which our laws concede 
to inventions, and the right of working 
the deposits besides...I continued the 
exploration I had commenced long ago, 
availing myself for that purpose, of the 
assistance of the active, intelligent and 
respected mariner from North America,
Senor Julius De Brissot, who has r e lin­
quished the lucrative command of an oceanic 
steamer to explore personally, and at his 
own expense, the points which I indicated, 
knowing before hand that they contained
^ J o s e  Villamil to Julius de Brissot, 20 May 1854.
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fuano. Mr. de Brissot has lately returned rom his exploring tour; he has written to 
me in Washington, and I started at once for 
this city. ...The Islands, therefore have 
acquired the value which I attributed to 
them more than twenty years a g o . "26
A letter that de Brissot wrote three days after
V i l l a m i l ’s letter to him indicates that although Villamil
had spent many years in the Galapagos Islands, he only
suspected that guano existed on the islands and had made
no investigation of the commercial importance of g u a n o .
De Brissot's letter of 23 May 1854 to William
Marcy, Secretary of State, claims that he had succeeded,
after an exploration of hardship and at his own expense,
in discovering an almost inexhaustible supply of the
invaluable fertilizing agent, g u a n o , on the Galapagos.
He sent along a specimen for analysis which, he said,
would compare favorably with the best Peruvian specimens.
He asked for the assistance and, if necessary, the
protection of the United States government in securing
discovery rights for himself and his associates. In
this letter de Brissot stated:.
"...As I have had the honor of first 
stating, immense deposits of guano heretofore 
unknown have been discovered by m e . No one but 
myself is in possession of any positive infor­
mation concerning the locality and extent of
26jose Villamil to Julius de Brissot, 20 May 1854.
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of these deposits and the enclosed copy of 
a letter to me written on the 20th inst. by 
Chargl d'Affaires of the Republic of Ecuador 
will show to some extent that my assertions 
are not unfounded.
Your Excellency will however please 
observe that though General Villamil in that 
document lays claim to be the original 
discoverer of the hidden treasure^ he asserts 
more than he could prove. He may have s u s ­
pected the existence of guano in the d e pen­
dencies of the Republic of Ecuador but he 
is so far still ignorant of the places 
where it is to be found."27
De Brissot further asserted that his intentions were to
apply to the Government of Ecuador for the recognition
and consecration of the rights of discovery for which
he had the pledge of the representative of that government
in the United S t a t e s .28
July 1854 President Urbina and Minister Espinel
left Quito and went to Guayaquil to make arrangements for
an expedition to the Galapagos to confirm the existence
of gu a n o . Urbina induced the United States Consul
General, Captain William Game, to take charge of the
expedition which was for the purpose of thoroughly
testing the extent of the deposits of guano there.
Urbina offered the small government steamer Guayas to
27 Julius de Brissot to William Marcy, Secretary of 
State, 23 May 1854.
28Ibid.
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Captain Game for the expedition and General Villamil
2 9accompanied him on the mission.
When Captain Game returned from the expedition he 
wrote Philo White in Quito that his expedition had found 
no guano deposits worth the expense of removal, and that 
General Villamil himself had returned to Guayaquil d i s ­
appointed in his anticipations. However, according to 
his instructions, White continued negotiations for s e ­
curing for Americans the privilege of removing guano
from any or all of Ecuador's islands and territories
30whereon it might be discovered.
On 6 October 1854 Judah P. Benjamin, a United States 
Senator from Louisiana and agent for Julius de Brissot, 
arrived in Quito for the purpose of protecting de Brissot's 
claim of being the discoverer of guano on the G a lapagos.
He was accompanied by a friend, Emile Prats who was a 
wealthy business man from New Orleans. Within a few 
days after their arrival in Quito, General Villamil 
arrived to sustain his rights as discoverer from the 
previous year.
^ P h i l o  White to William Marcy, 19 July 1854.
30Ibid.
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The Ecuadorian government delayed negotiations for 
a treaty, giving precedence to the settlement of c o n ­
flicting claims. As instructed by the State Department, 
White sent another expedition to the Galapagos to verify 
whether or not guano deposits existed. On the recommenda­
tion of Judah P. Benjamin, White appointed Emile Prats to 
make an examination of the Islands for more definite 
information about the deposits and the facilities offered 
for its excavation and shipment to the United States, and
to report his findings directly to the Secretary of
31State in Washington.
On 3 November 1854 Benjamin and Villamil consumated 
a contract with the government of Ecuador by which one- 
fifth of all the guano on the Galapagos Islands was 
secured to the discoverers, two-thirds of the fifth to 
Villamil and one third to Benjamin for de Brissot.
Conferences between Philo White, United States 
Minister Resident in Ecuador, and Marcos Espinel, 
Ecuadorian Foreign Minister were held during November 
1854. The State Department had entrusted White to try 
to purchase the Galapagos for two or three million dollars 
or to work out a lease agreement favorable to the United 
States. Ecuador was willing to grant American citizens
T I
Philo White to William Marcy, Secretary of State,
2 November 1854.
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the right to export the guano in return for a loan of
five million dollars to be paid back as the guano was
removed and shipped to the United States. Ecuador was
willing to make the United States protector of the Islands
against foreign powers, but the United States would have
to recognize Ecuador's complete sovereignty. On this
basis a joint treaty of fifteen articles was signed at
32Quito on 20 November 1854 by White and Espinel.
The main stipulation of the treaty was that the 
United States would advance $3,000,000 to Ecuador in 
return for the exclusive right to the guano on one or 
more of the islands for a long term of years. Article 
2 of the treaty recognized the rights of the discoverers 
(De Brissot and V i l l a m i l ) .
Article 11 conceded to the United States the right 
of protecting its own people while engaged in the guano 
trade and, as a corollary of that right, to protect the 
Islands themselves, as well as other points on the coast 
of Ecuador which might serve as convenient shelters for 
those marauding expeditions whose purpose might be rapine
•z 7 William R. Manning, Diplomatic Correspondence of 
The United States Inter-American Affairs 1831-i860,
12 Vols. [Washington: Carnegie Endownment for Inter- 
national Peace, 1935), VI, p. 337.
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and who, for the consummation of their lawless designs, 
might attempt to seize upon the Islands and thus inter­
rupt citizens of the United States in their lawful 
pursuits, and peradventure despoil them of their property. 
"...I have shaped this provision as nearly in accordance 
with your instructions as I found it practicable to do, in 
opposition to the strong desire of this Government to make 
the protection of the Islands obligatory upon the United 
States, without extending its benefits, in t e r m s , to our 
citizens employed there, and of course only affording 
them an incidental protection* The following is the form 
of the Article they proposed, and strenuously contended 
f o r : "Article 11th: The Government of the United States
obligates itself to give protection to the said Galapagos
33Islands, against all kinds of invasions, 5..."
Ecuador began to receive objections from Spain,
France, and England when they were informed by their agents 
that the United States wanted to take possession of these 
islands which were of strategic importance to them. On 
27 November 1854, seven days after White and Espinel signed 
the treaty they had written, J . A. V i l l a m u s , French ChargS 
d'Affaires in Ecuador, informed Admiral Febrier-Despointes,
T 7
Manning, Diplomatic Correspondence, VI, p. 346.
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Commandant of the French Naval Station of the Pacific 
Ocean, that Urbina, at the same time that he was reassuring 
the Spanish, English and Peruvians, had signed a convention 
that conferred a protectorate of the Galapagos on the 
United States in return for the sum of three million 
dollars payable in percentages on the produce of the sale 
of each ton of guano that would be exported to the 
United S t a t e s . ^
Urbina's position became delicate. He had signed 
a treaty with France in 1853, and now in 1854 he had 
approved the sale of guano to the United States on 
condition that they protect the islands against Juan 
Jose Flores. However, the United States, perceiving 
that she might be drawn into war with France, annulled 
the t r e a t y . ^
Gabriel Judde, Leon Uthurburu, ou Ithurburu, 
basque francais emigre en Equateur a a I^epoque de 
L 1IndependanceContribution a L'Historire ae L'Equateur 
1830-1887, (Paris: Universite Paris, 1074), p~ T6 .
CHAPTER VII 
"...THEY JUST FADE AWAY"
Jose Maria Villamil took leave of his diplomatic 
post in Washington on 3 April 1854, after de Brissot's 
report that he had discovered inexhaustible quantities 
of guano on the Galapagos Islands. Villamil returned to 
Ecuador even though his position did not officially end 
until June 1854, as he had never abandoned hope that the 
Archipielago was of commercial value. In November 1854 
he returned to the islands once more as Civil and Military 
Chief. He held that position for eleven months, serving 
until the end of September 1855. Then he retired to his 
home in Guayaquil, located on the corner of the present 
streets of Pichincha and Arzobispo. He had built the 
home after the revolution of 1820, at the insistence of 
one of his daughters and lived there until his death 
in 1866.^
In 1858, when Villamil was 70, his son Bolivar 
Francisco de Villamil, then a Lieutenant Colonel in
1Camilo Destruge (D'Amecourt), Historia de la 
Revolution de Octubre y_ Campana Libertadora, [Barcelona: 




the Ecuadorian Army, died. This so depressed Villamil
2that he had no more interest in living.
In 1859 Villamil again returned to active military 
duty for Ecuador when a revolution began on 1 May 1859 in 
Guayaquil against the existing government of General 
Francisco Robles. Ecuador was in complete chaos. General 
Jos6 Urbina was in command of the forces at Guayaquil and 
General Jose Villamil was his second in command. They 
defended the city against troops of Gabriel Garcia Moreno, 
General Veintimilla and Flores. Villamil tried to c o n ­
vince Urbina that in their difficult position nothing could 
save them but a rash decision, and he advised that they 
abandon Guayaquil and invade Peru with the small forces 
they had left. Neither Urbina nor President Robles was 
for the adoption of his plan. Instead, they took the war 
into the interior against their own countrymen while the 
Peruvian enemy was within pistol range. Villamil refused
3to go with them. General Guillermo Franco remained in 
command in Guayaquil. He had neither provisions nor 
drinking water.
By October 1859 the provisional government at Quito
^Jose Villamil to Leon Uthurburu, 28 August I860, 
in Private Archives of Pedro Robles y Chambers, Guayaquil.
3 Ibid.
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had established its authority in all the provinces except 
Guayaquil where local government existed under General 
Franco. General Ramon Castillo, President of Peru, was 
wita his fleet which was blockading Guayaquil. He had 
an interview with General Franco; then he sent a request 
to Quito for an interview with Gabriel Garcia Moreno, the 
leading man of the Provisional Party. At the same time, 
Ramon Castilla issued a notice to the effect that 
Ecuadorians must unite and establish a single government, 
or he would proceed to lay seige to Guayaquil. Then 
Ramon Castilla retired to P a y t a .
Garcia Moreno went to Payta where Ramon Castilla 
made an unreasonable demand of twelve million pesos as the 
condition for peace.^ Garcia Moreno refused the demand, 
so on 8 November 1859 Ramon Castilla took possession of 
Guayaquil. He forced Franco to negotiate a treaty with 
Peru for the cession of the extensive unsettled region 
claimed by Ecuador east of the Andes. This treaty and 
protests from Municipalities caused the Provisional 
Government to gain strength.^
“̂ William Manning, Diplomatic Correspondence of the 
United States 1831-1860, 12 V o l s . (Washington: Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace, 1935), VI, p. 430.
^ I b i d .
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In September 1860 the national army achieved a
complete and decisive victory over the forces of Guillermo
Franco and the Provisional Government was the only
acknowledged government in the republic. General Franco
was considered a traitor and was expelled from the country.
An election was held on 29 November which reestablished
constitutional government.^
In General Villamil's letter of 27 May 1860 to his
7old friend, Leon Uthurburu he said that when he was 
in the United States he inquired into gas lighting and 
fresh water for Guayaquil, that he was not interested in 
gas lighting, but he was interested in the fresh water 
since his family's health would be benefited by it. Then 
he added*s "Ya de este m u n d o , solo la tumba de un nombre
O
de honor necesito ."
The next day he added this note to his letter:
"Hace tiempo que la vida es una carga para m i , 
y ahora m a s que n u n c a ; deseo pues la muerte con 
toda mi a l m a , y_ la_ es p e r o : La he buscado en la 
Gitima campana, v a n a s  veces he salido de casa 
sin la menor esperanza de volver a e l T a ; pero 
la majadera prefirio Tr a visitar a otros que 
no la buscaban.9
^Manning, Diplomatic Correspondence, p. 430.
7This was the letter in which Villamil said he 
wanted to buy the property on Floreana that Uthurburu 
had bought some years before.
^Jose Villamil to Leon Uthurburu 27 May 1860.
9 Ibid.
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It was almost one year later (15 May 1861) that he 
wrote his last will and testament in Lima. (See Appendix 
G) . In 1862, forty-two years after the 9 October 1820 
revolution, Villamil wrote his Resefia de los acontecimentos 
politicos militares de la provincia de Guayaquil desde 
1813 hasta 1834 inclusivo, and dedicated it to the worthy 
decendents of the historic men who contributed so much 
to the Independence of South America.
In the Resena he said that this was the first time 
he had written about those events, that there was no 
other account of them, and that was why he was writing 
what actually happened. Moreover, various individuals 
whose parents had taken part in the revolution, had 
asked him to write about them and about the revolution.
He entrusted his "Resena” to a friend who had it published 
in 1863 in L i m a . ^
Villamil died in Guayaquil 12 May 1866.
lOvillamil, Re s e n a , p. 129.
The Resena was published again in Cronistas 
de la_ Independent ia y_ de_ la Republica in i960 with an 
ecTitorial note by Carlos Ranuel Larrea.
CONCLUSION
A review of the life and career of Jos6 Maria 
Villamil shows that he was a sincere person who had the 
highest degree of loyalty to both the United States and 
Ecuador. He rose from the rank of sergeant in the New 
Orleans Territorial Militia to that of Brigadier General 
in the Ecuadorian Army. His patrotism and duty were 
reinforced by his accomplishments and services to the 
government of Ecuador and to his fellow-men. He served 
for twenty-one years without remuneration in the Ecuadorian 
Army.
As a native born son of Louisiana he always possessed 
an admiration for and feeling of pride in democratic 
principles. This was exemplified in one of his campaigns 
when he stated that "No Yankee can be defeated on the 
Fourth of July." He admired North American ingenuity and 
accomplishments, and sought the same for the country of 
his children. His journey up the Mississippi River inspired 
him to plan for steamboats on Ecuadorian tributaries that 
would affect the commercial development of that country, 
and solve its financial problems. Although he could see 
the elements necessary for Ecuador's development, he failed
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to convince leaders, in that government of their necessity. 
He was certain that there was untold wealth in the oriente 
and the Archipi6 pago of Galapagos. His dreams were 
frustrated because of governmental indifference and lack 
of interest.
Villamil accepted the diplomatic post of Charge 
d'Affaires in the United States hoping to strengthen re - 
lations between the two countries and to interest American 
capitalists in the development of Ecuador's resources.
"Villamil" is an honored name in the city of Guayaquil. 
It appears on monuments and street signs, and it is the 
official name of the town Playas on the coast. One may 
enter the main gate of the old Catholic Cemetery in 
Guayaquil, walk past the elaborate tombs of Olmedo, 
Rocafuerte and other noted Ecuadorian heroes to an old 
section in a wall near the back, and on a plain crypt 
read the following inscription:
GENERAL J. VILLAMIL .
NACIO EN NUEVA ORLEANS EL 10 DE JUNIO DE 17891 
MURIO EN GUAYAQUIL EL 12 DE MAYO DE 1866 
HIZO CUANTO BIEN PUDO 
Y EN SU LARGA CARRERA 
NADIE POR CULPA SUYA UN MAL SUFRIERA
■*-The date of birth on Villamil's tomb , 1789, 
is not accurate. Documents in the Saint Louis Cathedral 
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ARCHXVO DE LA REAL CHAUCILLERIA
DE
VALLADOLID
Sala de loa Hijosdalgo. Legajo 1292 N£un. 18
De Dn. Joae Antonio Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll - Veolno 
del lugan de Villandriz. Afio de 1.779
Muy Poderoso Sefior, Antonio de Lezcano en nombre de Dn. Joae Antonio 
Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil, vecino del lugar^de Vlllaradriz, pa- 
rroqula de Santa Eulalia de la Debeaa, Jurisdlccion de Rlbadeo; hiJo 
legitimo de Juan Antonio Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll y de Da. Jo­
sef a Lopez Agelan Fernandez Carballoaa, vecinoa y naturales del lugar 
de Fondon en Rio de Searea, parroquia de Santa Cecilia de Searea, con- 
cejo de Caatropol; nieto tambien legitimo de Dn. Juan Gonzalez de la 
Galea y de Da. Marla Lopez Acevedo Villaamll, natura.', eata, de la pa­
rroquia de Barrea; y el Dn. Juan, del lugar de la Galea, de la de Pian- 
ton, ambas de dicho concejo; segundo nieto legitimo de otro Dn. Juan 
Gonzalez de la Galea, DIGO qua mi parte ea hijodalgo notorio de ai, au 
padre y abuelos y demas ascendiantes por linea recta de varon, en cuya 
quieta y pacifica poaeaion eatuvieron uno3 y otro3 gozando de todas las 
honras, exencionea, llbertades de tales, y siendo eato aal ain coaa en 
contrario, tambien lo ea que, con motlvo de haberse caaado en dicha ju­
risdiccion de Ribadeo y lugar de Villandriz, ha pedido repetidaa vecea 
al Concejo y vecinoa de el, le den el eatado que de tal hijodalgo le co- 
rreaponde, quienea 3e han negado a ello sin embargo de conatarlea aerlo 
por la inmedlacion que hay de uno a otro pueblo, y mediante cede en gra­
ve perjulcio auyo y de dicha au nobleza, para au remedio, a V. A. auplioo 
ae airva mandar ae le despache vueatra Real Provision de dar estado con 
inaercion de loa autoa acordadoa - Pido juaticla. Etc. Lezcano (rubricado)
—  Informacion teatifical —
En la villa de Caatropol a cuatro diaa del mea de Diciembre, afio de mil 
aetecientoa y setenta y cinco, Dn. Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll, 
presento por teatigo para la informacion ofrecida, a Domingo Fernandez de 
Regueiro y Pifieirua, vecino de esta villa, al cual, au merced por ante ml, 
el eacrlbanoj a presencia del Comiaario informants, recibio juramento en 
forma de derecho, bajo cuyo cargo ofrecio decir verdad en lo (jue fuere 
preguntado; y examinado a tenor de lo que ae articula, declaro que conocia 
muy blen a Dn. Joae Antonio Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll, hi jo legiti­
mo de Dn. Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll y de Da. Joaefa Lopez Age­
lan Fernandez Carballoaa, au legitlma mujer, vecinoa del lugar de Fondon en 
Rio de Searea, por haberlo tratado deade au nifiez hasta que, en el afio 
proximo paaado, ae paso a caaar a la parroquial de Santa Eulalia de la De- 
vesa, jurisdiccion de Rlvadeo y viato que sua padrea lo criaron, trataron 
y educaron en au campafila oomo al su hijo legitimo dandole, y el a ello3 , 
el respectivo tratamiento de hijo y padrea, y por tales son tenidoa y co- 
munmente reputadoa - Aaimiamo conocio a otro Dn. Juan Gonzalez de la Galea 
y a Da. Marla Lopez Acevedo y Villaamll, au legltima mujer. Abuelos del 
Dn. Joae Antonio; y loa ha viato criar, educar y tratar al Dn. Juan, au 
hijo, en la raisma conformidad, que este y au mujer al Dn. Joae Antonio; y 
por tales son tenidoa y reputadoa ain co3a en contrario, aegun tambien lo 
son por hijosdalgo notorioa de sangre de al, y ma3, de quienea derivan por 
todas lineaa; y ae lea han guardado a cada uno en au tiempo todoa loa ho­
nors a, franquezaa y libertadea correspondientes y debidaa guardar a loa 
demas hijosdalgo ain incluirloa ni comprenderloa en repartimiento alguno 
ni gavela correapondlente a loa del estado general, aliatandolea y empa- 
dronandoles por nobles hijosdalgo en loa padrones^&iatintivoa que ae hicie- 
ron en vlrtud de Cedulaa Reale3 , aegun mas bien reaultara de ellos, a qua
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me remlfco, cono tambien a la3 partidas de oaaadoa y bautizados, cuanto 
a 3u fJLliacion; Y por ser de esta calidad, fue elegido el padre del pre- 
tendlente por empadronador del estado noble, y por procurador sindico en 
este Concejo, cuyos empleos, no se confleren slno a los nobles dlstlngui- 
dos - Y asi dice ser la verdad bajo el juramento hecho en que se afirmo 
y ratifico; no firmo porque dljo no saber; y aer de setenta arlos de edad 
poco mas o raenos, sin que le toquen algunas generales. Flrmolo eon su 
Merced, el informants, da que doy fe a Fanego ■ Ante mi, Ignacio Amor y 
Lastra (rubricado) Fernando Jose Villaamll (rubricado) — — ---------- — -
— - Padrones —
En el coro de la iglesia parroquial de Santiago de la Villa de CastropoJ., 
a los referldos cuatro dias del mes de Diciembre de mi,1 setecientos y se­
tenta y cinco habiendo concurrido Su Merced el sefior Dn. Fernando Jose 
Villaamll y la Vega, Alcalde Mayor; Dn. Bias Garcia Castrillo y Roldes, 
Regidor decano; y Lorenzo Fanego, Comisario informants, por los vecinoa 
del estado general de la parroquia de Santa Eulalia dp la Devesa, se ma­
nifesto y abrio con las Haves de los dos primeros, y la que obra an mi 
poder, el Archivo de padrones distintivos que exists en este coro; y re- 
conoci el hecho por la parroquia de Seares en el afio pasado de mil y se­
tecientos y setenta y tres, a testimoriio de Fernando Rodriguez de Moldes, 
con orden del sefior Regents de la Real Audiencia de este Principado, y 
con Intervencion de Justicia, Regimiento, Procuradores y Empadronadores 
de dichos estados. A la vuelta de la hoja tercera, halle la clausula o
capitulo que dice asi a — -----------------------------  ---
Dn. Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll, empadronador por el estado no­
ble que forma este padron, es hijodalgo notorio de los solares de la Ga­
lea y Villaamll - Hallase casado y morador en Fondon con Da. Josefa Lopez 
de Agelan. Tienen por sus hiJos legitiraos a Juan Francisco ■ Jose Antonio a 
Pedro Marcos ■ Bernardo ■ Dn. Pedro Manuel * Andres Antonio ■ Alejandro An­
tonio a Maria Juana y Juana Maria, son de la calidad de dicho su padr# ■ — - 
Afio de 1766.— — —  Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll, hijo legitijpq de 
Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll, y de 3egundo raatrimonio, casado y 
morador en Fondon de Rio Seare3 , es hijodalgo notorio del solar de Villaa- 
milj y tiene por sus hijos legitimos y de Josefa Lopez Carballoaa, a Juan, 
Jose Antonio, Pedro, Pedro Manuel, Andres Antonio, Maria Juana del Carmen
y a Juana Maria, son hijosdalgo notorios de dicho solar de Villaamll -- -
Afio de 1759 - Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll, hijo legitimo de Juan 
de Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll y de segundo matrimonio, y morador en 
Fondon de Rio Seares Hijodalgo notorio del solar de Villaamll. Esta ca^a- 
do con Josefa Lopez Carballoaa. Tienen por sus hijos legitimos a Juan ^
Jose Antonio y a Pedro Manuel; son de la calidad de dicho su padre ---- —
Afio de 1751 - Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll, hijo legitimo del ex- 
presado Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamll y de su segunda mujer, Jose­
fa Lopez, casado el susodicho y morador en Fondon de Rio Seares, hijodalgo 
notorio del solar de Villaamil ■ Juan y Jose Antonio, sus hijos legitimos
y de Josefa Fernandez Carballoaa, lo mlsmo -----------------------   —
Afio de 1744 —  Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil, morador que fue en 
Fondon de Rio Seare3 donde estuvo casado con Cecilia Gonzalez, difuntos. 
Tuvleron por sus hijos legitimos a Francisco Gonzalez, Juan Gonzalez y Do­
mingo Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamil, ausente y casado en Indias, hijos-
dalgo notorios del solar de Villaamil  -- -------------------------------- -
Afio de 1736 -—  Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamil, morador on el Rio 
de Fondon de Rio de Seares, donde tuvo dos matrimonios; y del primero tu- 
vo por sus hijos legitimos a Francisco, Juan y Domingo; y del segundo, a
Juan - Y asi padre coma hijos, son hijosdalgo notorios —------------------
Ano de 1730 —— - Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamil, morador en el Rio 
de Fondon, hijodalgo notorio - Hijo da Juan Gonzalez de la Galea, vecino 
que fue de Pena Meiron, parroquia de San Esteban de Pianton - Y dicho Juan 
Gonzalez estuvo oasado de primer matrimonio en dicho lugar de Fondon con 
Cecilia Gonzalez de Mastache, y tuvieron por sus hijos legitimos a Fran­
cisco Gonzalez, Juan Gonzalez y a Domingo Gonzalez, ausente en el reino 
del Peru - Y del segundo matrimonio esta casado con Josefa Lopez Villaamil, 
y tienen por su hijo legitimo a Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamil; son
hijosdalgo notorios---------------------------------------------------------
Aflo de 1722 —  Juan Gonzaiaz de la Galea, morador en el Rio de Fondon, 
hijodalgo notorio * Franoisco m Juan a Domingo a y otro Juan Gonzalez de 
la Galea, sus hijos legitiraos del primero y segundo matrimonio, son..hiJos- 
dal£o notorios  ------------------------------------------------------------
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Afio do 1717 Juan Gonzalez de la Galea morador en el Rio de Fondon,
quo vino de la Galea, parroquia de Pianton, hijo legitimo-de Juan Gon­
zalez de la Galea; y nieto de Pedro Gonzalez de la Galea, hijodalgo no­
torio — — — — —  — ---- -— — —  ----- ■   -— -- --  
Aflo de 1710 —  Juan GonzAlez de la Galea, morador en Rio de Fondon,
que vino de la Galea, parroquia de Pianton; hijo legitimo de Juan Gonza­
lez de la Galea; y nieto de Pedro Gonzalez de la Galeo, hijodalgo notcSlo.- 
Afio de 1704 -—  Juan Gonzalez de la Galea, que vino de la Galea de Pian­
ton. Hijo legitimo de Juan Gonzalez de Galea; y nieto de Pedro Gonzalez
de la Galea, hijodalgo notorio — — -- — — - - - - - - - — -— — ---  —
Afio 1698 —  Juan Gonzalez de la Galea, que vino de la Galea de Pianton; 
hijo legitimo de Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y nieto de Pedro Gonzalez de 
la Galea, hijodalgo notorio o Francisco ■ Juan y Domingo Antonio, sus hi­
jos legitimos y de 'Cecilia Gonzalez de Murias y Mon, su legitima mujer,
son de la calidad de dicho su padre  -- -—  -------------------- - --------
Afio de 1692 —  Juan Gonzalez de la Galea, que vino de la Galea de Pian­
ton; hijo legitimo de Juan Gonzalez de la Galea; y nieto de Pedro Gonza­
lez de la Galea, hijodalgo notorio - Francisco, su hijo legitimo y de Ce­
cilia de Murias y Mon su mujer, hijosdalgo notorios - --—  --- — — — —
Afio de 1686 —  Juan Gonzalez de la Galea de Pianton, hijo legitimo de 
Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y nieto de Pedro Gonzalez de la Galea, hijodal­
go notorio - -— — ------------------ —----- — — — -— — —  ---------- —
Afio de 1680 —  Pedro Gonzalez de la Galea, hijo de Juan Gonzalez de Ga­
lea, hijodalgo notorio  ---    — ---— ----   — - --— -— — — — -
Domingo Gonzalez, su hijo legitimo, lo mismo - — — -- ------— — — —
Juan Gonzalez de Galea, ausente, hermano legitimo del arriba dicho, hijo­
dalgo notorio - — --------- *---- — --------         —
Afio de 1674 -—  Pedro Gonzalez de la Galea, hijodalgo notorio - — — --— -
Juan Gonzalez, su hijo legitimo, hijodalgo notorio  -- ---------— — — — —
Y aunque reconoci otros varios padrone3 en que 3a hallan anotados con otros 
causantes, no inserto sus capitulos, por contemplar que los antecedentes, 
prueban suficientemente la posesion de hidalguia que se articula; cuvoa pa­
drone s, resultan hechos en virtud de Cedulas Reales y Decretos superiores, 
con intervencion de Justicia, Regimiento y empadronadores de ambos estados, 
a testimonio de los escribanos que hacian de Ayuntamiento - Y se hallan en 
autentica forma correspondlendo lo aqui inserto, a lo mismo que ellos con- 
tienen - Y aunque tambien reconoci los alistamientos compartos, y autos de 
sorteo de los del estado general, no resulto que alguno de los comprendi- 
dos en los capitulos preinsertos, se hallare entre los de este estado ni 
se le h4»biere comprendido sino con los nobles hijosdalgo; y advierto que 
por tener este Concejo y sus agregados que empadronan en el como su capi­
tal diversas parroquias y hacerse con separaeion el padron de cada una, 
colocandose despues todos en un libro o tomo segun sus fechas, siendo la 
de un partido en un afio, antepuesta o postpuesta a la de otro, resulta por 
lo mismo el mayor o menor de las hojas a que se hallan los capitulos com- 
pulsados Siendo todos los insertos, por las dos parroquias de Santa Ceci­
lia de Seares y San Esteban de Pianton, inclusas en erte Concejo, cuyos 
padronea se volvieron al Arcbivo en que estaban - Y lo firmaron Su Merced, 
Regldor decano y Comisario informants con mi, escribano, que de ello doy 
fS - Fernando Jose Villaamil y la Vega (rubricado) Bias Garcia Castrillon a 
Lorenzo Fanego a Ante mi, Ignacio Amor y Lastra (rubricado) ---------------
— - Partidas sacramentales —
Afio 1682.- En venticinco dia3 del mes da Noviembre de seiscientoa y ochen- 
ta y dos afios, habiendo precedido las inoniciones que manda la Santa Madre 
Iglesia, de que no resulto irapedimento, se casaron por palabras de presen­
te Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamil, hijo legitimo de Juan Gonzalez 
de la Galea y Villaamil y de Maria Lopez de la Mondifia, vecinos de San Es­
teban de Ptanton y Geo Ilia Gonzales de Mast ache, hija legitima de Antonio 
GernAndaa do Murias y Jon, y do Maria Gonzalez de Mastache, vecinos de es- 
ta feligreala do Soares - A cuyo matrimonio asisti y los vele; siendo tes- 
tigoa al Lieendado Dn. Alonso de Sanpedro, cura de Pianton; y el Licencla- 
do Dn. Francisco Reimondo, Preabitero; y Dn. Diego Reimondo Castafieda - Y
lo ftrmo de mi nombre - Julian Fernandez. ----------------------------------
Afio 1723 SI dia dieciocho de este nes arriba dicho, yo, dicho Diego Gon­
zalez, de orden del dicho cura, bautice solemnemente un nifio al cual se le 
puso nombre Juan Antonio, hijo legitimo de Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y de 
Josefa Lopez, su mujer. Fueron sus padrinos Juan Gonzalez e Ignacia, su 
mujer, vecinos de Panamaihon, feligresia de San Esteban; y se lea aviso
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dol paronteaco y mas obligacion; y la madrina contrajo - Y por verdad 
lo firmo dicho dia, mea y afio arriba dicho3 « Diego Gonzalez m Y por no . 
tener fecha de mea y afio mire la que le antecede, y no la tiene aino de 
trace de dicho mea, y reconocida la otra precedente, que ae hallan todas 
trea en una miama liana, reaulta 3U fecha, de cinco de Julio de mil ae- 
tocientoa y veintitrea, evidenciandoae haber aido la eompulaada en los
dlociocho del mismo moa y afio - — — ------ - --- ■—  ---
Afio do 1745 — - En trece de Enero, afio de mil setecientoa y cuarenta y 
cinco, celebraron matrimonio, Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamil, hi- 
Jo legitimo de Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamil y de Josefa Lopez, 
difuntos y Josefa, hija legitima de Gregorio Lopez, difunto, y de Joaefa, 
digo, Pranoiaca Fernandez Garbayoaa, todoa vecinoa de esta parroquia de 
Searea, concejo de Caatropol - Y con mi licencia, como cura de dicha pa­
rroquia, aaiatio el Licenciado Dn. Alonso Mendez Villamondrlz, presbitero 
cura de Preano; y aaimiamo me halle por teatigo presente; Dn. Francisco 
Antonio Perez Caatropol Villar; Dn. Miguel de Reimondo; y otroa maa de es­
ta parroquia de Searea - Precedieron laa trea proclamaa que dispone el Con- 
cilio. Fueron dichoa novioa examinadoa en la doctrina criatiana, en que 
lea halle habilea; y ain ningun impedimento que a mi noticia vinieae - Y 
en dicho dia rezibieron laa bendicionea nupcialea en la miaa que celebre 
yo, el cura de esta dicha parroquia de Searea - Y por verdad lo firmo di­
cho dia, mea y afio - Diego Antonio Alvarez Castanon  ------------ -------
Afio de 1749 - El dia treinta de Marzo, afio de mil setecientoa cuarenta y 
nueve, yo Dn. Diego Antonio Alvarez Castanon, cura propio de esta parro­
quia de Searea, concejo de Caatropol bautice solemnemente, puae loa San­
tos Oleos a un nifio que nacio el dia ventiocho del mea dicho. Se le puao 
nombre Jose Antonio - Fueron padrinoa Jo3e Antonio Rodriguez, aoltero, hi­
jo de Juan Rodriguez y de Francisca Fernandez, vecinoa de Rivadeo; y Maria 
Fernandes Carballoaa, tia^ de dicho nifio, que ea hijo legitimo de Juan Gon­
zalez de la Galea y Villamil y de Joaefa Fernandez Carballoaa y Lopez, ve­
cinoa del lugar de Fondon de esta parroquia de Seares; y la madrina, tam­
bien contrajo el parentesco espiritual, y ae lo adverti a amboa, loa pa- 
drinos, y laa obligaciones - Y para que conate, firmo - Searea y Marzo, 
treinta de mil setecientoa cuarenta y nueve - Diego Antonio Alvarez Castanon. 
Afio de 1712 - En doce de Mayo de este afio de mil setecientoa y doce, de3- 
pue3 de dadaa laa trea monicionea que dispone el Santo Concilio de Trento 
y no haber reaultado impedimento ni dirimente, de mi orden y licencia como 
cura propio de eata feligreaia de Barrez, el Licenciado Dn. Miguel Mendez, 
presbitero, vecino de eata dicha feligreaia aaiatio al que contrajeron en- 
tre partes, de la una, Juan Gonzalez de Villaamll, viudo que quedo de Ce­
cilia Gonzalez vecina de la feligreaia de Searea; y de la otra, Joaefa Ma­
ria Lopez, viuda que quedo de Juan Lopez Varrea Villaamil, unoa y otros ve­
cinoa de eata dicha feligreaia y la de Santa Cecilia de Searea? a ouyo ma­
trimonio fueron testigoa, Juan Martinez de Labiaron, Antonio Lopez de Ba- 
rrea y Villaamil, y Alonao Arias de Acevedo, y otroa, todoa vecinoa de es­
ta feligreaia - Y para que conate, lo firmo dicho dia, mea y afio ut aupra. 
Eto. Mauro Fernandez del Rio. - — ------------------       —
  REAL PROVISION --
Deapachese a la parte de Dn. Jose Antonio Gonzalez de la Galea y Villaamil 
la REAL PROVISION de un mismo acuerdo, que pide, en la forma ordinaria - 
En relaclonea. Valladolid y Diciembre, diecisiete de 1.779.- Ziriza (ru­
bric ado) .- Dlose Provision en 15 de Enero de 1.780  --- ------------- ----
Compulsada y cotejada la precedente copia con su original, que ae guarda en 
eate Archivo, bajo la signature, a la cabeza, citada, reaulta hallarae ente- 
ramente conforms. Y para que conate, a inatancia del Excmo. Sr. Marques de 
Ciadoncha, eatiendo la presents diligencia de compulsa y legalizacion, ru­
bric ando y aellando los cinco pliegoa, con eate, de que conata dicha copia 
y previo el reintegro correspondlente, en Valladolid a cuatro de enero de 
nil noveciontoa cuarenta y aiets « El Secretario (f) Gerardo Maaa Lopez 
VS 32 31 Director del Archivo. (f) Francisco Mendizabal. (Hay un timbre y
un aello) ----------------------------------- - ----------------- ---------
Don Lula de Huidobro y Garcia de loa Rios, Notario de eata Ciudad, legitimo 
laa firmaa y rubricaa que anteceden de Don Gregorio Maaa y Don Francisco 
Llendizabal.—  Valladolid, a 17 de Enero de 1.947.- (f) Luis Ruiz de Hui­
dobro. (Hay un timbre y un sello)  -- - -------------------------------------
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r- X a A L I Z A C I O  N: El infrascrito Notarlo de la Junta Direc­
tive del Ilustra Colegio de eata Capital, legalizo""El aigno, firma y ru­
bric a que anteceden de ml compafflero de la miaina D. Luia Ruiz de Huidobro. 
Valladolid, a 17 de Enero de 1.947.- (f) Salvador Eaoribano. (Hay doa tim- 
brea y un aello).  ---------------------------  — ----------------- ----
*N° 2.- Derecho de compulaa (5 pliegos); de hidalguia de D. Joae Antonio Gonzalez de la Galea Hijoadalgo - Leg- 1292, RS IS.: a inatancla del 
Excmo. Sr. Marquea de Ciadoncha. Valladolid 4 de enero - 1947 - (Una 
rubrica) Hay un aello que dice: Archivo de la Chancilleria - Valladolid -
Ea flel copia del doaumento debldamente legalizado que repoaa en el ArV 
chivo de Don Lula Alfredo Noboa Icaza, aegundo nieto del General Joae 
Marla Villamil Joly, hijo eate de Don Pedro Gonzalez de la Galea y Vi- 
llamll empadronado como noble hijodalgo en 1766 y 1773.
Luia Alfredo Noboa Icaza da eata copia, que ea la primera, a Don Pedro 
Roblea y Chambers, en la Ciudad de Santiagojjfl_Guayaquil, a loa vein-, 
tldoa dlas del mes de Ootubre de mil no^eclentoa cuarenta y aiete/tffioaJ
o
CM i - i '
r
^ /frnt4 i^'£&Cc*r*£s
r r  8±*''T%eî e\. -t̂ S  &e-
Qe JL> ^  & y
$ *4 / /asf**rVn^ ■j%,ct&*» Th-e/̂ ca'̂ ^ex Qê TTZ*! 'Q&fC&rtto $c^a^ioj^C
c J Z ' L *  *  “ *
-afrst* ^  dZ-rrv^ Q a T ^ r n ^ J ^  Vtct, 7 ^ 5
P T T ^  ĉ * * '  x ^ y g g p , -
El suacrlt© Consul General del Ecuador en Nev Orleans, certifies: que le presente ea una copia 
exacts, sacada persona lmente por el, al caleo, de la partlda original del bautlano de don Josef V'arie 
Gonzales de la Guile y Villamil, la que consta^en el Libro dê ptfrjildas Bautlaoalea de la Catedral de 
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BamSKU. RECORD OF JOSET KARU VXLLAIOI.
TV ,Hojr Uartofi dla-nou?® del gna« de flo-viorebr# del oflo mil eetenoieo-
i
toe novonta 70 Frey Luis Gui,;ue8 teniente da cura da la igleala 
perroqulal da San Lula da HUsra Orleans aa la provlnola da la Lai— ' 
alaaa aa Aosrioa, Bautlsa 7 pas loa aaatoa olaoa a ua nlflo qua 
naolo ea al die Dies dal oaa da jualo dal afio nil aotooleatoa
I >Mocbenta 7 oobo a quion pus® par nambra Joaet Marla bijo legitimo1 '
1» H -r.t
da don Pedro Gonzales da la Gulia 7 Villaall at da DBa Oatallaa 
•> u
« J0I7 . fue padrlao el Sefior Don Jose# da orno. La madrina Sfla Blaaoa
peleata 7  paraqua eoaats lo firms da ml maao ea $1 alamo dia aaa 7 afio
Vt supra*
(Signed) Trap Lais Gulinas
A XROS COPY srom THE CRXGIHil*
1 A/ WVw
J f ‘ i-




ST* Louis Oatbadxal* 










El original da eata copia flie remitIdo al M.I.Cance Jocpiytonal da Guayaquil 
para au Kuaao Municipal Junto oca al ofiolo











' ... 7 ? °  2
• •
Boy raartes dia- noure del mes da qp/lamb re del ado all seteoisntoa novanta, 
yo Prey Lula Ouigues teniente de Cura de la lgloaia parroaqulal de San Luia 
de nueva orleana ea la provlnale de La Lulalana en America, Bautlse j pus ‘ 
loa santos oleoa a un nido que naolo en el dia Dies del mea de junlo dal ado 
all aeteoientos oohenta j ooho a quien puae por nombre Josef maria hijo legi­
time de don Pedro Consoles de la Gulla j Villamil at de Dfla Catalina Joly. 
fue padrino el Serior Don Josef de orne. La madrina Dda Blanoa pelente j para
que conate lo firmo De mi mano en el mismo die mes j ado* Ut supra!
Pintado) Fraj Lula Quiguea*
• • •* * »% . a ‘ •* t
*• »’ * *
TBAHSCBIPCICW. “■
Hoy marts a dia nueve del mea de novlambre del ano de mil aeteoientos noventa 
yo Fray Lula Guifiuee Teniente de. Cura de 1a Iglesla parro .ulal de San Lula
de Vueva Orleans, ea la prorlnola de La Lulalana en America, Bautlse y puae
\
los aantoa oleos a un nido que naolo en el dia dies del mea de Junlo del ado 
• all seteoientoa oohanta y ooho a qulen puae por nombre Jose Marla,hiJo legi 
tlrao de don Pedro Consoles de la Culls y Vlllanll y de do da Catalina Joly.
Fue padrino el seflor don Josef de Ome. La madrina do da BlanOa Pelente. T 
para que conate lo firmo. de mi mono en el mismo die maa y ado, Ut supra®




I. 'Don Pedro Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil, empadronado en 1674 
como noble hijodalgo, on Fondon de Hio Searos, parroquia de Santa Cecilia,
Castropolj provincia y dioccais de Oviedo, Asturias, no se sabe con 
quien caso, pero figura en dichos padrones como padre legitimo de
II. Don Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil (1674), ^ q u e  con­
trajo matrimonio con dofia Faria Lopez de la Hondina, vecinos ambos 
de Pena de Meiron o de la Galea, Feligrasia de San ^steban de Pian­
ton, Caatropol, siendo padres de:
III. Don Juan Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil (1686, 1692, 1698, 
170,4, 1710, 1717, 1722, 1730, 1736 y 1744), nacido en Galea (Pianton) . 
Concejo de Caatropol, que caso dos veces: la primera en Geare3 , el
25 de Iloviembre de 1682, con dofia Cecilia Gonzalez de Mastache (o de 
Mlirias y lion), hija legitima de don Antonio. Fernandez de I.Iurias y 
MAn y do dofia Maria Gonzalez de fiastache, vecinos de Seares, y la se- 
gunda en Barres, el 12 de Mayo de 1712, con dofia Josefa Maria Lopez 
Acevedo y Villamil, natural de Barres, viuda que estaba de don Juan 
L^pez Barres y Villamil. Del primer matrimopio fueron hijos los 
siguientes:
•
1°.- Don Francisco, 2°.- Don Juan y 3°.- Don Domingo Gonzalez de 
la Galea y Villamil. (1692, 1698, 1722, 1730, 1736 y 1744).
Del segundo matrimonio nacio: 4°.- Don Juan Antonio Gonzalez de 
la Galea y Villamil, que 3igue.
XV. Don Juan Antonio Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil, ba\:tizado 
on Fondon de uio" ooWea 81 10 CIS J'U'iio de lvau, hi jo anuria notorio 
de los 30lares de la Galea y Villamil, fue Procurator Smdico y Dm- 
padronador por ol estado noble. (1730, 1736, 1751, 175G, 1766 y 1773). 
Contrajo matrimonio el 13 de Fnero de T74fi gnn doAa Josefa r.nnez de
A.̂ elan Fernandez Carballosa, (1751), hija legitima de don Gregorio 
~~Lopez y de dona mrancisea Fernandez Carballosa, (1751), todos natu- 
rales de Caatropol. Hijos:
1°.- Don Juan Francisco Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil (1751,
1759, 1766 y 1773).
2°.- Don Jo3e Antonio Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil, nacido en 
28 de Marzo y bautizado on 30 del propio mes de 1749, cn la parro­
quia do Seares, Concejo de Castropol. Fue vecino del lugar de Vi­
llandriz, parroquia de Santa Dulalia de Devesa, Hibadeo, y obtuvo 
Beal Provision de nobleza en la Heal Chancilleria de Valladolid el 
15 de ^nero de 1780, c.ustodiandose el respectivo expedients en el 
Archivo de dicha Heal Chancilleria, Sala de Hijosdalgo, Legajo 3292, 
■bajo N° 18. (1751, 1759, 1766 y 1773).
5°.- Don Pedro Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil, que oigue.
4°.- Don 3ernardo Gonzalez do la Galea y Villamil (1773).
5°.- Don Pedro Manuel Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil (1759, 1766 
y 1773).
(1) Emoadronados como nobles hijosdalgo, en Fond5n de Pio Peares, en los adosqua se irydlcan entre par£ntesis.
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6°.- Don Andrea Antonio Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil (1766 
y 1773).
7°.- Don Alejandro Antonio Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil (1773).
3°.- Dofia Maria Juana del Carmen Gonzalez de la Galea y Villa- 
mil (1766 y 1773), y
9°.- Dofia Juana Maria Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil (1766 y 1773)
• V. Don Podro Gonzalez de la Galea y Villamil (1766 y 1773), fi- 
jo su residencia en Nueva Orleans, *jstartos Uni dos de liorte America, 
en la epoca en que esta ciudad se encontraba bajo el dominio de iis- 
paiia, y contrajo matriiiionio en la Iylesia Parroquial de San Luis, el 
23 de L’nero de 1732, con dona Catalina Joly Lebrun, natural de I!ue- 
va brleans, hija legitima de don Santiaco Joly y de dofia Juana Le­
brun, naturales do Francia. . Dofia Catalina fue enterrada en Guaya­
quil el 12 de Julio de 1334. Fueron hijos de este matrimonio:
1°.- Don Felipe Martin de Villamil Joly, nacido el 5 de Diciem- 
bre de 1783 y bautizado en la Iglesia parroquial de San Luis, 1/ue- 
va Orleans, Luisiana, el 5 de Mayo de 1784.
2°.- Don Pedro Andres de Villamil Joly, nacido el 5 de iioviem- 
bre%de 1785 y bautizado en la parroquial citada el 21 de Junio de 
1789, y
3°.-' Don Jose Maria de Villamil Joly, que sisue.
VI. Don Jose Maria de Villamil Joly, nacio como 3us hermanos en 
Uueva Orleans, el 10 de Junio de 1788 y fue bautizado en la ya men- 
cionada parroquial el 9 de iloviembre de 1790. Se traslado a Guaya­
quil en la primera decada del siylo XIX, donde caso con dofia Ana de 
Garaycoa y Llayuno, bautizada en la Iylesia Catedral do Guayaquil, 
el 22 de Lnero de 1793, fallecida el 22 de Febrero de 1930, hija 
legitima del Capitan don Francisco Ventura de Garaycoa y nomay, na­
tural de La Coruna, Galicia, y de dofia Maria AufemJLa de Llaquno y 
Lavayen, hatural de Guayaquil, Fue pr ? f d e l  Cabildo 
Colonial de Guayaquil, en 1815, y comenzo a sobresalir desde enton- 
ces entre los americanos amantes de la libertad del continente.. An 
ofecto, i\ie Villamil uno de los principale3 proceres de la indepen- 
uencia proclamada el 9 de Octubre de 1820, inmediatamente despues 
de la cual fue, en la fjoleta "Alcance", a anunciar a San Martin y 
a Lord Cochrane, el triunfo de Guayaquil. Fiquro notablemente en 
todo3 lo3 acontecimientos politicos de su epoca, hablondo prestado 
rrandea sorvicios al Mcuador, su patria adoptive. Fue General do 
l a Republica y Ministro de estado, y por su decidida actitud el Go- 
. blerno ecuatoriano tomo posesibn loyal del Archipielaqo de Colon 
(Galapayos), en 1832. Ml General Villamil testo en Lima el 15 do 
Mayo de 1861 y fallecio, rodeado de la veneracion de todos I03 ecua- 
torianos, en Guayaquil, el 12 de Mayo de 1866. De 3U matrimonio de- 
jo los si^uiontes hijos:
1°.- Dofia Ana Faria de Villamil y Garaycoa, bautizada en ruava- 
quil el 26 de i.arzo de 1814 y fallecida el 4 de Sotiembre de 1195.siQue...
2°.- Dofia Juana Maria ...... si."ue
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3°.- Dofia Colombia....... sigue.........
4°.- Dona i.iaria Catalina .....  sigue .....
5°.- Dofia I'aria Carolina de Villamil y Garaycoa, nacida y baubi- 
zada en Guayaquil el 14 de Noviembre do 1822. Fallecio ol 1° de Fe- 
brero de 1850.
6°.- Don Simon......  sigue......
7°.- Don Bolivar Francisco de Villamil y Garaycoa, b. en Guayaquil 
ol 10 de Octubre de 182G y fallecido hacia 1858. Contrajo matrimonio 
con dofia Isabel I.iaria de Icaza Paredes, f. en Guayaquil el 20 de Setien- 
bre de 1891, hija legitima del doctor don Francisco do Paula de Icaza y 
Silva, fallecido en Guayaquil en 1861, y de dofia Isabel Paredes y Olme- 
do. iiijas:   sigue .....
8 °.- i.iaria Bolivia de Villamil y Garaycoa, nacida en Guayaquil ol 
21 de Setiembre de 1828 y fallecida el 25 de Enero de 1885. Contrajo 
matrimonio el 29 de iloviembre de 1855 con don Francisco Pablo de Icaza 
Paradesrfoi.io Io'~~ltimo del doctor don Francisco de Paula de Icaza y 
Silva y de dofia Isabel Paredes y Olmedo,'-nacido el 30 de Junio de 1822 
y fallecido el 31 do Enero de 1885.'* Hijos:
A.-. Dofia Ana Isabel Primitive de Icaza y Villamil, nacida en Guaya­
quil el 27 de Iloviembre de 1857 y bautizada el 6 de Febrero de 1858. 
Fallecida en la infancia.
B.- Don Francisco Bolivar de Icaza y Villamil, bautizado en Guaya­
quil de veinte y dos dias de nacido el 26 de Marzo de 1859. Fallecido 
soltero el 20 de Agosto de 1904.
C.- Dofia Ana Luz de Icaza y Villamil, nacida en Guayaquil el 4 de 
Febrero de 1861. Contrajo matrimonio el 30 de Diciembre de 1887 con 
su primo Don Juan Illingworth y de Icaza, nacido en Guayaquil el 28 de 
Diciembre de 1857 y fallecido el 15 de Septiembre de 1928. C.S. (Vea- 
se Illingworth)
D .~ Dofia Isabel Librada de Icaza y Villamil, nacida en Guayaquil el 
20 de'Julio de 1864 y bautizada el 30 de Septiembre del mismo afio. Con- 
.trajo matrimonio el 19 de Manzo de 1890 con el Doctor Don Luis Alfredo 
>Uqboa y Baquorizo, nacido en Guayaquil el 2 de Agosto de 1859 y'fa’Iie-
cido el 22 de Enero de 1907. Dofia Isabel fallecio el 29 de Diciembre 
de 1907. C.S. (Vease Moboa)
9°.- Dofia Sofia Manuela de Jesus de Villamil y Garaycoa, bautizada 
en Guayaquil de cinco meses y veintiseis dias de nacida el 14 de Di­
ciembre de 1829. Fallecida soltera.
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BAFU3UU. BICORD 07 PXDRO ARKBS OON2AU9 OB U  OtLBA Y VXUAHXL
Xa la Xgleala Parroq 4s Sa* Lula de la Musts Orleans an Valuta 
y m o  da Junlo y n U  sett0, oobenta jr nueve a°i fo al Infra fdo 
Tbs de Cura de dhe Parrou* pass loa 8toa« Oleos eega rlto da 
Rtra k* la 3*° Is® a un also da oolor blaaeo q® naolo al dia - 
etneo da KovloBbx^ dal afio oo&snts y oiaoe, a quin dlo el ae» 
de aoootvo el P* » •  Joes Valdes CapllB del So*4® ' Satsyoo,* y 
puso pv nombre padro Andros, blj© lag* de Ba Pedro Oonsales 
da la 0alea4 y Villamil, y da D® Catalina Jolyt fueron' Padrinos D& 
Andrea Consoles de la Sales y Villamil y D° Delalda Joly f para 
SUS waste lo fissa ed dbo dia, ass y afio ut sajrs#
/. (Signed) pr. Wwsldo Delgados
A TH0B COPY PROM 0HB ORIOWAl.
t '
v.s.*•••
XI original de esta oopla fue remltldo al M.I.BoaqeJp 
Cantonal de Guayaquil, para su Museo Municipal 
eon el oflold N* M O  da esta mlsma feoba.^ ^
■ > f




John Hay- arohlvist .)
Mae Orloans, La* 
18-31-4930 ,
St* Louie SatbsdxeL.
P.77y . u t
eJes??id S&fizyz 
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/a/>^^iAO£^^riccd 'jVPUft- Trz <asr?@-£>s
c'J7t' £ts^$V ^OZ/bl^a ( ^ c d ^ ^ d z )  'V'^’* /bocft&T^ch "^didrf-zud) 
f y ^ ™ * r r y b  '^pzsncrTVCC^i^ & ? U r c d , d 4  g &  d r t A °
%/dfco X %  J j 4 ^ d r i £  ° [ M  ‘u d c d l l a J
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&t&> „ T+j.C'dd''’̂ 1- - Ciml-n ̂i-U'.o^s^.fc rack- 4  d d f
f£ho_ & 4 v d * j j y  _  ■ • ̂  Q* S eDe&^
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1URBXAG3  CONTRACT BETSMH FKDBO GONZALES VXLJAMH, AND CATAUNA JOULI.-
Dla to Into y Ties de SB®, del A&o de mil Sistos—  och-a J  doa ae prseontaron ante al B.P.-
Fray Clrllo ds Barcelona VIo° Oral JUez Ecoo d® la Provln de la Lulolana 7 C u n  Parroeo
j'11
de la Iga Parzoq de S? luls da la Nuava Orleans don Pedro Gonzales Villa mil 7 D° Cata­
lina Jouli a al taros para controller- matrimonio 7 dsapue® de haver- publieado las Proelamaa 
eegun aasda el Sto. Goailio da Trento 7 no havlondo reeultalo issp^° Canonleo nl civil
to ( j o  QCl) toy havlendo pro al dido el Cons de dho H» P* To F£o tot de Sedeils Rellg Cep Ten
to &de Cura tome el Mutuo conaantlm a loa msnclonados D Pedro Gonzales Villamil soltexo
mn Q a pEl jo Log. de D Juen Gonzales Villamil 7 de D josefa Lopez nature loa de Gaatyopolo
A fi fflfl nObi spado de Obledo 7 i t  Catalina Jouli natural da esta Parroq Hija lag de D-
a teaSantiago Jouli 7 de D Juana Lebrun sus padres los quales eontn7 dleron su con-
to to soaentliiL- con Palabras de Pres quehaeon vardadero 7 Leg Matrimonio oapressnola ds
loa tastlgss Da Pedro Marin'' Dn Fran.00 Beafio Da Pedro Plernes 3>S Da Bart in Navarro
Da Buena BeA1* Vauto.-
Dia 4 de Febrero del A&o arriba Oho que fue el dia de sus Deaposarlos 7 p° q° aonate
lofine en Dho dia mes 7 A&o. TJt Supra.----
(Signed) Fr. Antonio de Se dalle.
Pedro Gonz VlHemll
Catlcba Joly 




A TRUE COPT FROM OHS ORIGINAL.
V.I.
Hay un aello que dlcec 
St. Louis Cathedral 
Bureau of Records.
El auscrlto Consul General dal Ecuador
_  _ la oopla autentlca de la partlda da natrii     .
(Firmado) John Ray. Arohlvlst St. Louis Cathedral 
New Orleans, La. 11,18.1238.- P.128 H®. 231.
ue remit i<5 original al M.I.ConooĴ Cantca Guayaquil, oomo ana so a
/!j '"j*** S\Koflolo N®. 840 do esta mianâ fa
y  vt New Orleans, ur-
C. Pul-
ri
esta ea oompulaa de 
all! se oontlene 7
TO MUM XT MAT CONCSBNl
This la to certify that a ooaplate aaaroh, has bean 
■ado of the 8t» Loula Cathedral records froa 1783 to 1040 for the aaaa 
T U l u i l  aad all that la fouad era tho follonlngi
BaptlmaX rooord of yooef Marla 7111 anil;
' . • • ifcllllp Martin TlUanlX]
* • Pedro Andrea YlUsnll;
' » » Magdalena VI1lamia; I
Carriage of Pedro VUlaall aad Catarina Joly,— — —*
Fir me do: John Hay.
John Hay -Arehlvlat 
St. Louis Cathedral 
Sea Orleans, la.
El original de este copia fue. remitldo al MJt.Ccpoejo Cantonal de Guaya
N* 640 do eata rnlama fecha({all para au Muaeo Municipal, Junto.corvof
Nan Orlei dlcie.
Cn. Puig V. .






baptismal bscord or philips martin yxluuzl
Bn la Igla Perroq1 de Sa Luis da la H* Orleans an tsas da Ifela dal 
sflo de all aetecientoa oobebta 7 quutroj nos el Infra finasdo oblspo 
sa Ylllaa da la Tala da Ouba| residents en la Proe* de la Lalalaaai 
Santiamos solera to 7 pnalmoa loa santos Oleoa 7 Xiame a Philips Martin 
qua aaoto el die odnoo de Dloiembre dal aflo de all aeteoitatos oohenta 
7 tree — hi jo legitioo de SB Pedro Consoles ? ill wall 7 de D* Satalias 
Soly — fuexon sus Padr® oa Martin Hetnrxo Batesd*8 ,gral de sate- 
Proa* 7 D* Marla Loobeeae 7 P° qua ooaate la f t m u s r e a  dho die 
. a i  7 aflo at supra*
(Signed) r Oprllla.Obispo seas ** >;
A TOUS COPY THOU 011! 0RIGI5AL. . 1 
1 ■ ■
Plrnsdor John Ray
1 John Rey-drobivlst v ' ' i
.St* Louis Oatbedral
Baa Orleans, 'La* • * p. 3S4
t*x u-ao-io3«* r*̂  eoe
51 original da eats oopla fue remltido al^lyioncajo Cantonal de Guayaquil, 







Literal. Dia 7elnts y Tree de Sa* del A So de all Set oah.** y doa so presen- 
taron ante el H.P. Pray Clrilo de Barcelona 71c* Gral Jues So00 de la Pro via 
do la Luioiana y Cura Parroco dela Ig* Parroq, de Sn Luis dela Baeva Orleans 
- ltd Fadro Gonzales 7111am 11 y 1) Catalina Joull aolteros para controller ma- 
trimonlo y deapues de haber publicado las proclamaa oegun mando el sto coallio 
de Trento y no haviendo reeultado Imp*0 Cononico nl civil y haviendo prealdldo 
el Cons*0 de dho R.P. To Pr. Ant* de Sedella Hellg* Capa0 Ten*8 de Cura
tone el Mutuo oonaentiia*0 a los menoionadoe rf1 Pedro Gonaales 7111anll soltero
no aHijo Leg de don Juan Gonzales Villamil y da D Joeefa Lopes naturales de
Castro polo Obispado de Obiedo y a DS Catalina Joull natural de esta parroq
QA A QHija Leg de D Santiago Joull y de D Juana Lebrun sue padree loa ouales
tee to , , teaontray dieron su consent con Palabras de Pres quo haoen verdadero y
no n ooLeg MAtrlmonio en presencla de loe testlgos Da Pedro Mar in Argote, D Pran
Rea do Da Pedro Piernas Sr Da Martin Navarro Da Buena Ben™ 7su*°. - Dla 4 de
a ePebrero del Ado arrSba Dho quo fua el dla deaus Desposorios y p q, oonste lo
firms an Dho dia mas y ado. Ut Supra.- Pr. Antonio de sedella* Pedro Gone
oo71Uamil* Catiohe Joly* Martin Navarro. Pedro Piernas. Pran He ado. Pedro
aMarin Argote. Bent Osueta.-
Teralon ol ldloma tai como ahora 39 escribe.
Dla velntitres de enero del ado de mil aetecientoa ochenta y doe, sepreeen- 
tnron ante el H. P. Pray Clrilo de Barcelona, 7icario General Jues Scleeias- 
tico da la provlncla de La Luislana y Cura Parroco de la Iglesla Parroquial 
de San Lula de la Nueva Orleans, Don Pedro Gonzales 7111amil y Da. Catalina 
Joull, solteros, para oontraer matrimonlo y despues de haber publlcado las 
proclamaa aegun manda el Santo Concllio de Trento y no habiendo reeultado 
lmpedlmento Canonlco nl civil y habiendo preoedido el consentimlento de dlcho 
R.P. (*) To Fray Antonio de Sedella, Religion eapuohino, Teniente de Cura 
tome el Mutuo consentimlento a los mencionados Qi. Pedro Gonzales 7111amil
(•) Severendo Padre.
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aoltero, hijo legltimo de don JUan Consalea Villaiaii y de dorta Joaefa Lopes 
naturalea de Caatropolo Obispado da Oviedo y a Doila Catalina Joull natural 
de eata parroquia, hija legitlma de don Santiago Joull y de do da JUan Lobrua 
srua padrea loa qualea contraysntea direon au consent lmion to con palabraa da 
presente qua haoen verdadero y legitimo matrimonio en preaencla da los tea— 
tlgos don Pedro Marin Argote don Pranoisco Reario, don Pedro Piernas, Seiior 
don Martin Navarro, don Buena venture Vsuato. Dia 4 de febrero del ado arriba 
dicho qua fue el dla de sue deapoBorioa y para qua conata lo firms en dioho 
dia mas y ado. Ut Supra.-(Firmado) Pr. Antonio de Sedella*- Pedro Cons Tlllamil 




BAFTXOUU. RBCOHD OF MAGDALENA mXMXR.
Ola dooe da junlo da aata alo da mil oohoelentoa 7 one* yo el v
__ 1
infra firmado Theaente da Cura do aata I p t m q l  de San Lula
dal RUeto Orleane Bautloe 7 puao loa Stoa Olaoa a uaa nlBa qua
aaolo el dla dies 7 elate da Snsxo da M U  oohoelentoa 7 echo
• a"
hija natural da G«m««l®s TIUaBin 7 de Eloisa solet, aaisoa aa» 
turaloa 7 reolnoa da aata oludadi abuslos pataraoo Pedro Villa—
■la 7 Cathorlas joly. Abus loa Uateraos Velaatlao Solet 7 Magda** 
lean Condraln an la qual nifla exaroidoa aaeaea ceramoniae 7 praoa 
7 la puae (por) Ron-br* Masdalona fuoroa loa padrlnoe 0s Lula 
Afr ean'o Fatler 7 dfie Mariana Seraanda a qulenoe edweiti al paranta«ao. a's m ,
aaplrltual 7 parquo eonate l»i flxaa a dhe dia wa- 7 aficu Ut oapra #
(Signed) 8. Konae» ' .. ..V ' ..
1 ' •
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Sl original de eats ccpin fue remitido al M.I.Conc«Jo\cantcnal do Guayaquil 




C. Pulg V. ^
Conaul General del Souadbr.
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MEMORANDUM QOS EL DOCTOR CAHLOS POIG VHAZAR CONSUL DEL ECUADOR EN NEW ORLEANS 
SOIETE A LA CONSXDERACION DEL CENTRO DE X N VE3 U  GAdONES HJ3TCHICAS DE GUAYAQUIL 
SOBRE VARIQS DOCUMENT OS RELACIONADOS CON EL GENERAL DON JOSE MARIA VHXAMH. Y 
SUS FAMILIARH3.
ANTECEDENTS - Deaeoao al suacrlto de lniciar una latest igacl on aobro el general 
joae Marla Viliam11 on loa archivoa de eata oludad, so dirlgio al aefior don Gus­
tavo Moaroy Garalcoa de quien sollclto loa da toe qua le pudiera dar sobre fecha 
y lugar de naclmlonto, nombres do aus padres, etc.
El sedor Monroy Garalcoa contesto al auscritoycon entuslaaraô y le mando como 
fecha de naclmlonto el 10 de Junlo de 1709,*oomo nombre dal padre Martin Vlllamil 
y o o m o nombre de la madre Catalina Ohy.
■ Con eatoa datos el auscrlto obtuvo acoeao a la aefior It a Laura L. Porteoua Hus— 
tra y aabla dama, graduada en Palsologia de la Univara idad de Salamanca, y ax— 
porta en cuoatlonea hiatoricos, blbliogr6ficaa etc. del Museo de osta ciudad.
Con la ayuda de dlcha sedorita, se locallzaron los documantos quo as oomeatan 
ensegulda, loa cualea fueron obtenidoa luego en loa archivoa de la oatedral de 
San Lula Tall Undoes del Archlvero aefior John Ray.
No alondo poalble fotografiar las partldaa por el eatado de loa llbroa y la doe— 
coloracion de las tlntas, el suaorito obtuvo panniao para caloarlaa, trabajo 
qua veriflco personalmante y quo permita al tener una reproducclon exacta de 
las dos partldaa mas intereaantaar la del matrlmonio de los padres del general 
y la del bautismo dol mlsmo.
LA PARTIDA DE MATRIMONID DE LOS PADRES DEL GENERAL 7ILXAMZL. Dice asf:
"Dla veintitroa de enero del ado de mil seteclentoa ochenta y doa, ae pre- 
sentaron ante el R. P. Fray Clrilo de Barcelona Vlcario General juez Ecle- 
siastico de la provincla de la Lulsiana y Cura Parroco de la Iglesla Pa— 
rroqulal de San Lula de la Nueva Orleans, don Pedro Gonzales Vlllamil y 
Da. Catalina Joull, solteroe, para contraer na trlmonio y deepuea de bo bar 
publicado las proclamaa eegun manda el Santo Conolllo do Trento y no habien­
do resultado Impediments canonico nl civil y habiendo precedido el ccnaen- 
timlento de dloho Reversndo Padre. Yo Fray Antonio de Sedella, Religiose 
oapuohlno, Teniente de Cura tome al mtituo ecn3entimlento a los meneianados doa 
Pedro Gonzalez Vlllamil, soltero, hi Jo legltlmo de don JUan Gonzales Vlllamil 
y de d o B a  J o b e t a Lopez naturales de Caatropolo Obiapado de Oviedo y a doQa 
CataSlna Joull, natural de eata parroqula, hija legitlma de don Santiago 
Joull y de dofie Juana Lebrun sue padres los qualea contrayentaa dlercn su 
consentimlento con palabraa de presente que ho can vordadero y legltlmo me~ 
trlmonlo en presencia de los teotigoa don Pedro Marin Argote, don Fronds— 
co Reaflo, don Pedro Piernas, aefior don Martin Navarro don Buena Ventura Vsuto. 
Dla 4 de febrero del ado arrlba dlcho que fue el dla de sus despoaorios y 
pera que conste lo firmo en dicho dia mss y ado. Ut supra. (Firmado) Fr. 
Antonio de Sedella. Pedro Gonz Vlllamil. Catlchs Joly. Martin Navarro.
Franco Reado. Pedro Piernas. Pedro Marin Argote. Benta Ozueta.—
Este dooumento establecs como el verdadero nombre de la madre del procer el 
de Catalina Joly, que tambien se pr online i aba " Joull"'. Con el decurso de los 
ados algun amanuense poco prolljo tomo del nombre Joly solamente las ties 
ultimas letras que en esoritura cursive parece declr Ohy y de alii talvez el 
oambio que despues aparecs en algunos dooumentoa,en el apellldo de la madre 1 
del general.
Al flrmor la contrayente ha pueato Catlche joly y no Catalina. Segun la aedo— 
rito Porteoua, los franoeses llama ban a las Catalinas:Cat ichea y de alii el 
quo la sedora Joly flrmare au nombre en la forma franceaa de expreaarlo.
Segun eaa partida el padxe del pricer as Pedro Gonzalez Vlllamil. Aqui Gonza­
les equlvale a Gonaalo, como Alvarez a Altaro, Rodriguez a Rodrigo, Fernandez 
a Fernando, Ramirez a Ramiro, eto. eto. Gonzales es puss aegundo nombre y no apelli- 
do, lo que ee confirms en la sumilla de la partida. que es coon el indies de las 
misting en la oual ae lee Pedro Vlllamil y Catalina Joull a seoas.
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L, aaoaadancla del general Vlllamil par la llaea patoma vlene • eater 
segun aata partida an Gastropolo, obi spado da 07 la do y si eoaeo en la 
actual contlends espaflola no aa deatruyen esos archlvos, aera poaible 
ocntlnuar la busqueda sms tarda.
Ha a t a aata mom onto don Pedro Gonzales Villamil no uae otros nombres.
PARTIDA DE BAUTISMO DEL PRB10GEN1TO DEL ANTERIOR JMBIMDNJD.
El primer hi Jo del matrlmonio Gonzales Vlllamil—Joly qua a pa race bautlzado es 
Felipe Martin. Es bautlzado solemnemsnte par el oblspo de Ilian dê la lala da 
Cube, que probable men te vino a rial tar NUeva Orleans, o ae encontro aqul ds 
pass, para o de Cuba. Pero eae he oho de que el Oblapo en par sab® a ace di era a 
actuar en el bautizo esta dando una Idea de la alta poalolon de don Pedxo 
Ĉ nzeles Vlllamil.
Soto documanto tlene un valor: moatrar quo baata el momento de este bautlzo 
don Padro Gonzales Vlllamil no u@a otros nombrasj, ccmo pus da verse de su 
texto que es el alguiente:
"En la Igleala parroqulal de San Lula de la Nueva Orleans,en trea de 
mayo del aflo mil seteclentoa ochenta y quatro, nos el infra-flrmado 
Oblapo en Ilian de la lala de Cuba, realdente en la Provinola de la 
Lulalana; Bautizamos solemnemente y pualmos los aantos oleos y cris—
, ms a Phillip Martin que naclo el dla clnco de dlolembre del ado de 
mil seteclentoa ochenta y tres - hljo leg/timo de Dn. Pedro Gonzales 
Vlllamil y de Da. Catalina Joly - fuercm bus padrlnos don Martin Navarro 
Inteniente General ds esta provincla y dofia Marla Loeheaaa y para que 
conste lo firman os en dioho dia mea y a So. tit supra. (Flzaado) 7. 
Cyrlllo. oblspo Secc.-
PARTUJA DS BAOTISED DEL SEGUNDO HUO PEDRO ANDRES GONZALES IE LA GA1SA 7
vxllamxl.-
* B i el aflo 1789 ae bsutlza el oagundo hljo del matrlmonio Villamil-joly segun ' 
ooasta del alguiente documanto:
En Is Igleala parroqulal de San Lula de Is Nueva Orleans en velnte 
y uno de junlo de mil aeteclentoa ochenta y nueva yo el Infra-flzmado 
Tts, de Cura de dlcha parroquia puse loa Santos Oleos segun rlto de 
nuostrs Madre la Santa Igleala a un nlflo de color blanoo que naclo el 
die clnco de novlembre del aflo mil aeteclentoa ochenta y clnco a qulsn 
dio el egua del Socorro el padre fray Joae Valdes Capellnn del segundo 
be tall on y puso por nombre Pedro Andres, hljo legit imo de dan Pedro 
Gonzales de la Galea y Vlllamil y de dofla Catalina Joly; fuaron padrl— 
noa don Andres Gonzales de la Galea y Vlllamil y Da. Delaids Joly y 
para que conste lo flrmo en dlcho dla, mas y aflo. Ut supra. (Firmdo)
FT. nbaldo Delgados.
Aqui ya aparece don Pedro Gonzalez Vlllamil menolonado como Pedro Gonzales 
de la Galea y Vlllamil y ae note que aetua como pa dr in o don Andres Gonzales do 
la Galea y Vlllamil que no puede ser sino un hermano suyo, quien al venir de
Sapafia Uganda todoa sus nombres, a los que tendrla dare oho, lafXuytJ en don
Pedro y le hlio fiiaarae ldentiooments.
iaotaaa cono Gonzales es nombre y no a pel lido, quo nl ha car @1 ogregado de 
*? ** deepues de dlcha fraae, dejando a Vlllamil para el final 
£ccbr* o«»Pleto,en el lugar del apellldo.
?*..rnu ds moTiao de don jose maria de la golia y villamil.
-eta partida de bautlaao quo ha aldo coplada al oslco dice aai:
rartea dla nueve del mes da novlembre del aflo mil aeteclentoa
vonta fray Luis Gulguas, toniente de auria ds la Iglosla parroqulal
2 2 0
do Saix Luis do NUava Orleans en la provinelo de lq Luiaiana en America 
7 M , Bauds® y pus los sen ton Oleos a un nlfio quo naclo en el dla Dlez del
Joaef moo do Junlo del tflo mil aateoientoa ochenta y ooho a quion puae par
mar la nombre Josef Marla hljo legit loo de don Pedro- Gonzalez do lo Gulls y V1***
Gonzales 11 am 11 at de Dfia. Catalina Joly file padrlno el aefior don Joaef de Ora®, La 1 .'•?
Do lo madrlna DSa Blanca pelente y par quo aonata lo filmo de mi mano en @1 mismo
Gulls y di®, men y aSo. tFt sups®. (PiniwloJ Fray Luis GUigie®.
Vlllaail
So slgue con los tree hormanos aquolla tradleion eapafiols do 91s el bautl— 
zado tomara al nombre del padrlno. Asi Felipe Martin 11sva el nombre de au padrlno 
don Martin Navarro; Pedro Andrea llova loa nombras de @1 padre y de mi padrlno y 
tlo don Andres Gonzales de la Gales y Vlllemil y ah ora Jos® Maris ton el ds su 
padrlno don Joaef de Orns.
Pero he aqui que al aflo del bautizo de Pedro Andres, el amanuense no 
eecrlbe "de Is Galea" alno "de le Gulls" siendo inutil todo esfliorao quo so ha 
hacho por anoontrar una informacioa posterior qa® ©asfiraa eualquisE* de los 
doe nombres.
Segun don Gustavo Monro y Gsraieoa, la fedie del nsclmiento del pro’car 
as el lo de Junlo de 1769, mss segun eate documsnto el aflo del mdmiento as 1788 
colncidlendo eeo el an la fecha: 10 de junlo. Ademaa-el nombre de la madre.Cata­
lina eata en el documanto y en cuanto al apellldo ae ha explicado el porque da 
la dlferencia entre Joly y Ohy. Si a esto ae agrega quo no hay mas lnaoripolonea 
bautismslea en los archlvos de la catedral de Sen Luis, dazde ae guardan todos 
los de oaa epoca, con el opellldo Villamil y que no ae han deatrufdo archlvos 
por lncendloa, terremotoe o cueleequier® otros aoeldeates, aetamoa m  pondiclones 
de poder aflrmar que esta es la logitima partida de bautl sno del general Villamil, 
pro car del 9 de ootubre de 1620, y que el nombre ompleto del alamo es General 
Jose Maria Gonzales de la Gulla y Villamil
LA PARTIDA DS BADT1SJ0 DS MASADA LENA VTT.IAMTKr.
Paaa el tlempo y veinte afios deepuea, ae encuentra la lnscrlpclon del bau— 
tlamo de Magdalena ViUemin. I aunque en el primer memento fue la intmelon la de 
deseoharla, su lecture nos dijo quo perteneela al grupo de la famllla Vlllamil.
Dice aal;
Dia doce do Junlo de eate afio de mil ochocisatos y once yo el Infra—firmado 
Thenento do Cura de eata Igleala parroqulal da Sen Luis del NUovo Orleans 
Bautlce y puae los Stoa. Oleos e una nlfis que naclo el dla dlez y alete da 
Snero de mil oohoclentos y ooho hija natural de Gonzales Villamin y ds 
Elolsa Solet, ambos naturales y tsolnos de esta dudad: abuelos potemos 
Pedro Villamln y Catherine Joly. Abueloa maternos Valentino Solet y Magda­
lena Condrain, en. la cual nlfia ejercldas eeas ceremonies le puae por nom— 
bre Magdalena- fuoron loa padrlnos Da. Lula Alfredo Por tier y Dfia Mariana 
Hernando s qulenes advertl el perentezoo espiritual y para qua ccaste lo 
flrme a dlcho dla a a a y afio. Ut aupra. (Fizsado) S. Konno.
Seta partida es aumameate latereaonte. Ella no dice cual de los trea Villa- 
ill es el padre da Magdalena, si Felipe Martin, Pedro Andres o Jose Maria. Talvaz 
la bunco quotas hace en otros archives no ecleeiaeticos, notarlas, eatableoimiaatoa 
de lnstrucclon, Juzgados, etc. nos den la clave mas tsrdo.
I si ae aflrra que Magadalena es hija de uno de elloa ea por lo mead on qua 
3® haoe clara y teiminante de Is abuela Catherine Joly.
Anotese que he deoapareddo el "de la Gales" o "de la Gulla", que el Gozalee
so toma como nombre y quo el abuelo ea denominado —aunqua equlvooando la ultima lo—
tra quo deblo ser "1" y no "n"— Pedro Villamln a aeons.
FXNALILAMD3 CQPIANDO el alguiente do cumanto;
To whom It may concern: a qulen corresponds:
This Is to certify that a complete search Sate os para certlflcar que una couplet a
has boon made of the 3t. Louis Cathedral bueca ha aido hecha de los archlvos de
records from 1782 to 1840 for the nime VI- la Catedral de San Luis desde 1782 a 164)
^LAKU a& all that la found are the fol- so bre el nombre Villamil y quo todo lo
losing: quo 80 ha ancontrado ea lo siguient®:
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Baptlaaal record of Josef Maria Vlllamil 
" " o f  Phillip Martin Vlllamil
" * of Pedro Andres Vlllamil
Marriage of Pedro Vlllamil and Catherine
Joly
Baptlmal record of Magdalena Villamln 
John Ray. {Arohlvero)
St. Louis Cathedral 
Nan Orleans. La*
Partida de bautlamo de Jose Maria Vlllamil I 
" " Phillip Martin Viliam 111
" " Pedro Andres Vlllamil :
Matrlmonio de Pedro Vlllaail y Catalina Joly 1
Partida de bautl ano de Magdalena Vill sain, 
fflrmsdo John Ray Arohlvero.
St. Louis Cathedral 
New Orleans, La*
Sste documanto cierra el clelo de nuestra lnwstlgadon en cuinto al bautlamo 
del general Vlllamil.
SQMEZTEMDS todo lo anterior maat® dicho a la ̂ mae doota, respetaola y autorizada 
opinion del Centro de Investlgaclones Hlstarloas de^Ctiayaqull a \qulenea dedloamoe 
esta trabajo pan el cual solicitsmoa la bondaddrf^eu/redai^a.
c. Pulg V. ' ,
Consul General Ecuador 
en Nuava Orleans,
APPENDIX B
RECORD OF SERVICE TO ECUADOR
HOJAS MILITARES DE PROCERES
Iniciamos con la siguiente del General Jose M. V illa m il, que de 
bemos a laga lan te rfa  del b iza rro  Coronel N icolas Santos A larcon, biznie- 
to de tan ilustre procer, la publicacion de estos im portantes documentos
que form an tambien parte in tegrante del acervo de nuestra h istoria
REPUBLICA DEL ECUADOR
EJERCITO P E R M A N E X T E  PROVIXCIA G U A Y A Q U I L
H o ja  de servicios del G ra l. de B rigada Jose M. V illa m il, su edad 
65 afios, su salud robusta, su pais New Orleans.
Tiem po que empesd a  se rv ir Tienipo que sieve y  do. en a u la  empleo
E M P L E O S  E M P L E O S
D ias Meses Aflos Aflos Meses Dias
Capitan efectivo de ejercito 9 Octubre 1820 Capitan efectivo 1 3
Teniente Coronel 13 NVbre. 1S20 Teniente Coronel 1 9  4
Coronel 18 Agosto 1822 Coronel 22 9 17
General de Brigada 5 Junio 1845 General 10 4 26
Total de servicios hasta el 30 de Setiembre de 18Tx>. 35 20
( 'ueepos v eomisioues im portantes en que Un servido:
Aflos Mesas Dias
De Comnndante de la G oleta de G uerra  «Alcance», 
desde el 6 de (Octubre de 1820 hasta el CD de Noviem bre del 
niismo a f io   1 21
A l mando de un Escuadrdn creado para contener til 
enemigo en Babahovo desde el 1° de D iciem bre de 1820 has­
ta  el 21 de Enero de 1821.................................................................  2
Desde el 1° de Febrero de 1821 hasta el 18 de Agos- 
to de 1822, sin mando, pero cooperando cuanto fue posible al 
triun fo  de la causa de la Independencia con mi persona, mis 
buques y mis bienes.............................................................................  I 6 18
Desde el 17 de Agosto de 1822 hasta el 16 de A b r il 
de 1827 al mando del le r. Batalldn de M ilicias regulares que 
li.ic ia  la guarnicidn de esta p laza ....................................................   4 7 28
Desde el 17 de A b ril de 1827 hasta el 4 de A b r il de 
1841 sin mando m ilita r pero desempehando tres veces la Go- 
bernaci(>n de esta Provincia  y destinado a la colonizacidn de 
las Islas Galapagos como Gobernador. Ndtese que desde el 
de tV tu b re  hasta esta ultima fecha, es decir en 21 iiilos, no 
he eobrado sueldo alguno por servicios m ilitares que hacfa 
por puro patriotism o.
Desde el 1° de A b ril de 1841 hasta el 150 de O ctubre 
del niismo aho en clase de le r. Kdecan del Jra l. en Jefe del 
E je rc ito  en la 2;l Compama de P a s to ........................................... 7
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AAoa Meses Dias
Desde el 1° de Noviem bre de 1841 hasta el 16 de 
M arzo de 1845, sin mando m ilita r pero en aetiv idad v des- 
tinado a las Islas  3 4 17
Desde el 18 de M arzo de 1845 hasta el 31 de Octu- 
bre de 1.848 Jefe de Estado M ayor C ra l. del E je rc ito  de la 2a 
D ivis ion: Comandante O ra l. Id. de la P rim era  D iv is ion: en 
Comisidn a Riobamba y  Cuenca: Jefe de Operaciones en 
Manabi y  en Comision a Quito. En estos diversos destinos el 
espacio de     3 9 14
Notese que desde el 1° de A b r i l de 1841 hasta D i- 
ciembre de 1848 solo he recib ido sueldos por servicios m ilita ­
res.
Desde Enero de 849, hasta A b r i l del mismo afio en 
Comision del G ob ie rno  .........................................................  4
Desde Mayo de 849 hasta D iciem bre del mismo afio 
en uso de letras de re tiro .
Desde Enero de 850, C ontador M ayor de esta P ro- 
vincia hasta el 11 de D iciem bre del mismo.
Desde el 12 de D iciem bre de 850 hasta el 3 de Ene­
ro  de 851 Jefe de Estado M ayor General cuando el E je rc ito  
iba a m archar contra las fuerzas de Manabi'......................................... 23
Desde el 4 de Enero de 851 hasta el 23 de Julio, Con­
tador M ayor.
Desde el 17 de Julio de 851, en que fue la i>loriosa 
transform acidn, hasta Setiembre del afio 52 M in is tro  G eneral 1 2 14
Desde O ctubre de 852 hasta M arzo de 853 Jefe de la 
P 'rontera S u r ........................................... ............;  .................... 6
Desde A b r i l de 853 hasta Junio de 854, en comision 
del G obierno en los Estados U n ido s    1 3
Desde Ju lio  de 854 hasta O ctubre del mismo ano, en 
uso de sus le tras de re tiro
Desde N oviem bre de 854 hasta la fecha, Jele C iv il y 
M ilita r del A rc h ip ie la g o ................................................... -  D
T iem po que se abona por la campana de 1851 y 1853 1 8 10
En servic io  ac tivo  hasta fin de Septiembre de 1855 ________
Suman   20 2 25
I.VFORME NOTAS
Comandancia General del Departamento. V a lo r  . . . . .  .A cred itado
Guayaquil. Setiembre 30 de 1855 m 11°. A p licac ion . .Bastante
Es conform e Capacidad . Mucha
C o n d u c ta ... .Buena 
(/.) G . F r a n c o .  E s tado .............V iudo
( / '.)  F .  V a lv e r d e .
A l dorso
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C a m  p a n  a s  v  A C C ro \TE s  d e  G u e r r a
En toda la campana de la  Independencia. En la u ltim a de Pasto 
En la  de L a  E lv ira : en la de los aflos de 51 y  52 en contra del G ra l. Juan 
Jose F lores. Combates: el de las Lanchas en este rfo: las tres acciones 
de g ue rra  contra  la Escuadra Peruana: en Tangua y  Vuesaquia en Pas­
to: y  en el u ltim o del cuatro  de Ju lio  de 852.
L a  presente hoja de servicios, es form ada bajo la pa labra de 
honor del que suscribe y  de conform idad con los documentos que acom- 
pafio.
Guayaquil, Setiembre 30 de 1855.
Q uito, Setiembre 15 de 1855.
(f.) J. V illam il.
Ademas, en el expediente seguido por el G ra l. V illa m il para ob- 
tener el pago de sus haberes atrasados y  las letras de cuarte l, constan 
interesantes declaraciones de otros ilustres proceres, las mismas que co- 
piamos en sus parra fos mas salientes.
D e l G ra l. sefior don A n ton io  Elizalde:
«El G ra l. que suscribe certifica: que en el afio de 818 conocid al 
G ra l. Jose V illa m il en la cap ita l del Pen! traba jando po r la  independen­
cia de la Am erica , con tanto interes y  entusia&mo, que no pudo menos de 
Uegar a ofdos del V ir re v  Laserna, quien se did por entendido con el gran 
M ariscal don Jose L a m a r que era Inspector G eneral del V irre in a to  por 
esa fecha, para que reconviniese al recurrente por su com portam iento; 
y que habiendo venido a esta ciudad, el que suscribe, a princip ios del afio 
20 en clase de subteniente del batalldn «Reserva», presencid los esfuer- 
/os que hizo y lo que traba jd  con los oliciales de nuestro batalldn para 
d i r  el g r ito  de independencia, como se did el 0 de O ctubre del expresado 
afio, m archaudo el dia siguiente al mando de la G oleta «Alcance» en una 
comision interesanti'sima cerca del G ra l. San M artin . A  su regreso de la 
comision se le conlid  el mando de un Escuadrdn a las drdenes del C o ro ­
nel M avor Luzuriaga  destinado al pueblo de Bodegas para contener al 
enemigo que m archaba sobre el indicado punto despues de la de rro ta  de 
Hu ic lii. Tam bien asistib a la dt ie.isa de esta plaza en el ataque que su- 
t i ii'» en el afio 21 por la sublevacidn de las lanchas cahoneras y dos bu- 
ques de guerra, habiendo sido destinado al mando del batalldn M ilic ias 
ivg ladas desde el afio 22 hasta el 27; y ha sahido el in fo rm antequee l aho 
de 28 se presto como siempre para la defensa de esta ciudad contra  los 
ataques de la escuadra peruana, como igualmente ha sahido que se le en- 
tregd  el mando de una columna para rechazar al batalldn «l*'lores-» en 
el ano 22; y  que en el de 41 se hallo a las drdenes del G ra l. M ores en la 
campana de Pasto*.
I )cl S i don .Angel I ola:
■Id sciior G ra l. V illa m il se cstablecid en esta ciudad el afio de 
1811 v con tra jo  m atrim onio con una s tnora  de lo principal del vecindario. 
Este lue el prim er pa=o con que el sefior V illa m il se vinculo al pafs para, 
p a r t ir  con sus liabitantes los sucesos prdsperos y  adversos que han ocu- 
rr id o  desde aquel tiempo hasta el presente».
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HI G obierno prov iso rio  que eonocfa el m erito  del sefior V illa m il, 
y  saln'a muy bien que con triln iyb  efica/m ente a conquistar para la patria  
un fuerte bata lldn que guarnecfa esta ciudad con el nombre de «Grana- 
deros de Reserva», le senald que fuese a Pisco con el G obernador espa- 
nol y otros prisioneros para ponerlos a disposieibn del G ra l. San M artfn  
que preparaba con su e jercito  la libertad del Peru».
D el G ra l. sefior don Juan Illin g w o rth :
«que a su llegada al puerto de G uayaquil en el Bergantfn  de 
G u e rra  chileno «EI Puirdon» en el mes de Noviem bre de 1820, supo por 
notoriedad la distinguida parte que habia tornado el General Jose M a ria  
V illa m il en la g lo riosa  transform acion po lftica  de este pafs el dfa 9 de 
O ctubre  del mismo afio y que el G obierno P rov iso rio  le habfa confiado 
una Comision especial e im portante  cerca del G ra l. San M a rtin , habien­
do partido  de este punto al mando de la  go le ta  «A lcance».»
Del Coronel sefior don F rancisco V a lve rde :
«que el General V illa m il,  ha sabido ser, « .\lilita r en la g u e rra », 
ciudadano en la paz«; y  que esto se complace en ce rtifica r* .
Hn iguales elogiosos conceptos sobre la personalidad del G ra l. 
\ ' i l la m il  abundan las declaraciones de don F rancisco B e rn a l,G ra l.F ra n ­
cisco Robles, don Manuel C asila ri, don D om ingo de Santistevan y  don 
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7*. Deelare por ale uslooe y unlT®r«alea herederoa a His referldoa hljoslegitl- 
aoa pa. qe disfruteB ads blsaea por lgualoa partesj y por ouaofco ao fallaoi- 
do al hi Jo Oa. Proa0®. Bollrar eatrard eosw ooheredero as represesfcaaioa de 
su flnad® pad?© als doa nistae D a. Isabel y Oa. Am. aleado s o  ftabora y Cara®
'•Idora ae ladre.
8*. Deolaro qua hablaado aido perjudioada ml nieta Da. Petra Alarom y VSillaall
por la lares-elda qua aa hiae da se fort us® an la eoleaisaoles de la lala astro 
alia «a la vAmm liaea qua aia hljoa legitims dcbiassdo hsredar por igualse 
partes. ' ’
9®. Stembro por aia albaaoas ualveraalee a a&® legitlnos fasredaroa, «a oaias da al 
aleta Da. Petra Alarecn v Villas!!. pa. que todoa alios ea buero pas hagas as­
tro ai, la dorlda parbioioa da bieaaa y tosssm lo que A oada uao oormapoada. 
sla qua lnterrenga niagum autoridad Judleial. 
lOt Faro loa efeotoe legalea y eosto urn auaetro de ai ultim voluattad otorgo y 
firm eate doeuseato al que dol la valldes de iratruBanfce P&blloo aa presea- 
e la  de tree testlgoa qua lo sigma lgualaante an la oindad de Lias a loa quia- 








Aolaraoidn a la sfasoria testasastarla de eata feeha firaada aata traa taatigoe. De*» 
elaro igualneate qua por eostusabr® inretenda hablo de sois hljoa eoando aoa elneos 
pero aa ad roluotad que subsists la oopia aele porqro ad aleba Da. Patra Alarooa y 
Vlllaadl ooupa desde qua meld hufrfam de padre el sexto lugar ooso hija sda y para 
que eousts firmo aata deelaraeioa aserita toda de ai latro. Lisa, a loa qulase dies 
del eaa de aaye de ail oebooieotoa seseata y uso.
J. Villa*!!
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